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=NA=O +=OPHU =HH OPQ@AJPO ODKQH@ HKKG =P DKS PDAU ?=J AJC=CA
SEPD KQN jAH@ EJ QJEMQA S=UO =NA UKQ OP=NPEJC QL = LNKFA?P =P
UKQN HE>N=NU !HKCCEJC KN LQ>HEODEJC EJ FKQNJ=HO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( OAP KQP PK EJPANREAS = HE>N=NE=J =J@ P=HGA@ PK PDA @ENA?PKN KB
PDA HK?=H ?KIIQJEPU ?KHHACA HE>N=NU 2DA S=O NA=HHU B=JP=OPE? =J@
( HA=NJA@ OK IQ?D BNKI FQOP P=HGEJC PK DAN BKN =J DKQN ( =HOK
HA=NJA@ PD=P ODA S=O =J K??=OEKJ=H =@FQJ?P LNKBAOOKN =P 4 2+(2
=J@ ODA D=@ KJHU CKK@ PDEJCO PK O=U =>KQP 4  ( NA=HEVA@ PD=P
=LLHUEJC PK 4 IA=JP EJOP=PA PQEPEKJ =J@ ( =HNA=@U D=@ OPQ@AJP
HK=J @A>P ( =HNA=@U D=@ = FK> DANA =J@ ?KQH@ KiOAP IU ATLAJOAO
IU B=IEHU S=O DANA =J@ ( D=@ = >N=J@ JAS JALDAS ( ?KQH@ OP=NP
EJ )=JQ=NU EJOPA=@ KB PDA BKHHKSEJC B=HH KJ?A ( jJEODA@ IU ?KNA
?KQNOAO ( ?KQH@ IKRA =JUSDANA =J@ P=GA AHA?PERAO KJHEJA gQO
( =LLHEA@ KJHU PK 4 BKN PDA OLNEJC OAIAOPAN =J@ SKQH@ =LLHU PK
KPDAN O?DKKHO EJ PDA B=HH EB PD=P @E@J]P SKNG KQP (P SKNGA@ KQP [
EJ = >EC S=U ( ARAJPQ=HHU CKP = CN=@Q=PA =OOEOP=JPODEL =J@ OPQ@AJP
HE>N=NU FK>O =J@ ( BKQJ@ = LH=?A EJ PDA 2+(2 ?KIIQJEPU ( =HOK CKP
PK PAILKN=NEHU O=PE=PA PDA JAA@ PK PN=RAH >U OPQ@UEJC =>NK=@ EJ
+KJ@KJ BKNCN=@Q=PA?NA@EP
gANABKNA IU PELO BKN =LLHUEJC PK HE>N=NU O?DKKH =NA  #KJ]P
>A =BN=E@ PK OP=U HK?=H 8KQN  + =??NA@EPA@ ,+(2 EO CKK@ BKN
=JU HE>N=NE=J FK>  !43 Z NAOA=N?D BQJ@EJC KLLKNPQJEPEAO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SAHH =O OPQ@AJP HE>N=NU FK>O =J@ EJPANJODELO =P PDA O?DKKHO UKQ]NA
?KJOE@ANEJC 8KQN ,+(2 SEHH CAP UKQ JKSDANA SEPDKQP ATLANEAJ?A
=J@ UKQ S=JP =O HEeHA @A>P =O LKOOE>HA EJ PDA IA=JPEIA  4JHAOO
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,U ATLANEAJ?A SEPD PDA =LLHE?=PEKJ PK HE>N=NU O?DKKH S=O =?PQ=HHU
LNAeU @EiANAJP BNKI ARANUKJA AHOA]O (B PDANA]O KJA PDEJC ( HA=NJA@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 EP]O KdAJ JKP SD=P
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( @E@ = LNAREKQO I=OPANO @ACNAA EJ  IANE?=J 2PQ@EAO SDE?D (
AJFKUA@ RANU IQ?D =J@ PDNKQCD PD=P @ACNAA ( D=@ PDA LHA=OQNA KB
IAAPEJC #N 6=UJA 6EAC=J@ = J=IA OKIA KB UKQ I=U NA?KCJEVA	
( SKNGA@ SEPD #N 6EAC=J@ KJ PDA %HKNE@= !KKG  S=N@O BKN PDA
H=OP L=NP KB IU , LNKCN=I =J@ SDAJ ( S=O =LLNK=?DEJC
CN=@Q=PEKJ SEPD JK LH=JO =J@ =>OKHQPAHU JK FK> LNKOLA?PO #N
6EAC=J@ PKKG IA =OE@A =J@ O=E@ ^'AU SA ?KQH@ QOA ?KIA ?NEPE?=H
PDEJGANO HEGA UKQ EJ HE>N=NE=JODEL_ +EeHA @E@ ( GJKS =P PDA PEIA
PD=P ( SKQH@ jP OK SAHH EJ PDEO jAH@ =J@ D=RA OQ?D = L=OOEKJ BKN
EP gA =?PQ=H =LLHE?=PEKJ L=NP S=O PDA OEILHAOP LKNPEKJ KJ IU
PN=JOEPEKJ KJ?A ( I=@A PDA @A?EOEKJ PK CK BKN EP OEJ?A ( S=O =HNA=@U
= CN=@ OPQ@AJP PDA \Kl?E=H] OE@A KB PDEJCO S=O = OIKKPDHU NKHHA@
EJPK PDA JAS LNKCN=I =J@ PDA @AP=EHO 2P=PAIAJP KB /QNLKOA
+AeANO KB 1A?KIIAJ@=PEKJ	 SANA LNK?AOOA@ MQE?GHU AOLA?E=HHU
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%24	 !=OE?=HHU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 PDA @A=@HEJA S=O
H=PA EJ PDA OQIIAN (]@ >AAJ PQNJA@ @KSJ >U =HH PDA /D# 'EOPKNU	
LNKCN=IO (]@ =LLHEA@ PK =J@ ( D=@ KJA NA=HHU CNA=P NAOKQJ@EJC
HAeANKBNA?
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 EB ( D=RA = PEL PK KiAN BNKI IU ATLANEAJ?A EP EO PK SKNG UKQN
?KJJA?PEKJO gANA]O LNK>=>HU OKIAKJA UKQ GJKS PD=P ?=J DAHL
UKQ =HKJC UKQN L=PD =J@ CAeEJC EJ PKQ?D SEPD PDAI =J@ HAeEJC
PDAI GJKS UKQN CK=HO ?=J D=RA EJ?NA@E>HA NAOQHPO  J@ LHA=OA
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ARAJ NA=HEVA PDA @ACNAA ATEOPA@ !QP OKKJ ( S=O EJ PKQ?D SEPD
OARAN=H HE>N=NE=JO PD=P SANA BNEAJ@O KB IU B=IEHU =J@ PD=P ( GJAS
BNKI CNKSEJC QL =J@ ( S=O DKKGA@ KJ PDA E@A= KB CAeEJC IU,+(2
2EJ?A ( OLKGA PK IKOPHU HE>N=NE=JO SDK D=@ CKJA PK 2EIIKJO PD=P
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EJ +KJ@KJ SDAJ ( =LLHEA@ OK L=NP KB IU =LLHE?=PEKJ LNK?AOO S=O
EJkQAJ?A@ >U S=JPEJC PK ?KIA >=?G DKIA PK !KOPKJ SDANA ( HERA@
BKN  UA=NO >ABKNA IKREJC +KJ@KJ =J@ ,=OO=?DQOAeO SDANA (
CNAS QL ( jCQNA@ PD=P ( S=O =HNA=@U CKEJC PK >A IKREJC >=?G =J@
OSEP?DEJC ?=NAANO ( ?KQH@ LNK>=>HU @K OK SEPDKQP =HOK D=REJC PK
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'KSARAN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=O HQ?G SKQH@ D=RA EP ( BKQJ@ KQP ( D=@ >AAJ =@IEeA@ PDA O=IA
SAAG PD=P +ADI=J !NKPDANO SAJP >=JGNQLP (P =HH OAAIA@ HEGA OKIA
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?=ILQO ( D=@ JARAN OAAJ =J@ = LNKCN=I ( OPEHH D=@ IQ?D PK HA=NJ
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=LLHEA@ PK KJA OLA?Ej? O?DKKH >A?=QOA ( S=O HEIEPA@ CAKCN=LDE?=HHU
BKN LANOKJ=H NA=OKJO ( SKQH@ ?ANP=EJHU OQCCAOP PD=P LAKLHA =LLHU
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=LLHEA@ BKN CN=@Q=PA LNKCN=IO EJ $JCHEOD =J@ SDE?D ( AJ@A@ QL
LQNOQEJC jNOP	 ( SNKPA =J E@A=HEOPE? PDKQCD LAND=LO QJKNECEJ=H
AOO=U =>KQP PDA LKSAN KB HE>N=NEAO =J@ >KKGO PK KLAJ @KKNO BKN
LAKLHA HEGA IUOAHB =J@ ( OPEHH PDEJG EP S=O = LNAeU CKK@ AOO=U
PDKQCD EP =HOK NARA=HA@ DKS HEeHA ( NA=HHU GJAS =>KQP HE>N=NE=JODEL
(J DEJ@OECDP ( SEOD ( D=@ @KJA = >EP IKNA NA=@EJC EJPK HE>N=NU SKNG
>ABKNA =LLHUEJC BKN HE>N=NU O?DKKH OK PD=P ( ?KQH@ D=RA =NPE?QH=PA@
IKNA ?HA=NHU SD=P IU EJPANAOPO IECDP >A 4HPEI=PAHU ( @E@ C=EJ
=@IEOOEKJ PK PDA 2(+2 LNKCN=I =HKJC SEPD OKIA O?DKH=NODELO =J@
CN=@Q=PA =OOEOP=JPODELO >QP ( OKIASD=P BKKHEODHU @E@ JKP @A?E@A PK
LQNOQA = HE>N=NU O?EAJ?A A@Q?=PEKJ =P PD=P LKEJP JKP NA=HEVEJC PD=P
I=JU LNKCN=IO @K JKP LNKRE@A OQ?D SKJ@ANBQH jJ=J?E=H =J@ SKNG
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gA OA?KJ@ O?DKKH ( =LLHEA@ PK KRAN = @A?=@A H=PAN S=O 2P
"=PDANEJA 4JERANOEPU]O 2P *=PA]O	 +E>N=NU =J@ (JBKNI=PEKJ
2?EAJ?A LNKCN=I  dAN = OKIASD=P @EODA=NPAJEJC ATLANEAJ?A
PA=?DEJC ?KHHACA $JCHEOD ?H=OOAO ( S=JPA@ PK ATLHKNA = ?=NAAN
?D=JCA =J@ HQ?GEHU 2P *=PA]O HE>N=NU LNKCN=I PDA KJHU KJA EJ
,EJJAOKP= S=O FQOP @KSJ PDA OPNAAP BNKI IA ( =HOK D=@ = BNEAJ@
PA=?DEJC EJ PDA LNKCN=I OKIAKJA ( =?PQ=HHU IAP EJ PDA ?KJPATP
KB =?=@AIE? SKNG EJ  OE=J  IANE?=J OPQ@EAO =J@ ODA D=@ >AAJ
CAJPHU AJ?KQN=CEJC IA PK FQIL ODEL BNKI HEPAN=NU OPQ@EAO PK
HE>N=NE=JODEL OEJ?A SA IAP =>KQP PAJ UA=NO =CK .J?A ( @A?E@A@ PK
CK >=?G PK O?DKKH ( P=HGA@ PK IU BNEAJ@ =>KQP PDA LNKCN=I EJ 2P
*=PA]O =J@ =LLHEA@ BKN =@IEOOEKJ ( D=@ ?KHHA=CQAO SDK GJAS IU
=?=@AIE? SKNG SNEPA IA HAeANO KB NA?KIIAJ@=PEKJ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gEO IA=JO UKQ ?=J QOA PDEO LKOP KN =JU KPDAN LKOPO KJ PDA >HKC EJ
=JU S=U =O HKJC =O EP EO BKN JKJ?KIIAN?E=H QOA UKQ =eNE>QPA PDA
=QPDKN =J@ OD=NA UKQN LNK@Q?P QJ@AN PDA O=IA HE?AJOA  SAOKIA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$T=IEJEJCPDA1AIET_+AOOECEO'=NR=N@H=SLNKBAOOKN
=J@=BKQJ@EJC>K=N@IAI>ANKB"NA=PERA"KIIKJO
` +KKGKRANPDA >=OE?OKB"KLUNECDPD=J@KQP BNKIPDA
4JEPA@2P=PAO"KLUNECDP.l?A
` "DA?GKQPPDA!ANGI=J"AJPANBKN(JPANJAP=J@2K?EAPU]O
"KLUNECDPBKN+E>N=NE=JO?KQNOA
` +A=NJIKNA=>KQPPDA&AKNCE=2P=PA?=OAgA&24+=S
2?DKKHD=OLQPPKCAPDAN=CNA=P HE>CQE@A PD=PLNKRE@AO=
PEIAHEJA=J@=?KILEH=PEKJKB>HKCO=J@?KQNPKLEJEKJO
` *AAL=HKKGKQPBKNBQPQNA?KLUNECDPH=S,.."O$=NHEAN
PDEOUA=N'=NR=N@KiANA@=BNAAKJHEJA?KLUNECDPH=S
?KQNOABKNLAKLHAPDNKQCD A@7
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+E>N=NE=JODEL EO = LNKBAOOEKJ PD=P]O =HH =>KQP DAHLEJC LAKLHA SDE?D
IA=JO SA JAA@ PK >A =>HA PK SKNG SEPD PDAI $RAJ EB UKQ @KJ]P
SKNG SEPD L=PNKJO UKQ]HH OPEHH D=RA PK SKNG SEPD ?KSKNGANO PD=P
NQJ PDA C=IQP "=P HKRANO=DAI	 C=IANO P=eKKA@ @NEJGANO PDA
OSAAP KH@ H=@U SDK @KAOJ]P GJKS SD=P AI=EH EOL=PNKJ KN
?KSKNGAN	 UKQ IECDP NQJ =?NKOO PDAI =HH 8KQ ?=J]P AO?=LA LAKLHA
EJ PDEO LNKBAOOEKJ 6DAPDAN UKQ SANA @N=SJ PK PDEO LNKBAOOEKJ
>A?=QOA UKQ HKRA >KKGO KN >A?=QOA UKQ S=JPA@ PK LQP Ki OPQ@AJP
HK=JO D=REJC LAKLHA OGEHHO EO = IQOP 6A]NA ATLA?PA@ PK D=RA OKIA
PA?DJKHKCU OGEHHO =J@ I=U>A ARAJ IKNA =@R=J?A@ LNKCN=IIEJC
OGEHHO g=P]O =HH CNA=P 'KSARAN PDANA =NA = HKP KB PDEJCO HE>N=NU
O?DKKH ?=J]P PA=?D UKQ /AKLHA OGEHHO >AEJC KJA KB PDAI -K KJA
?=J PA=?D UKQ DKS PK >A EJ PDA SKNH@ PD=P]O OKIAPDEJC PD=P SA
=HH @ARAHKL =O SA IKRA BKNS=N@ EJ HEBA $ILHKUANO =NA HKKGEJC BKN
BKHGOSDKD=RAPDAOAOGEHHO

%KN AT=ILHA P=GA = HKKG =P PDAOA MQ=HEj?=PEKJO P=GAJ BNKI
@EiANAJPFK>=@O
` $T?AHHAJP?KIIQJE?=PEKJ=J@EJPANLANOKJ=HOGEHHO
` #AIKJOPN=PA@?KIIEPIAJPPK?QOPKIANOANRE?A
`  >EHEPU PK I=J=CA ?KILHAT SKNGHK=@ LNEKNEPEVA P=OGO =J@
?KILHAPASKNGKJPEIASEPDIEJEIQIOQLANREOEKJ
`  >EHEPU PK SKNG EJ@ALAJ@AJPHU =J@ ?KHH=>KN=PERAHU =J@ PK
?KJPNE>QPA LKOEPERAHU PK = PA=I SEPDEJ = N=LE@HU ?D=JCEJC
?KILHAT=J@IQHPE?QHPQN=HAJRENKJIAJP
!=OE?=HHU PDAU S=JP PK GJKS EB UKQ =NA = CKK@ LANOKJ PK SKNG
SEPD  NA UKQ CKEJC PK >A KG=U PK SKNG >U UKQNOAHB KJ ?ANP=EJ
PDEJCO "=J UKQ P=HG PK LAKLHA "=J UKQ >A = PA=I LH=UAN  NA
UKQ CKEJC PK CK ?N=VU EB OKIAKJA =OGO UKQ DKS PK LNEJP BKN PDA
IEHHEKJPD PEIA  @@NAOOEJC PDEO EJ = ?KRAN HAeAN EOJ]P =O A=OU =O
O=UEJC ^( =I = CNA=P ?KIIQJE?=PKN_ KN ^( SKNG SAHH SEPD KPDANO_
>A?=QOA PDAU S=JP PK GJKS DKS UKQ @K PD=P (B EP S=O =OGEJC
BKN OLA?Ej? PA?D OGEHHO EP SKQH@ >A A=OEAN PK =@@NAOO ^$T?AHHAJP
EJPANLANOKJ=H OGEHHO_ EOJ]P = ?KQNOA PD=P UKQ ?=J P=GA EJ O?DKKH
2QNA SA IECDP P=GA = NABANAJ?A KN EJBKNI=PEKJ HEPAN=?U PA=?DEJC
?KQNOA >QP @KAO EP NA=HHU ODKS UKQ DKS PK SKNG SEPD = L=PNKJ
KN >A = JE?A LANOKJ -KP NA=HHU gAOA MQ=HEj?=PEKJO ODKQH@ >A
EJ@E?=PKNO KB SD=P EO ATLA?PA@ KB QO SDAJ SA CN=@Q=PA gAU S=JP
SAHH=@FQOPA@ OK?E=HEVA@ LAKLHA >QP >AEJC PD=P LANOKJ IA=JO PD=P
UKQODKQH@D=RA@ARAHKLA@PD=POGEHHOKIASDANA=HKJCPDAHEJA
!NAe !KJjAH@ SNKPA EJ DEO LKOP /ANOLA?PERA =J@ #KEJC &KK@
6KNG ^6D=P UKQ @K >ABKNA UKQ CAP UKQN HE>N=NU @ACNAA I=eANOa_
=J@ BKN I=JU KB QO PDEO EO PNQA $RAJ EB UKQ @KJ]P D=RA LNEKN
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HE>N=NU ATLANEAJ?A PDANA =NA PN=JOBAN=>HA OGEHHO PD=P UKQ ?=J QOA
EJ = HE>N=NU OAeEJC ( OLAJP I=JU UA=NO OHEJCEJC ?KiAA >A=JO
SKNGEJC EJ ?QOPKIAN OANRE?A ( D=@ JK ?HQA PD=P PDA ATLANEAJ?AO
( D=@ =P PDA ?KiAA ODKL SKQH@ =?PQ=HHU DAHL IA =O = NABANAJ?A
HE>N=NE=J (]RA =HS=UO >AAJ = ODU LANOKJ >QP OEJ?A ( SKNGA@ EJ =
DECD PN=l? JKEOU ?KiAA ODKL ( HA=NJA@ PK >A HKQ@ EJ KN@AN PK >A
DA=N@ -KS (]I IKNA ?KIBKNP=>HA SEPD PDA LQ>HE? =J@ ?=J D=J@HA
>AEJC =P PDA BNKJP KB = ?NKS@ ?DA?G KQP  J@U !QNGD=N@P]O LKOP
KJ @ARAHKLEJC OKd OGEHHO BKN IKNA LKEJPANO	 (P PKKG IU =SDEHA PK
NA=HEVA EP >QP GJKSEJC DKS PK @A=HSKNG SEPD LAKLHA EO OKIAPDEJC
( >NKQCDP SEPD IA PK HE>N=NU O?DKKH JKP OKIAPDEJC ( HA=NJA@ EJ
?H=OO 3=GEJC SD=P (]RA HA=NJA@ PDNKQCD PDA UA=NO =J@ =LLHUEJC PK
PDA >EC LE?PQNA D=O PKP=HHU DAHLA@ IA BAAH HEGA (]I EJ PDA NECDP LH=?A
 dAN=HHSA=NA=LAKLHA>=OA@LNKBAOOEKJ
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+AP]O FQOP O=U PD=P UKQ]NA EJ UKQN jJ=H OAIAOPAN KB HE>N=NU O?DKKH
(P]O =J AT?EPEJC PEIA PDA AJ@ EO JA=N UKQ]NA =JTEKQO PK OP=NP PDA >EC
FK> DQJP KN EB UKQ]NA HQ?GU AJKQCD PK D=RA = HE>N=NU FK> I=U>A
UKQ]NA HKKGEJC BKNS=N@ PK IKREJC QL PDA HE>N=NU H=@@AN -KPDEJC
OP=J@O EJ UKQN S=U JKS AT?ALP BKN KJA PDEJC gA ?QHIEJ=PEJC
ATLANEAJ?A Z PDA =?=@AIE? C=PAGAALAN PD=P RAPO UKQN MQ=HEj?=PEKJO
=J@ KJ?A =J@ BKN =HH @A?H=NAO UKQ NA=@U PK AJPAN PDA SKNH@ KB L=E@
DKKN=U	HE>N=NE=JODEL-KLNAOOQNA
(J PDA 2+(2 LNKCN=I =P 2=J )KOA 2P=PA 4JERANOEPU SA D=RA KQN
?DKE?A KB PSK LKOOE>HA NKQPAO PDNKQCD PDA ?QHIEJ=PEJC ATLANEAJ?A
SDE?D EO SD=P KQN @AL=NPIAJP ?=HHO PDA jJ=H ?QIQH=PERA LNKFA?P
KB KQN +(2 ?=NAAN  JU 2+(2 OPQ@AJP SEODEJC PK CN=@Q=PA I=U
AEPDAN SNEPA = ,=OPAN]O PDAOEO KN ?KILHAPA = LKNPBKHEK SDE?D EO =

?KILNADAJOERA KRANREAS KB UKQN SKNG EJ PDA LNKCN=I gKQCD (
S=O PAILPA@ >U PDA EJ@ALPD J=PQNA KB SNEPEJC = PDAOEO ( @A?E@A@
A=NHU KJ PD=P EP SKQH@ I=GA IKNA OAJOA BKN IA PK @K = LKNPBKHEK
>A?=QOA EP SKQH@ ATLHE?EPHU PEA IU OPNKJCAOP =??KILHEODIAJPO
PKCAPDAN SDEHA NAMQENEJC IA PK NAREAS ARANUPDEJC ( D=@ HA=NJA@
EJ IU ?KQNOAO PDQO DAHLEJC LNAL=NA IA BKN FK> EJPANREASO =HKJC
PDA S=U (P OKQJ@A@ HEGA = JK>N=EJAN EJ IU jNOP OAIAOPAN =J@ EP
S=O @AjJEPAHU PDA NECDP ?DKE?A BKN IA >QP EP]O = HKP PK >EPA Ki Z
=J =I=VEJCHUHKP PK >EPA Ki Z =J@ EP]O >AOP PK H=U PDA CNKQJ@SKNG
A=NHU=J@KdAJ
2K BKN PDKOA KB UKQ EJ PDA IE@@HA KB UKQN ?QHIEJ=PEJC ATLANEAJ?A
SDAPDAN EP >A = LKNPBKHEK = PDAOEO KN OKIAPDEJC AHOA AJPENAHU DANA
EO SD=P (]RA HA=NJA@ OK B=N	 =>KQP GAALEJC UKQN O=JEPU PDNKQCD PDA
LNK?AOO  J@ BKN PDKOA KB UKQ D=RA UAP PK P=?GHA PDEO SEHU >A=OP
NA=@ KJ BKN = HEeHA =@RE?A =>KQP DKS PK OP=NP LNAL=NEJC BKN EP S=U
S=US=UEJ=@R=J?A
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(J = NA?AJP LKOP  HEOKJ NAOKHRA@ PK OP=NP GAALEJC = LNKBAOOEKJ=H
LKNPBKHEK gEO PEAO EJPK KJA KB PDA >AOP LEA?AO KB =@RE?A ( NA?AERA@
@QNEJC IU jNOP OAIAOPAN KB HE>N=NU O?DKKH (P ?=IA BNKI = OPQ@AJP
=OOEOP=JP SDK S=O FQOP jJEODEJC DAN jJ=H LNKFA?P gA =@RE?A S=O
PDEO (B UKQ]NA CKEJC PK @K = LKNPBKHEK 
  gEO IECDP
?KIA = >EP H=PA PK PDKOA KB QO =HNA=@U DEL@AAL EJ PDA ?QHIEJ=PEJC
ATLANEAJ?A >QP BKN PDA BKHGO FQOP OP=NPEJC PDAEN LNKCN=IO EP NA=HHU
EO=HEBAO=RAN
6D=P @KAO 
EJC  HKKG HEGA (P]O = HKP KB HEeHA PDEJCO (B
UKQ D=RA = ?DKE?A @A?E@A SD=P UKQ S=JP UKQN jJ=H LNKFA?P PK
>A >U PDA AJ@ KB UKQN jNOP UA=N +KKG =P PDA NAMQENAIAJPO #K
UKQ JAA@ PK ODKS ARE@AJ?A KB LNKBAOOEKJ=H ?KILAPAJ?U 1AREAS
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PDA ?KILAPAJ?EAO =dAN ARANU OAIAOPAN =J@ FKP @KSJ = ?KQLHA KB
JKPAO KJ DKS A=?D KB UKQN ?KQNOAO BQHjHHO PDAI *AAL UKQN ?KQNOA
SKNG KNC=JEVA@ EJ = S=U PD=P I=GAO OAJOA PK UKQ OK UKQ ?=J
jJ@ EP SDAJ PDA PEIA ?KIAO ( ARAJ I=@A HEeHA =JJKP=PEKJO KJ PDA
>EC LNKFA?PO PK NABANAJ?A H=PAN =J@ EP]O LNKREJC PK >A QJ>AHEAR=>HU
DAHLBQHJKS
(J =HH DKJAOPU PDA AJ@ KB OAIAOPAN KNC=JEVEJC =J@ JKPAP=GEJC
CKP PK >A = L=EJ =P PEIAO >QP OP=U OPNKJC OP=U BK?QOA@ =J@ OP=U
KNC=JEVA@ Z UKQN BQPQNA OAHB SEHH PD=JG UKQ SDAJ EP]O PEIA PK
OQLLKNP UKQN QJ@ANOP=J@EJC KB HE>N=NU @AIKCN=LDE?O =J@ UKQ
?KQH@ OSA=N UKQ SNKPA = @EO?QOOEKJ LKOP KJ PD=P PSK UA=NO =CK >QP
UKQ?=J]PjJ@EPPKO=RAUKQNHEBA
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6DAJ UKQ]NA OP=NEJC =P = PANNEj?=HHU H=NCA LNKFA?P PD=P IQOP
OUJPDAOEVA ARANUPDEJC UKQ]RA HA=NJA@ EJ PDA L=OP  UA=NO =J@
EP]O @QA EJ NKQCDHU  IKJPDO ARAJ PDA IKOP KNC=JEVA@ BQPQNA
HE>N=NE=J IECDP L=JE? gA GAU EO PK OP=U KNC=JEVA@ gEO EO SDANA
=HH KB PD=P OP=NPEJC A=NHU ?KIAO EJ D=J@U (B UKQ]NA HQ?GU UKQN
L=OP OAHB SEHH D=RA UKQN ?KQNOASKNG HA?PQNA JKPAO @EO?QOOEKJ LKOPO
=J@ NA=@EJCO jHA@ =S=U OK UKQ ?=J OEd PDNKQCD EP =HH >U ?=PACKNU
OGEHH KN OAIAOPAN (B UKQ]NA JKP OK HQ?GU =HH EO JKP HKOP &ERA PDA
AJPENA =IKNLDKQO DA=L = MQE?G HKKG gAJ HKKG =P UKQN LNKFA?P
NAMQENAIAJPO =J@ OP=NP OEdEJC =??KN@EJC PK SD=P UKQ]NA IKOP HEGAHU
PK JAA@ )QOP >AS=NA PD=P UKQ SEHH JAA@ PK =??KQJP BKN PDEO EJ
O?DA@QHEJC6DE?D>NEJCOIAPKa
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+KKG =P UKQN jJ=H LNKFA?P NAMQENAIAJPO =J@ OP=NP >NA=GEJC PDA
SKNG @KSJ EJPK @EO?NAPA L=N?AHO !A NA=HEOPE? =J@ HA=RA NKKI BKN
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IEOD=LO EHHJAOO =J@ @EOIAI>ANIAJP >QP BKN PDA JATP  IKJPDO
HAP PD=P O?DA@QHA NQHA UKQN HEBA %KN AT=ILHA BKN PDA BKQNPAAJ
?KILAPAJ?EAO OQLLKNPA@ >U IU LNKCN=I ( JAA@ PK ?KILHAPA
BKQNPAAJ  L=CA ?KILAPAJ?U OP=PAIAJPO LHQO ARE@AJ?A
OQII=NEAO =J@ IEO?AHH=JU EJ  IKJPDO g=P IA=JO ( JAA@ PK SNEPA
NKQCDHU  ?KILAPAJ?EAO LAN SAAG *AAL EJ IEJ@ PD=P UKQ]HH JAA@
IKNA PEIA A=NHU KJ SDEHA UKQ jJ@ UKQN NDUPDI =J@ CAP KNC=JEVA@
6EPD jRA ?KILAPAJ?EAO QJ@AN IU >AHP (]I =>HA PK SKNG B=OPAN
JKS >QP (]I NA=HHU CH=@ ( =??KQJPA@ BKN PD=P HA=NJEJC ?QNRA A=NHU
KJ
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,KOP jJ=H LNKFA?PO =NA I=N=PDKJO JKP OLNEJPO 8KQ IECDP ?KIA
KQP KB PDA C=PA kUEJC >QP EB UKQ]NA JKP ?=NABQH EP]O A=OU PK OP=NP
H=CCEJC >ABKNA UKQ]NA D=HBS=U PDNKQCD 3=GA EP KJA OPAL =P = PEIA
=J@ PNU PK I=EJP=EJ =O IQ?D >=H=J?A =O UKQ ?=J gEO IECDP OKQJ@
OPN=JCA CERAJ PD=P ( FQOP D=NLA@ BKN = L=N=CN=LD =>KQP OPE?GEJC PK
= O?DA@QHA >QP O?DA@QHAO SKNG PSK S=UO 8AO PDAU GAAL UKQ BNKI
B=HHEJC >ADEJ@ !QP PDAU ?=J =HOK GAAL UKQ IKPER=PA@ =J@ ARAJ
IKNAEILKNP=JPHUPDAUGAALUKQBNKI>QNJEJCKQP3NQOPIA
'ANA]O=JKPDANAT=ILHABNKIIUKJCKEJCATLANEAJ?A
$=NHU KJ ( jJEODA@ IU O?DA@QHA@ SKNG A=NHU =J@ @A?E@A@ PK I=GA
= LQOD ( LQODA@ OK D=N@ PD=P ( HKOP OHAAL CKP OPNAOOA@ KQP =J@
>A?=IA NA=HHU QJLHA=O=JP =HH SDEHA LNK@Q?EJC SKNG PD=P ( AJ@A@
QL NASNEPEJC H=PAN (B UKQ jJEOD UKQN SKNG A=NHU PD=P]O CNA=P (B UKQ
S=JP PK CAP = >EP =DA=@ SKJ@ANBQH !QP I=GA OQNA UKQ CK KQPOE@A
=J@ CAP OKIA BNAOD =EN &K PK = IKREA #K SD=PARAN EP EO PD=P UKQ
@K PD=P NAIEJ@O UKQ PD=P UKQ]NA DQI=J =J@ JKP FQOP = CN=@ OPQ@AJP
@AOLAN=PAHU PNUEJC PK jJEOD UKQN @ACNAA 8KQN SKNG SEHH >A PDANA
SDAJUKQCAP>=?G=J@UKQ]HH@KEP>AeANBKNPDA>NA=G
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2K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 JKPDAN O?DKKH UA=N EO QLKJ QO .RAN PDA JATP BAS SAAGO SA
SEHH =@@ OKIA IKNA PELO =J@ @EO?QOOEKJO PK KQN 2P=NPAN *EP 2ANEAO
=O SA SAH?KIA JAS HE>N=NU OPQ@AJPO PK PDA >HKC 6A]@ HEGA PK
AJ?KQN=CA NAPQNJEJC OPQ@AJPO PK NAREOEP PDA OANEAO =HKJC SEPD QO =O
SAHH =J@ AOLA?E=HHU PK @ERA EJPK PDA ?KIIAJPO PK OD=NA UKQN KSJ
ATLANEAJ?AO=J@PELO
%KN PK@=U (]@ HEGA PK >NEJC QL PDA E@A= KB FKEJEJC =J@ OANREJC EJ
234$%.3 '/5%1.!.#% =O = QOABQH L=NP KB = HE>N=NU OPQ@AJP]O A@Q?=PEKJ
=J@ ATLANEAJ?A +E>N=NE=JO BKOPAN ?ERE? L=NPE?EL=PEKJ >U LNKRE@EJC
A@Q?=PEKJ =J@ EJBKNI=PEKJ BKN EJBKNIA@ ?EPEVAJO EJ AHA?PKN=H
?=IL=ECJO +E>N=NE=JO =HOK B=?A PDA ?D=HHAJCA KB >AEJC =@RK?=PAO
BKN HE>N=NEAO PK HACEOH=PERA BQJ@EJC >K@EAO ?KNLKN=PA >K=N@O =J@
KPDAN CKRANJEJC KNC=JEV=PEKJO PD=P DKH@ PDA LQNOA OPNEJCO BKN
HE>N=NEAO] >Q@CAPO  HH KB PDEO SKNG NAMQENAO = OKHE@ QJ@ANOP=J@EJC
KB KJPDACNKQJ@ LKHEPE?O =J@ DKS PK J=REC=PA >QNA=Q?N=?EAO =J@
DEAN=N?DEAO /HA=OA =HOK P=GA = HKKG =P = NAH=PA@ =J@ KRANH=LLEJC
LKOP >U !NEe H=OP UA=N 2PQ@AJP .NC=JEV=PEKJO =J@ +(2 $@Q?=PEKJ

SDE?D BK?QOAO KJ PDA I=JU >AJAjPO =J@ @El?QHPEAO	 KB >AEJC =
L=NP KB OPQ@AJP KNC=JEV=PEKJO KJ ?=ILQO OQ?D =O  + OPQ@AJP
?D=LPANO LNKBAOOEKJ=H @ARAHKLIAJP ?HQ>O =J@ OLA?E=H EJPANAOP
CNKQLO ,=GA OQNA PK NA=@ PDNKQCD PDA ?KIIAJPO PDANA PKK SDE?D
KiAN =J AT?AHHAJP ?KJRANO=PEKJ SEPD I=JU LAKLHA OD=NEJC
PDKQCDPOKJPDAENO?DKKHO]L=NPE?QH=NKNC=JEV=PEKJO
(]RA =HS=UO >AAJ = HQNGAN EJ OPQ@AJP CNKQLO =J@ JARAN = DQCA B=J
KB >AEJC =J Kl?AN =HH PD=P NAOLKJOE>EHEPU =HH PDA SKNG PNUEJC PK
CAP KPDAN OPQ@AJPO EJRKHRA@	 !QP =dAN = BAS UA=NO EJ IU LNAREKQO
?=NAAN SDANA ( OANRA@ KJ JQIANKQO ?KIIEeAAO =J@ =eAJ@A@
?KQJPHAOO IAAPEJCO SEPD IU ?KHHA=CQAO ( NA=HEVA@ DKS EILKNP=JP
EP EO PK >A EJRKHRA@ EJ PDA @=EHU CKRANJ=J?A =O SAHH =O PDA @A?EOEKJ
I=GEJC LNK?AOO KB SD=PARAN EJOPEPQPEKJ KNC=JEV=PEKJ KN
?KIIQJEPU PK SDE?D UKQ >AHKJC (P EO KdAJ EJ PDAOA OI=HHAN CNKQLO
SDANA @A?EOEKJO CAP I=@A >KPD BKNI=HHU =J@ EJBKNI=HHU PD=P
OD=LA PDA S=U PDA EJOPEPQPEKJ EO NQJ  @@EPEKJ=HHU PDANA EO = HKP
KB JAPSKNGEJC =J@ IKNA OQ>PHA >QEH@EJC KB ?KJOAJOQO PD=P KJHU
D=LLAJO EJ PDAOA PULAO KB CNKQLO 2AA =HOK =J A=NHEAN '+2 LKOP >U
 JJEA /H=UEJC -E?AHU SEPD .PDANO #KEJC &NKQL 6KNG BKN IKNA
?KIIAJPO KJ SKNGEJC SEPD KPDANO =J@ PELO KJ OQ??AOOBQH CNKQL
SKNG	
2K EJ =@@EPEKJ PK CAeEJC PK GJKS UKQN BAHHKS +(2 OPQ@AJPO
>QEH@EJC NAH=PEKJODELO SEPD PDAI =O UKQN BQPQNA SKNG ?KHHA=CQAO
=J@ LAANO ( OQCCAOP HKKGEJC >AUKJ@ UKQN KSJ LNKCN=I PK PDA
H=NCAN EJOPEPQPEKJ KB UKQN O?DKKH gEJG KB UKQNOAHB =O L=NP KB =
LNKCN=I OD=LA@ >U = H=NCAN OUOPAI +KKG PK I=GA UKQN RKE?A
DA=N@ JKP FQOP EJ PDA LNKCN=I SEPD KPDAN OPQ@AJPO =J@ B=?QHPU >QP
=HOK EJ PDA QJERANOEPU =P H=NCA SEPD LAKLHA EJ NAH=PA@ LNKCN=IO =J@
EJ PDA =@IEJEOPN=PEKJ +A=NJ SDANA UKQN +(2 LNKCN=I EO OEPQ=PA@
EJ UKQN O?DKKHZ@AP=EHO OQ?D =O SDE?D @A=J PDA LNKCN=I NALKNPO PK
)@A12;@<B2>;.;02 
D=RA = HKP PK @K SEPD PDA PULAO KB NAOKQN?AO BQJ@EJC =J@ OQLLKNP
PDA LNKCN=I D=O (J ODKNP PDEJG KB UKQNOAHB =O L=NP KB = H=NCAN
?KIIQJEPU EJ PDA EJOPEPQPEKJ  HOK SKNPD ?KJOE@ANEJC EO ,E?=D]O
LKOP =>KQP ?KJJA?PEJC +(2 OPQ@AJPO IKNA SEPD KPDAN CN=@ OPQ@AJPO
KJ?=ILQOAO '=?G+E>2?DKKHIAAP&N=@'=?GAN	
.J = IKNA IQJ@=JA HARAH CAeEJC EJRKHRA@ EJ OPQ@AJP CKRANJ=J?A
EO =HOK = CNA=P LNEIAN KJ DKS @AIK?N=?U SKNGO EJ =?PEKJ 8KQ]HH
HA=NJ DKS LAKLHA NQJ IAAPEJCO DKS LAKLHA @A>=PA PKLE?O =J@
?KIA PK @A?EOEKJO =J@ DKS LAKLHA J=REC=PA >QNA=Q?N=?EAO =J@
DEAN=N?DEAO gAOA HAOOKJO =NA =HH EJR=HQ=>HA BKN CNKQJ@EJC HKdU
LDEHKOKLDE?=H MQAOPEKJO =>KQP PDA R=HQAO KB HE>N=NE=JODEL !A?KIA
PD=P EJBKNIA@ ?EPEVAJ PD=P SA =NA =HS=UO ?D=ILEKJEJC
4J@ANOP=J@ DKS PK =NPE?QH=PA UKQN LKOEPEKJO =J@ JAA@O jCQNA KQP
SDE?D LAKLHA KJ ?=ILQO UKQ JAA@ PK =LLNK=?D PK =@@NAOO R=NEKQO
EOOQAO
( CNA=PHU =@IENA IU BAHHKS OPQ@AJPO SDK D=RA P=GAJ KJ HA=@ANODEL
NKHAO EJ PDA OPQ@AJP KNC=JEV=PEKJO =J@ CKRANJ=J?A ( D=RA HA=NJA@
OK IQ?D EJ PDA L=OP UA=N BNKI S=P?DEJC PDAI =J@ HEOPAJEJC PK PDAEN
=LLA=HO PK PDA NAOP KB QO BKN L=NPE?EL=PEKJ (J IU O?DKKH KJA KB
PDA >EC EOOQAO PDA ?QNNAJP HA=@ANODEL D=O >AAJ PNUEJC PK =@@NAOO EO
= H=?G KB ?KIIQJE?=PEKJ SEPD OPQ@AJPO +EGA OKIA KPDAN HE>N=NU
O?EAJ?A LNKCN=IO KQNO EJ?HQ@AO I=JU LAKLHA SKNGEJC BQHHPEIA
KQN ?H=OOAO =NA =HH ARAJEJCO =J@ SAAGAJ@O	 =J@ SEPD OQ>OP=JPE=H
B=IEHU K>HEC=PEKJO OK EP EO @El?QHP PK CAP OPQ@AJPO PK ?KIA PK
?=ILQO BKN ATPN= IAAPEJCO >AUKJ@ ?H=OOAO KN PK @A=H SEPD
@EO?QOOEKJO =J@ EOOQAO KQPOE@A KB ?KQNOA SKNG !QP EP EO SKNG PD=P
EOEILKNP=JPEBSA=NAPK>ADA=N@EJPDAEJOPEPQPEKJ
( BKN KJA LH=J KJ >AEJC IKNA =?PERA EJ IU LNKCN=I]O OPQ@AJP
KNC=JEV=PEKJO =J@ CKRANJ=J?A >K@EAO PDEO UA=N 6A D=RA = 2PQ@AJP
&KRANJ=J?A .NC=JEV=PEKJ PD=P =?PO =O = NALNAOAJP=PERA >K@U BKN
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(]I = FKEJAN gANA ( O=E@ EP !AEJC = L=NP KB KJA KNC=JEV=PEKJ
KN =JKPDAN D=O >AAJ =O J=PQN=H =O >NA=PDEJC BKN IA OEJ?A ( S=O
= GE@ 2K EP S=O KJHU jeEJC PD=P ( FKEJA@ PDA 2PQ@AJP  N?DEREOPO
=P ,=NUH=J@ KQN ?D=LPAN KB PDA 2K?EAPU KB  IANE?=J  N?DEREOPO	
SDAJ ( =NNERA@ =P PDA 4JERANOEPU KB ,=NUH=J@ E2?DKKH (P]O = MQE?G
S=U PK IAAP HEGAIEJ@A@ LAKLHA =J@ @ERA MQE?GHU EJPK = jAH@ PD=P
UKQ]NA CKEJC PK OLAJ@ = NAH=PERAHU ODKNP =IKQJP KB PEIA OPQ@UEJC
( S=O = HEeHA OQNLNEOA@ =P PDA HKS =eAJ@=J?A =P PDA IAAPEJCO
PDKQCDSDUODKQH@PD=P>A
6A]RA D=@ = JQI>AN KB '+2 LKOPO ATPKHHEJC PDA RENPQAO KB CAeEJC
EJRKHRA@ /=QH P=HGA@ =>KQP PDA GJKSHA@CA =>KQP UKQN LNKCN=I
PD=P ?=J ?KIA BNKI >AEJC = L=NP KB OPQ@AJP KNC=JEV=PEKJO =J@
PDA S=U EP ?=J >A CKK@ LN=?PE?A BKN PDA SKNGEJC SKNH@ "DAHOAUA

I=@A OPQ@AJP KNC=JEV=PEKJO =J EILKNP=JP L=NP KB OQLLHAIAJPEJC
UKQN CN=@Q=PA O?DKKH ATLANEAJ?A !QP =O !NEe LKEJPA@ KQP = ?KQLHA
KB UA=NO =CK HE>N=NU O?DKKH OPQ@AJP KNC=JEV=PEKJO PAJ@ PK D=RA
= PKQCD PEIA KB PDEJCO gANA]O LHAJPU KB CKK@ OPQi OPQ@AJP
KNC=JEV=PEKJO KiAN ^,AAPEJC PDA A@Q?=PEKJ=H =J@ LNKBAOOEKJ=H
JAA@O PD=P =NAJ]P >AEJC IAP EJ PDA ?H=OONKKI -APSKNGEJC =J@ LAAN
EJPAN=?PEKJ 1AOQIA CKH@_ !QP EP]O D=N@ PK O?DA@QHA =J@ D=N@ PK
EJPANAOP = OPQ@AJP >K@U PD=P EOJ]P =O DKIKCAJKQO =CA KN HK?=PEKJ
SEOA =O PDA QJ@ANCN=@Q=PA KJA PD=P HEJAO QL BKN DKQNO PK OECJ QL PK
FKEJ?HQ>OPDAENBNAODI=JUA=N
2K SD=P ?=J IKPER=PA HE>N=NU OPQ@AJPO PK >A?KIA HA=@ANO (]I
JKS L=NP KB PDA HA=@ANODEL PA=I BKN PDA 2PQ@AJP  N?DEREOPO =P
,=NUH=J@ OK ( =OGA@ OKIA KB IU BAHHKS E2?DKKH HA=@ANO SDU PDAU
CKP EJRKHRA@ gAEN NA=OKJO IENNKN SD=P !NEe LKEJPA@ KQP =>KRA
HA=NJEJC >AUKJ@ PDA ?H=OONKKI JAPSKNGEJC AOLA?E=HHU SEPD KPDAN
OPQ@AJPO =J@ B=?QHPU =J@ =iA?PEJC ?D=JCA EJ PDA LNKCN=I KJ OKIA
HARAH gANA]O = ?KIIKJ PDNA=@ DANA PDAOA =NA =HH PDEJCO PD=P SEHH
DAHL UKQ CAP = FK> /=OOERA IAI>ANODEL D=O EPO >AJAjPO =O SAHH >QP
SDAJ UKQ OPAL QL PK HA=@ANODEL LKOEPEKJO UKQ OP=GA UKQN ?H=EI =O
OKIAKJA SDK S=JPO PK I=GA = I=NG  J@ EJ = @El?QHP FK> I=NGAP
PD=P]OPDAOKNPKBPDEJCAILHKUANO=NAHKKGEJCBKN
8KQ @KJ]P D=RA PK P=GA IU SKN@ BKN EP AEPDAN "DA?G KQP PDA
NAOLKJOAO BNKI 3ANNU +=SHAN PK PDA 'ENEJC +E>N=NE=JO 2QNRAU
,=JU KB PDA OGEHHO UKQ OAA HEOPA@ SEHH ./3 ODKS QL EJ KJA KB UKQN
?H=OOAO +A=@ANODEL KNC=JEVEJC IAAPEJCO =J@ CEREJC LNAOAJP=PEKJO
=P J=PEKJ=H ?KJBANAJ?AO =NA PDEJCO PD=P UKQ JAA@ PK P=GA PDA
EJEPE=PERAKJUKQNOAHB
( GJKS PD=P HA=@ANODEL ?=J >A = PANNEBUEJC SKN@ AOLA?E=HHU EJ =
LNKBAOOEKJ OK BNAMQAJPHU =OOK?E=PA@ SEPD >AEJC =J EJPNKRANP  J@
PDANA]O = ?KJJKP=PEKJ PD=P ^HA=@AN_  ^=HKJA_ g=P @KAOJ]P JAA@ PK
)@A12;@#2.12>?56=*6:2@<2@<;<.>1 
>A PDA ?=OA  k=P IKNA ?KHH=>KN=PERA HA=@ANODEL OPNQ?PQNA I=U
LNKRA >AJAj?E=H BKN UKQN CNKQL =HHKSEJC ARANUKJA PK ?KJPNE>QPA
SEPDKQP BAAHEJC HEGA PDAEN JA?G EO KJ PDA HEJA  JJEA]O AT?AHHAJP LKOP
KJ PDA OGEHHO SA SKJ]P HA=NJ EJ ?H=OO ATPKHO PDA >AJAjPO KB PDA GEJ@
KBCNKQLSKNGOPQ@AJPKNC=JEV=PEKJOAJC=CAEJ
6D=P (]I O=UEJC EO @KJ]P S=EP )KEJ QL SEPD UKQN OPQ@AJP ?D=LPAN
KB SD=PARAN =HLD=>AP OKQL KNC=JEV=PEKJ IKOP NAH=PAO PK UKQN
EJPANAOPO  +  2   2+ =J@  2(23 =NA FQOP = BAS AT=ILHAO	
(B UKQ OAA = JAA@ BKN = JAS GEJ@ KB KNC=JEV=PEKJ OP=NP EP UKQNOAHB
gA E#ERANOEPU CNKQL =P PDA 4JERANOEPU KB ,=NUH=J@ EO = CNA=P
AT=ILHA KB PDEO 2PQ@AJP IAI>ANODELO =NA PULE?=HHU ?DA=L =J@ EP
CERAO UKQ OKIAPDEJC PK P=HG =>KQP SEPD UKQN B=RKNEPA EJOPNQ?PKN
SDK]O LNK>=>HU = IAI>AN KB PDA O=IA KNC=JEV=PEKJ  J@ SDAJ
PDKOA ?=HHO BKN RKHQJPAANO ?KIA =J@ PDAU SEHH	 @KJ]P DAOEP=PA PK
=JOSAN PDAI (P SEHH >QEH@ UKQN NALQP=PEKJ =J@ SEHH KJHU DAHL UKQ
EJPDAHKJCNQJ
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#E?PEKJ=NU?KI @AjJAO !$5/#!#8 =O ^PDA =?P KB LHA=@EJC BKN
OQLLKNPEJC KN NA?KIIAJ@EJC =?PERA AOLKQO=H_ ( GJKS ( DA=N@ =J@
QOA@ PDEO PANI >ABKNA ( >AC=J HE>N=NU O?DKKH >QP ( DKJAOPHU PDEJG
IU =S=NAJAOO KB EP D=O EJ?NA=OA@ PAJBKH@ EJ PDA H=OP PSK UA=NO KB
IULNKCN=I
8KQ I=U PDEJG PD=P EP EO >A?=QOA (]I HA=NJEJC =HH =>KQP =@RK?=?U
=J@ DKS PK >A =J =@RK?=PA BKN HE>N=NEAO =J@ PDA LNKBAOOEKJ EJ
IU ?KQNOAO  J@ OQNA UKQ SKQH@ >A L=NPE=HHU ?KNNA?P (]RA D=@
= BAS LNKBAOOKNO IAJPEKJ >Q@CAP ?QPO PK HE>N=NEAO =J@ SD=P EP
IA=JO BKN PDA LNKBAOOEKJ =J@ PDA HEGAHEDKK@ KB QO jJ@EJC FK>O
SDAJ SA =NA @KJA SEPD PDA LNKCN=I !QP =O =@RK?=?U OAAIO
PK >A =P PDA BKNABNKJP KB PDA HE>N=NU LNKBAOOEKJ PDAOA @=UO  + 
ARAJ D=O =J  @RK?=?U 4JERANOEPU OA?PEKJ KJ EPO SA>OEPA  J@
PDA HE>N=NU >HKCKOLDANA =HS=UO OAAIO PK >A P=HGEJC =>KQP EP OAA
 J@U 6KK@SKNPD]O >HKC BKN OKIA B=JP=OPE? LKOPO KJ PDA EOOQA	

'KSARAN ( KdAJ BAAH PD=P IU +(2 A@Q?=PEKJ D=O HAd IA H=?GEJC
PDA OGEHHO PK P=GA KJ NA=HHEBA =@RK?=?U >KPD #41(-& IU @ACNAA
=O SAHH =O SDAJ (]I jJEODA@ !QP EO PDEO =?PQ=HHU OKIAPDEJC PD=P
ODKQH@ >A P=QCDP 'KS PK =@RK?=PA  NA PDKOA OGEHHO PD=P ODKQH@
>A EJPACN=PA@ EJPK = CN=@Q=PA LNKCN=I  J@ >AUKJ@ PD=P Z SD=P
NKHA ODKQH@ HE>N=NU O?DKKH OPQ@AJPO LH=U EJ =@RK?=?U AiKNPO PD=P
=NACKEJCKJEJPDA=NA=
gEO H=OP MQAOPEKJ EO KJA (]RA PDKQCDP =>KQP = CNA=P @A=H @QNEJC PDA
H=OP UA=N 2KIA KB UKQ I=U D=RA DA=N@ =>KQP PDA >Q@CAP ?KJ?ANJO
EJ !KOPKJ PD=P SANA PDNA=PAJEJC PK ?HKOA OARAN=H >N=J?DAO KB PDA
!KOPKJ /Q>HE? +E>N=NU H=OP UA=N :3K jJ@ KQP IKNA UKQ ?=J ?DA?G
KQP PDA SA> OEPA PD=P S=O ?NA=PA@ >U ?KJ?ANJA@ L=PNKJO KB PDA
HE>N=NU; ( BAAH HEGA SDAJARAN EOOQAO HEGA PDEO =NEOA PDA IKNA LAKLHA
DAHLEJC KQP =J@ N=EOEJC RKE?AO PDA >AeAN 8AO  J@ IU OA?KJ@
=OOQILPEKJ S=O PD=P HE>N=NU O?DKKH OPQ@AJPO SDK HERA EJ PDA RANU
O=IA ?EPU =O PDAOA >N=J?DAO =J@ SDK =NA CKEJC EJPK PDA HE>N=NU
LNKBAOOEKJ SKQH@ S=JP PK >A EJRKHRA@ EJ PDA LNK?AOO PD=P S=O
CKEJC KJ NECDP EJ BNKJP KB PDAI gEO EO SDANA ( BKQJ@ IUOAHB GEJ@
KB @EO=LLKEJPA@ ,U BAHHKS OPQ@AJPO @E@ JKP OAAI PK S=JP PK >A
AJC=CA@ =O ( PDKQCDP PDAU SKQH@ -KS @KJ]P CAP IA SNKJC PDANA
SANA OARAN=H OPQ@AJPO SDK SANA =HH KRAN SD=P S=O CKEJC KJ =J@
SANA EJRKHRA@ =J@ AJC=CA@  J@ ( =HOK NA=HEVA PD=P CN=@ OPQ@AJPO
D=RA O?DKKH SKNG B=IEHEAO =J@ HK=@O KB KPDAN ?KIIEPIAJPO !QP
( O=S PDEO =O GEJ@ KB = LANBA?P KLLKNPQJEPU PK JKP KJHU CAP EJRKHRA@
EJ PDA ?KIIQJEPU >QP CAP EJRKHRA@ SEPD NA=?DEJC KQP PK HK?=H
HE>N=NE=JO =J@ L=PNKJO @AOLEPA SDE?D PULA KB HE>N=NE=JODEL UKQ
SANA OPQ@UEJC .J PDA KPDAN OE@A KB EP =HH ( PDKQCDP PD=P LAND=LO
IU LNKBAOOKNO SKQH@ AJ?KQN=CA QO PK CAP EJRKHRA@  J@ PDEO S=O
JKP  PDA ?=OA AEPDAN  C=EJ PDANA SANA @AjJEPAHU LNKBAOOKNO
SDK SANA EJRKHRA@ >QP ( SKQH@ D=RA NA=HHU HEGA@ PK D=RA OAAJ PDA
LNKCN=I =O = SDKHA >A?KIA IKNA AJC=CA@ EJ SD=P S=O CKEJC KJ
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,U BAHHKS '=?G+E>2?DKKH A@EPKNO D=RA D=@ OKIA KB PDAEN KSJ
ATLANEAJ?AO SEPD =@RK?=?U EJ PDAEN ?KIIQJEPEAO !NEe %KOPAN OLAJP
= PNAIAJ@KQO =IKQJP KB DAN PEIA =@RK?=PEJC BKN ,A=OQNA + EJ
+ =J@ SNKPA = B=JP=OPE? LKOP =>KQP SD=P EP IA=JO PK >A =J
=?PEREOP HE>N=NE=J =HKJC SEPD DAN IKOP NA?AJP LKOP KJ  ?PEREOI
=J@  @RK?=?U  J@ 'AE@E *EeHAOKJ EJ DAN H=OP @=UO KB DAN CN=@
LNKCN=I D=O >AAJ =@RK?=PEJC BKN PDA E2?DKKH =P PDA 4JERANOEPU KB
6=ODEJCPKJ =O EPO BQJ@EJC D=O >AAJ PDNA=PAJA@ 2DA SNKPA =>KQP
PDA OEPQ=PEKJ EJ = NA?AJP '=?G +E>N=NU 2?DKKH LKOP  HOK ?DA?G
KQP PDA CNA=P LKOP KJ +UJ@OAU 1QJU=J]O >HKC =>KQP PDA E2?DKKH
OEPQ=PEKJ
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gEO L=OP UA=N ( D=@ PDA LHA=OQNA KB L=NPE?EL=PEJC EJ PDA  IANE?=J
+E>N=NU  OOK?E=PEKJ]O $IANCEJC +A=@ANO LNKCN=I SDE?D EO
@AOECJA@ PK DAHL JAS HE>N=NE=JO CAP EJRKHRA@ EJ  +  gNKQCDKQP
PDA ?KQNOA KB PDA LNKCN=I UKQ =eAJ@ HA=@ANODEL PN=EJEJC IAAP
I=JU KB PDA ?QNNAJP HA=@ANO EJ  +  =J@ =NA =OOECJA@ PK = OI=HH
CNKQL PK ?KILHAPA = LNKFA?P BKN = #EREOEKJ KN 1KQJ@ 3=>HA gA $+
LNKCN=I S=O = SKJ@ANBQH ATLANEAJ?A Z ( HKRA@ CAeEJC PK GJKS
= CNKQL KB NA=HHU AJC=CA@ L=OOEKJ=PA UKQJC LNKBAOOEKJ=HO SDEHA
SKNGEJC KJ =J AT?EPEJC =J@ >AJAj?E=H LNKFA?P PD=P DAHLA@ IA HA=NJ
IKNA=>KQPDKSPDA>A=OPPD=PEO + SKNGO
$IANCEJC +A=@ANO EO KLAJ PK ?QNNAJP OPQ@AJPO =J@ NA?AJP CN=@Q=PAO
=J@ PDA @A=@HEJA BKN =LLHUEJC PK PDA  ?H=OO EO  QCQOP  (B UKQ
=NA =P =HH EJPANAOPA@ EJ L=NPE?EL=PEJC ( SKQH@ DECDHU NA?KIIAJ@

PD=P UKQ =LLHU [ SEPD = BAS ?=RA=PO %ENOP KB =HH PDA LNKCN=I EO
MQEPA OAHA?PERA OK UKQ JAA@ PK >A OQNA PD=P UKQ D=RA OKIA CKK@
NABANAJ?AO PD=P ?=J OLA=G PK UKQN HA=@ANODEL LKPAJPE=H 2A?KJ@
=??ALP=J?A EJPK PDA $+ LNKCN=I NAMQENAO = ?KIIEPIAJP PK
=eAJ@EJC >KPD ,E@SEJPAN =J@  JJQ=H ?KJBANAJ?AO @QNEJC PDA UA=N
KB UKQN L=NPE?EL=PEKJ "KJBANAJ?A =eAJ@=J?A ?ANP=EJHU EOJ]P ?DA=L
=J@ EB UKQ D=RAJ]P BKQJ@ = CN=JP KN AILHKUIAJP PD=P ?=J DAHL
SEPD BQJ@EJC UKQ I=U S=JP PK DKH@ Ki KJ =LLHUEJC QJPEH UKQ
?=J NAHU KJ OKIA BQJ@EJC =OOEOP=J?A PDANA =NA OKIA O?DKH=NODELO
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N=>>EPDKHAKBPEIAOQ?Ga>QPLAKLHA=NAQOEJCPDAOEPA=O
=OA=N?DPKKH=J@EJPAN=?PEJCOD=NEJC=J@?KJPNE>QPEJCEJ
@NKRAO(BUKQ]NAQJB=IEHE=NEPEO=LANOKJ=HEI=CA
?KHHA?PEKJPD=PPDAJHEJGO>=?GPKPDAOKQN?AKBPDA
EI=CA2KUKQ^LEJ_=LE?PQNASEPD=?KIIAJPPKUKQN
RENPQ=H>QHHAPEJ>K=N@KNKJAKBUKQNPDAIA@KNCNKQLA@
>K=N@O	=J@KPDANO?=JPDAJ?KIIAJPHEGA=J@^NALEJ_
PKPDAENO"NA=PEJC=JAPSKNGPD=PPDAJHEJGO>=?GPKPDA
KNECEJ=H/H=U=NKQJ@SEPDEPSD=PARANUKQ@K@KJ]P
OA=N?DBKN^?QPA?=P_	
` #AHE?EKQO (PEO>=OE?=HHU=SA>>=OA@>KKGI=NGEJC
=LLHE?=PEKJUKQ?=JQOAPKO=RAKNC=JEVA=J@OD=NA
HEJGO(D=RA=J=??KQJP=J@D=RA>AAJLKEJPA@PKKPDANO
OPNA=IO>QPPDEOEO=JEJPANAOPEJCKJABKNIA=O(OPEHH
D=RAJ]P>AAJ=>HAPKCAPQOA@PKQOEJCEP(PEOKJAKB
PDKOAPKKHOPD=P(HEGAEJPDAKNU>QPFQOPD=RAJ]PI=@A
LN=?PE?ADeLO@AHE?EKQO?KI
` #ECC 2PQ>HAQLKJ 1A@@EP %=NGa(]ICNKQLEJCPDAOA
>A?=QOAPDAU=NAJASO=CCNAC=PKNOKBR=NEKQOBKNIO>QP(
PDEJGPDAUOPEHHD=RAPDAENLH=?AEJOK?E=HIA@E=
"KIIAJPO=J@KNRKPAO>KKOPPDAREOE>EHEPUKB=OPKNUKN
EI=CAKJA=?DOEPAQOQ=HHU>NKGAJ@KSJ>U?=PACKNU
` 8KQ3Q>A 8AOEPEOBKNRE@AKO>QPSEPDJKSPDA=>EHEPUPK
HEGARE@AKOOQ>O?NE>APK?D=JJAHO=J@?KIIAJPEPEO=HOK
RANURANUOK?E=H(=HOKGJKSKBOARAN=HPD=PQOAEP=O
PDAENLNEI=NUOA=N?DAJCEJA
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` (JOP=CN=I gABQJSEPDjHPANOKJUKQN?=IAN=LDKJA=L
D=O?KIAS=UQLEJPDASKNH@(P=HOKQOAO=>ARUKB
D=ODP=COBKNjJ@EJC=J@EJPACN=PEKJSEPD%=?A>KKG
3SEeANkE?GNAP?OKATLA?PPKOAAIKNADELOPAN?=IEJ
KPDANOPNA=IOKD=J@EJPANAOPEJCOE@AJKPA(D=RADA=N@
BNKIL=NAJPOEJRANU@EiANAJPLH=?AOPD=PEJOP=CN=IEO
PDAKJHU^OK?E=HIA@E=_OEPA=LLHE?=PEKJPD=PPDAUHAP
PDAENPSAAJO=J@QJ@ANGE@OQOA(@KJ]PGJKSSD=PPD=P
O=UOUAP>QP(SKJ@ANEBPD=PSEHH?KJPEJQA	
` &KKCHA  S=UPKOD=NA?KJPAJPSEPDUKQN^?EN?HAO_
PDNKQCDUKQNCKKCHALNKjHA NPE?HAO=J@KJHEJA?KJPAJP
=OGBKN=BNKIUKQPK=@@PDAIPKUKQNBAA@=J@
D=REJCOKJUKQN?KJPAJPKNOEPAOQLLKOA@HUDAHLOSEPD
UKQNN=JGEJCEJCKKCHAOA=N?DgEOEO=JKPDANPD=P(FQOP
D=RAJ]PI=@ASKNGBKNIA>QPI=JU=NANA=HHUCAeEJC
>ADEJ@EP
` &KK@1A=@O gEOIECDP>A=@EiANAJP>NAA@KB^IA@E=_
OEIEH=NPKPDA=CCNAC=PKNO>QPSEPD=QPDKNO@KEJC
EJPANREASOSEPDPDALH=PBKNI=J@HKPO=J@HKPOKBQOANO
OQ>IEeEJCNAREASBKNIEJC>KKG?HQ>OOP=NNEJCPDAEN
B=RKNEPAO=J@jHHEJCKQPPDAENRENPQ=H>KKGODAHRAOEPEO=
RE=>HAOK?E=HKJHEJAOL=?A@A@E?=PA@PKNA=@EJC
gEO EO PK O=U JKPDEJC KB >HKCCEJC LH=PBKNIO SDE?D D=RA >A?KIA OK
IQ?D = L=NP KB PDA >=OA (JPANJAP H=J@O?=LA D=N@HU @EOPEJCQEOD=>HA
EJ OKIA ?=OAO BNKI SA>OEPAO (]I JKP OQNA PDAU =NA ARAJ ^OK?E=H
IA@E=_  J@ PD=P I=JU I=JU KB PDAOA =LLHE?=PEKJO =NA
EJPAN?KJJA?PA@ OK UKQ OECJ EJ SEPD UKQN PSEeAN =??KQJP PK
EJOP=CN=I OKIAPDEJC UKQ BKQJ@ KJ LEJPANAOP =J@ PDAJ LQP EP QL KB
)<06.9$216..;1# ) 
@ECCa =@ J=OQAIa  J@ =HOK PDANA =NA =HOK SA>=LO HEGA DKKPOQEPA
PD=P =HHKS UKQ PK NA=@ =J@ LKOP =?NKOO IQHPELHA LH=PBKNIO KdAJ
SEPDO?DA@QHEJC?=L=>EHEPEAO
)QOP HEGA IU A1AOQIA CQE@A IU I=EJ LKEJP EO PK D=RA QO HKKGEJC
=P KLPEKJO =J@ jJ@EJC SD=P EO NECDP BKN KQN LANOKJ=H LNK?HEREPEAO
=J@ SKNGkKS 6A =HOK ODKQH@ D=RA OKIA =S=NAJAOO KB R=NEKQO
OK?E=H IA@E= OPNA=IO PK OAA EB =@@EJC KN >KKOPEJC PDA LNKjHA KB PDA
KNC=JEV=PEKJ EJOPEPQPEKJ KN HE>N=NU BKN SDKISA SKNG SKQH@ I=GA
OAJOA=J@OANRAQOANO
.D=J@D=ODP=CCEJC)QOP=OK?E=HQOAN@ENA?PA@S=UPKOA=N?D
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+=OP SEJPAN IU ?KHHA=CQA  JJEA SNKPA =>KQP PDA EILKNP=J?A KB
KJHEJA OAHB>N=J@EJC BKN EJBKNI=PEKJ LNKBAOOEKJ=HO ( ?KQH@J]P =CNAA
IKNA PD=P LANOKJ=H >N=J@EJC EO EILKNP=JP BKN >KPD >Q@@EJC =J@
OA=OKJA@ LNKBAOOEKJ=HO -KP KJHU @KAO EP @AIKJOPN=PA = HARAH KB
?KILAPAJ?U SEPD OK?E=H IA@E= PA?DJKHKCEAO >QP EP =HOK
@AIKJOPN=PAO PD=P UKQ]NA ?KJJA?PA@ SEPD PDA LNKBAOOEKJ =J@ KPDAN
LNKBAOOEKJ=HO /HQO @A?E@EJC PK ?KQJP UKQN BAS BNAA DKQNO >HKCCEJC
=J@PSAAPEJC=OLNKBAOOEKJ=H@ARAHKLIAJPEOPKP=HHU=SAOKIA
#AOLEPA =HH PDEO ( jJ@ >N=J@EJC IUOAHB PK >A ?D=HHAJCEJC %ENOP
( NA=@ = HKP KB HE>N=NU >HKCO =J@ ( jJ@ IUOAHB CAeEJC HKOP EJ PDA
^A?DK ?D=I>AN_ KB >HKCO[PDA LDAJKIAJ= KB KJA =NPE?HA >AEJC
LKOPA@ @KVAJO KB PEIAO =IKJC @EiANAJP >HKCO ( OLAJ@ DKQNO = @=U
NA=@EJC HE>N=NU >HKCO OKIAPEIAO PK NA=@ JK IKNA PD=J = D=J@BQH KB
@EiANAJP =NPE?HAO 2A?KJ@HU PDANA EO = jJA HEJA >APSAAJ QOEJC OK?E=H

IA@E= PK OP=U ?KJJA?PA@ LNKBAOOEKJ=HHU =J@ QOEJC OK?E=H IA@E= PK
OP=U?KJJA?PA@
gA KPDAN @=U IU >NKPDAN =OGA@ IA EB ( CKP = JAS LKOEPEKJ =O =
OK?E=H IA@E= KQPNA=?D LANOKJ BKN PDA HE>N=NU  dAN ( PKH@ DEI JK
( =OGA@ DEI SDU DA PDKQCDP PD=P =J@ DA NALHEA@ >A?=QOA =HH IU
PSAAPO =NA =>KQP PDA HE>N=NU (J B=?P = BAS KPDAN BNEAJ@O (]RA OP=UA@
?KJJA?PA@ PK KJ 3SEeAN ATLNAOO ?KJBQOEKJ KRAN SDU =HH IU PSAAPO
OAAI PK >A =>KQP HE>N=NEAO gA OEILHA =JOSAN EO >A?=QOA ( HKRA
HE>N=NEAO =J@ S=JP PK P=HG =>KQP PDAI = HKP !QP EP CKAO @AALAN
PD=J PD=P ( PSAAP LNEI=NEHU =>KQP HE>N=NEAO >A?=QOA (]RA ?KIA PK
PDEJG KB OK?E=H IA@E= OEPAO =O LNEI=NEHU ALKNPBKHEKO BKN LKPAJPE=H
AILHKUANO =J@ JKP =O PKKHO PK ATLNAOO IUOAHB =J@ OP=U ?KJJA?PA@
SEPD BNEAJ@O B=IEHU =J@ KPDAN LNKBAOOEKJ=HO 'KS IQ?D @K ( S=JP
IU KJHEJA LNAOAJ?A PK >A AT?HQOERAHU LNKBAOOEKJ=H (B = LKPAJPE=H
AILHKUAN OPQI>HA@ QLKJ IU LANOKJ=H >HKC SDE?D BKN =HH EJPAJPO
=J@ LQNLKOAO EO = OPUHA >HKC SKQH@ PDAU PDEJG (]I = @EPV 6D=P
GEJ@ KB EI=CA =I ( LKNPN=UEJC EB O=U D=HB KB =HH IU PSAAPO SANA
=>KQP ?KKGEJC KN C=N@AJEJC KN IU LKHEPE?=H HA=JEJCO (O EP SEOA
PK GAAL OKIA OK?E=H IA@E= ?KJJA?PEKJO OPNE?PHU LNKBAOOEKJ=H =J@
OKIA OPNE?PHU LANOKJ=H 2AHBLNKIKPEKJ EO = ?NEPE?=H ?KILKJAJP PK
LNKBAOOEKJ=H @ARAHKLIAJP >QP ( @KJ]P S=JP PK =HEAJ=PA IU HKRA@
KJAOSDKS=JPPKGAALEJPKQ?DRE=OK?E=HJAPSKNGO
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 ?H=OOI=PA BNKI IU 3N=JOBKNI=PERA +A=NJEJC =J@ 3A?DJKHKCU
+EPAN=?EAO ?H=OO =P 2=J )KOA 2P=PA 4JERANOEPU OAJP IA = +EJGA@(J
?KJJA?PEKJ NAMQAOP =>KQP = IKJPD =CK LNKILPEJC = PKP=H NAR=IL
KB IU KdJACHA?PA@ =J@ QJjJEODA@ +EJGA@(J LNKjHA ( NA=HEVA@ PD=P
IU LNKjHA JAA@A@ PK >A LNAOAJP=>HA EB IU ?H=OOI=PAO SANA CKEJC
PK >A HKKGEJC =P EP =J@ =HOK >A?=QOA KD NECDP (]I CN=@Q=PEJC OKKJ
( IA=J ( DKLA	  J@ JKP PK IAJPEKJ PD=P L=NP KB PDA ?KQNOASKNG
BKN PDA =>KRA IAJPEKJA@ ?H=OO EJ?HQ@AO ?NA=PEJC KQN KSJ /ANOKJ=H
+A=NJEJC -APSKNGO KN /+-O SDE?D = +EJGA@(J =??KQJP ?KQH@ >A
?KJOE@ANA@=L=NPKB
2K KB ?KQNOA ( O=E@ UAO PK PDA ?KJJA?PEKJ NAMQAOP >A?=QOA EP]O =
L=NP KB = ?H=OO =OOECJIAJP =J@ EP IECDP >A CKK@ BKN JAPSKNGEJC
BKN BQPQNA FK>O =J@ HEBAHKJC HA=NJEJCZ>QP KD JK IU LNKjHA ( D=@J]P
HKKGA@ =P IU LNKjHA EJ = UA=N =J@ JARAN NA=HHU ?KILHAPA@ EP PK
>ACEJ SEPD =J@ ( @KQ>P (]I =HKJA EJ PDEO LNA@E?=IAJP  O ( >A?=IA

?KJOQIA@ SEPD PDA P=OG KB I=GEJC IU LNKjHA LNAOAJP=>HA =J@
ATLHKNEJC =HH PDA OEPA]O BA=PQNAO ( CKP AT?EPA@ =>KQP PDA LKOOE>EHEPEAO
PD=P +EJGA@(J ?KQH@ KiAN >QP =dAN EJRAOPEJC = HKP KB PEIA PEIA
( ?KQH@ D=RA OLAJP KJ %=?A>KKG	 QL@=PEJC IU LNKjHA ( >AC=J
PK MQAOPEKJ PDA QOABQHJAOO KB OQ?D LNKBAOOEKJ=H>=OA@ OK?E=H
JAPSKNGEJC OEPAO L=NPE?QH=NHU BKN ,+(2 OPQ@AJPO =J@ FK>OAAGEJC
HE>N=NE=JO
+EJGA@(J OAAIO PK >A SAHH KJ EPO S=U PK >A?KIEJC =O Q>EMQEPKQO =O
%=?A>KKG >QP SEPD #/..%#3)/.2 EJOPA=@ KB BNEAJ@O =J@ PDA =HHQNA KB
LKPAJPE=HHU jJ@EJC PD=P =I=VEJC JAS FK> UKQ]RA >AAJ @NA=IEJC KB
 ??KN@EJC PK +EJGA@(J PDAU D=@  IEHHEKJ IAI>ANO SKNH@SE@A
=O KB %A>NQ=NU  SEPD ?KHHACA OPQ@AJPO =J@ NA?AJP CN=@O
I=GEJC QL PDA B=OPAOP CNKSEJC PULA KB JAS IAI>AN gANA =NA
IKNA PD=J KJA IEHHEKJ LNKBAOOEKJ=H JAPSKNGEJC CNKQLO KJ
+EJGA@(J EJ?HQ@EJC DQJ@NA@O KB HE>N=NU NAH=PA@ CNKQLO  ??KN@EJC
PK PDEO EJBKCN=LDE?  KB +EJGA@(J IAI>ANO =NA EJ PDA
^(JBKNI=PEKJ 3A?DJKHKCU =J@ 2ANRE?A_ EJ@QOPNU SDE?D O=@HU ?KQH@
FQOP EJ@E?=PA PD=P PDANA =NA = HKP KB HE>N=NE=JO HKKGEJC BKN FK>O
!QP =NA HE>N=NE=JO jJ@EJC CKK@ FK> HA=@O KJ +EJGA@(J !=OA@ KJ =
NA?AJP OA=N?D ( ?KJ@Q?PA@ PDANA =NA RANU BAS =?PQ=H HE>N=NU NAH=PA@
FK> LKOPEJCO HEOPA@ KJ +EJGA@(J =J@ KRAN=HH +EJGA@(J @KAO OAAI
IKNAKNEAJPA@PK>EC>QOEJAOO=J@PDAPA?DEJ@QOPNU
!QP EB UKQ]NA PDA PULA KB LANOKJ SDK NA=@O '=?G +E>N=NU
2?DKKHZUKQ HEGA PK GAAL QL SEPD SD=P]O CKEJC KJ EJ HE>N=NUH=J@
UKQ LNK>=>HU OLAJ@ = HEeHA PKK IQ?D PEIA KJ PDA (JPANJAP =J@
UKQ]NA @AOLAN=PA KN OKKJ SEHH >A @AOLAN=PA PK jJ@ = FK>ZEP]O HEGAHU
PD=P UKQ]NA =HNA=@U KJ +EJGA@(J KN SEHH >A OKKJ JK I=eAN EB EP]O
=?PQ=HHU >AJAj?E=H 2K HAP]O @EO?QOO SD=P]O CKK@ =>KQP +EJGA@(J
>AUKJ@ jJ@EJC = FK> +EJGA@(J KiANO = CKK@ S=U PK I=J=CA =HH KB
UKQN LNKBAOOEKJ=H ?KJP=?PO EJ KJA A=OEHU =??AOOE>HA LH=?A BKN PDKOA
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PEIAO EJ PDA BQPQNA SDAJ UKQ IECDP JAA@ = NA?KIIAJ@=PEKJ KN
NABANAJ?A (P]O =JKPDAN S=U PK GAAL QL SEPD SD=P UKQN ?H=OOI=PAO
?KHHA=CQAO IAJPKNO AP? =NA @KEJC LNKBAOOEKJ=HHU SDE?D ?=J
>AJAjP UKQN HEBAHKJC HA=NJEJC  J@ EP]O = CNA=P S=U PK I=NGAP
UKQNOAHB >AUKJ@ PDA NAOQIA QOEJC +EJGA@(J]O EJPAN=?PERA LNKjHA
BA=PQNAO HEGA =@@EJC SA> HEJGO PK LNKFA?PO PD=P UKQ]RA SKNGA@
KJ KN HEJGEJC PK UKQN PSEeAN =??KQJP LANOKJ=H SA>OEPA KN >HKC	
+EGA %=?A>KKG +EJGA@(J =HHKSO UKQ PK OD=NA =NPE?HAO RE@AKO =J@
ARAJ OP=PQO QL@=PAO DKSARAN EJ IKOP ?=OAO SD=P UKQ OD=NA KJ
+EJGA@(J ODKQH@ >A NAHAR=JP PK PDA LNKBAOOEKJ=H SKNH@O PD=P UKQ]NA
EJRKHRA@EJ
gANA =NA HKPO KB S=UO PK EJPACN=PA UKQN LANOKJ=HEPU EJPK UKQN
+EJGA@(J LNKjHA )QOP @K EP PDKQCDPBQHHU =J@ @KJ]P BKNCAP PDA >=OE?O
KB I=J=CEJC UKQN LNKjHA gEO IECDP P=GA IKNA AiKNP PD=J
%=?A>KKG EJEPE=HHU >A?=QOA UKQN +EJGA@(J LNKjHA JAA@O PK >A
LNKBAOOEKJ=H =J@ LKHEODA@ SDEHA =P PDA O=IA NAkA?PEJC UKQN
LANOKJ=HEPU PK LKPAJPE=H AILHKUANO  J@ EB +EJGA@(J EO CKEJC PK >A
>AJAj?E=H PK UKQ EP]O CKEJC PK NAMQENA = IKNA OPN=PACE? =LLNK=?D
PD=J PDA QOQ=H N=J@KIJAOO KB %=?A>KKG %KN AT=ILHA @KJ]P
?KJJA?P SEPD ARANUKJA PD=P UKQ GJKS KJ +EJGA@(J EJOPA=@ OAHA?P
PDA I=FKNEPU KB UKQN ?KJJA?PEKJO >=OA@ KJ OD=NA@ EJPANAOPO =J@
CK=HO (JPANAOPEJCHU +EJGA@(J NAMQENAO PD=P UKQ =HNA=@U D=RA OKIA
OKNP KB NAH=PEKJODEL SEPD = LKPAJPE=H ?KJJA?PEKJ KN ?KJJA?PEKJO EJ
?KIIKJ OK PDAU]RA AHEIEJ=PA@ OKIA KB PDA N=J@KIJAOO KB KJHEJA
JAPSKNGEJCNECDPPDANA
+EJGA@(J I=U JKP HA=@ PK = FK> >QP PDAJ =C=EJ EP IECDP 2K EB
UKQ D=RA = BAS ATPN= DKQNO EP LNK>=>HU SKQH@J]P DQNP PK ?NA=PA
= CH=IKNKQO +EJGA@(J LNKjHA =J@ OAA SDANA EP HA=@O 8KQ]HH BAAH
LNK@Q?PERA =P HA=OP !QP NAIAI>AN EJ PDA AJ@ EP]O OPEHH =>KQP PDA
?KJJA?PEKJOPD=PUKQI=GAEJPDANA=HSKNH@OKCAPKQPPDANA
 ?#6;821 ;,<>@5@52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.RAN PDA H=OP ?KQLHA KB SAAGO SA]RA >NKQCDP UKQ = OANEAO KB
LKOPO =>KQP LNAL=NEJC UKQNOAHB BKN PDA FK> OA=N?D  ODHAU C=RA
UKQ CAJAN=H =@RE?A ODA CHA=JA@ BNKI =J EJPANREAS SEPD = DENEJC
I=J=CAN 1KOA >NKQCDP UKQ =@RE?A KJ jHHEJC KQP UKQN FK>
=LLHE?=PEKJ =J@ ?NA=PEJC = ?KRAN HAeAN gAJ +=QN= P=HGA@ =>KQP
PELO BKN DKS PK @NAOO SDAJ UKQ CK PK =J EJPANREAS KN FK> B=EN
3K@=U]O LKOP P=HGO =>KQP = PKKH UKQ ?=J =@@ PK UKQN FK> OA=N?D
PKKHGEPPKDAHLUKQOP=J@KQPPDAALKNPBKHEK
gA LKNPBKHEK ?KJ?ALP D=O >AAJ =NKQJ@ BKN = HKJC PEIA SEPDEJ
PDA =NP =J@ =N?DEPA?PQNA jAH@O (J = LKNPBKHEK = OPQ@AJP >QEH@O =
?KHHA?PEKJ KB AT=ILHAO KB DEO KN DAN SKNG PK ODKS?=OA PK LKPAJPE=H
AILHKUANO gEO ?KJ?ALP DKSARAN EO = NAH=PERAHU JAS KJA SEPDEJ
HE>N=NU =J@ EJBKNI=PEKJ O?EAJ?A O?DKKHO 2KIA O?DKKHO OQ?D =O 2=J

)KOA 2P=PA 4JERANOEPU NAMQENA =HH PDAEN OPQ@AJPO PK ?KILHAPA KJA
:/11%#3)/.  ')5%2 234$%.32 3(% /03)/. /& #1%!3).' /.% /5%1 !
3(%2)2 !.$ -/23 234$%.32 $/ #(/2% 3()2 /03)/.; .PDANO OQ?D =O PDA
4JERANOEPU KB 3AJJAOOAA =NA EJ PDA LNK?AOO KB EILHAIAJPEJC PDA
ALKNPBKHEK =O =J =HPANJ=PERA PK PDA PDAOEO KN ?KILNADAJOERA AT=IO
3K@=U (]I CKEJC PK =JOSAN BKQN MQAOPEKJO PK EJPNK@Q?A UKQ PK PDA
ALKNPBKHEK =J@ ATLH=EJ DKS EP ?=J >A =J =OOAP PK UKQN FK> OA=N?D
J=IAHU
 6D=PEO=JALKNPBKHEK
 6D=P=NAEPO>AJAjPO
 6DUODKQH@(?KJOE@ANI=GEJCKJA
 'KS@K(CAPOP=NPA@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 J ALKNPBKHEK EO =J KJHEJA ODKS?=OA =J@ @AIKJOPN=PEKJ KB UKQN
OGEHHO =J@ GJKSHA@CA (P]O = SA>OEPA SDANA UKQ @EO?QOO UKQN
A@Q?=PEKJ ODKS?=OA =J@ ATDE>EP LNK@Q?PO UKQ]RA ?NA=PA@ =J@
=??AJP UKQN EILNKRAIAJPO =J@ CNKSPD PDNKQCDKQP CN=@ O?DKKH
=J@ >AUKJ@ gA ALKNPBKHEK =HOK LNKRE@AO = LH=PBKNI BKN ?KHHA?PEKJ
KB ^HA=NJEJC =NPEB=?PO_ +A=NJEJC =NPEB=?PO =NA =?PQ=H AT=ILHAO KB
UKQN HA=NJEJC gAU ?=J >A EJ PDA BKNI KB AT=IO LNKFA?PO
LNAOAJP=PEKJO KN NAOA=N?D L=LANO 8KQ ?=J =HOK QOA =J ALKNPKkEK
BKN REOQ=HEV=PEKJ KB EILKNP=JP I=PANE=H =J@ GJKSHA@CA %KN
AT=ILHA UKQ ?=J @EOLH=U ?KJ?ALP I=LO BKN A=?D KB UKQN ?H=OOAO
PK @EOLH=U SD=P UKQ HA=NJA@ PK OPNAJCPDAJ =J@ AJD=J?A UKQN
HA=NJEJC
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.JA KB PDA I=FKN >AJAjPO KB LNAL=NEJC =J ALKNPBKHEK EO PD=P EP
LNKRE@AO = LH=?A BKN =?PERA HA=NJEJC =J@ NAkA?PEKJ  ?PERA HA=NJEJC
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EO PDA KLLKOEPA KB L=OOERA HA=NJEJC /=OOERA HA=NJANO OEP EJ PDA
?H=OONKKI [ I=U>A P=GEJC JKPAO I=U>A JKP [ =J@ HEOPAJ PK PDA
PA=?DAN gAU OPQ@U =J@ P=GA AT=IO >QP N=NAHU CERA PDA I=PANE=H
=JKPDAN PDKQCDP  ?PERA HA=NJANO ?KJOP=JPHU NAkA?P QLKJ SD=P PDA
I=PANE=H EO PA=?DEJC PDAI =J@ DKS PDAU ?=J =LLHU EP PK PDAEN
BQPQNA CK=HO 6DAJ PDAEN PAOPO =NA NAPQNJA@ PDAU =J=HUVA SD=P
PDAU @E@ SAHH KJ =J@ SD=P PDAU JAA@ PK SKNG KJ gAU SNEPA =
FKQNJ=H AJPNU =>KQP EP PK OKHE@EBU PDA ATLANEAJ?A =J@ ATPN=?P PDA
EILKNP=JP @AP=EHO PK P=GA =S=U BNKI EP gAU IECDP ARAJ =eAILP PK
NA@K PDA AT=I MQAOPEKJO PDAU IEOOA@ PK EILNKRA PDAI gEO BKNI
KB HA=NJEJC ?=QOAO PDA OPQ@AJPO PK PNQHU OUJPDAOEVA PDA I=PANE=H
EJPK PDAEN PDEJGEJC JKP IANAHU IAIKNEVA =J@ NACQNCEP=PA EP BKN =J
AT=I
 JKPDAN >AJAjP KB =J ALKNPBKHEK EO PD=P UKQ ?=J @AIKJOPN=PA DKS
UKQ]RA CNKSJ =J@ EILNKRA@ KRAN PDA ?KQNOA KB UKQN CN=@Q=PA
O?DKKH UA=NO gEO EO GAU >A?=QOA AILHKUANO S=JP PK OAA PD=P
UKQ ?=J CNKS KJ?A PDAU DENA UKQ gAU ATLA?P UKQ PK ?KJPEJQA
HA=NJEJC =J@ CNKSEJC =O =J AILHKUAA OK =??AJPQ=PEJC PDEO EJ UKQN
ALKNPBKHEKLNKRAOPKPDAIPD=PUKQ]NA?=L=>HA
%/@:/6<3+*65:0+,94(205.65,
$RAJ EB UKQN LNKCN=I @KAOJ]P NAMQENA UKQ PK I=GA KJA KN KiAN EP =O
=J KLPEKJ UKQ ODKQH@ ?NA=PA KJA "KJPNE>QPEJC PK UKQN ALKNPBKHEK
PDNKQCDKQP UKQN ?=NAAN SEHH LH=?A UKQ =>KRA PDA ?NKS@ EJ A=?D
KB UKQN ?H=OOAO >A?=QOA UKQ SEHH D=RA OUJPDAOEVA@ PDA I=PANE=H
B=N IKNA @AALHU PD=J UKQN ?H=OOI=PAO 8KQ SEHH =HOK OP=J@ KQP
SDAJ UKQ CN=@Q=PA >A?=QOA UKQ SEHH D=RA LNKKB KB UKQN OGEHHO
GJKSHA@CA P=HAJPO =J@ CNKSPD PK ODKS UKQN LKPAJPE=H AILHKUANO
2EILHU PAHHEJC =J AILHKUAN SD=P UKQ ?=J @K EJ = NAOQIA =J@ ?KRAN
HAeAN EO KJA PDEJC >QP ODKSEJC PDAI AT=ILHAO KB SDANA UKQ]RA
=?PQ=HHU@KJAEPI=GAOUKQOP=J@KQP
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"NA=PEJC UKQN KSJ ALKNPBKHEK EO A=OU 8KQ ?=J QOA =JU SA> ?KJPAJP
I=J=CAIAJP OKdS=NA UKQ =NA B=IEHE=N SEPD OQ?D =O #NQL=H KN
6KN@/NAOO ( OQCCAOP UKQ OP=NP SEPD 6KN@/NAOO >A?=QOA EP EO RANU
A=OU PK KLAN=PA  HIKOP =JUKJA ?=J CAP OP=NPA@ EJ 6KN@/NAOO SEPD
=HIKOP JK SA> @AOECJ ATLANEAJ?A 2EILHU OAP QL = BNAA =??KQJP =J@
CAP OP=NPA@ gANA =NA LHAJPU KB 6KN@/NAOO PQPKNE=HO KJ 8KQ3Q>A PK
DAHL
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#KUKQD=RA=JA1AOQIAUAP
( PDEJG EP CKAO SEPDKQP O=UEJC PD=P ARANU @=U SA >A?KIA IKNA
=J@ IKNA @ECEP=HHU @NERAJ /ANOKJ=HHU ARAJ PDKQCD ( GJKS EP EO
OPEHH @KJA ( ?=JJKP EI=CEJA OAJ@EJC = D=N@ ?KLU KB IU NAOQIA
KN AT=ILHAO KB IU SKNG =JUSDANA ( D=RA IU AI=EH=>HA RANOEKJO
>QP BKN IU LNKBAOOEKJ=H HEBA ( PDEJG = SA>OEPA EO PDA >AOP S=U PK
ODKS?=OAIUSKNG=J@SKNGDEOPKNU
gA A1AOQIA ?=J >A OEILHA =O KJ KJHEJA NAOQIA KN IKNA
?KILHE?=PA@ SEPD L=CAO =J@KN HEJGO KB SKNG AT=ILHAO ODKSEJC
UKQN ?KILAPAJ?EAO gA H=eAN @ERAO EJPK PDA A/KNPBKHEK PANNEPKNU
 O "DNEO AHKMQAJPHU OP=PA@ =J A/KNPBKHEK EO =J KJHEJA ODKS?=OA
=J@ @AIKJOPN=PEKJ KB UKQN OGEHHO =J@ GJKSHA@CA 2KIA O?DKKHO
NAMQENA PDAI =J@ NAMQENA PDAI PK D=RA OLA?Ej? EJBKNI=PEKJ %KN
PDA LQNLKOAO KB PDEO LEA?A ( =I NABANNEJC PK UKQN KJHEJA LKNPBKHEK

EJ = IKNA CAJAN=H OAJOA =J@ PK @EOPEJCQEOD BNKI = BQHH A/KNPBKHEK
(]I ?=HHEJC EP =J A1AOQIA "DEO]O NA=OKJO BKN D=REJC KJA =J@ SD=P
(KQPHEJA>AHKS?=J>A=LLHEA@PKAEPDAN>KPD
!=OE?=HHU =J A1AOQIA EO =J AiA?PERA S=U PK CERA LKPAJPE=H
AILHKUANO =??AOO PK UKQN IKOP QLPK@=PA "5 =J@ ?NA@AJPE=HO
=HIKOP=JUSDANA>A?=QOAEPEOSA>>=OA@
6EPD ?KJBANAJ?AO EJPANJODELO =J@ NAOQHP=JP JAPSKNGEJC LKPAJPE=H
=HKJC SEPD PDA NAH=PERA	 HQHH EJ ?KQNOASKNG >QEH@EJC UKQN
A/KNPBKHEK A1AOQIA KN SA>OEPA EO =J AT?AHHAJP OQIIAN LNKFA?P
 C=EJ "DNEO =HNA=@U I=@A =J AT?AHHAJP ?=OA BKN SDU UKQ ODKQH@
D=RA =J A/KNPBKHEK OAeEJC OKIA ATLA?P=PEKJO =J@ CQE@AHEJAO !QP
SD=P =>KQP PDA (/6 6A NA?AERA@ = JE?A  ?D=N=?PAN NAMQAOP
BNKI 1K>>EJ9ENG PK =JOSAN PDEO MQAOPEKJ =J@ =O PDA NAOE@AJP
,2(3D=?GAN(PDKQCDP(SKQH@PNUPKCERAOKIAKLPEKJO
gANA =NA PSK DQCA I=FKN ?=RA=PO PD=P KJA ODKQH@ LKEJP KQP =P PDA
>ACEJJEJCKB=JULKOPOHEGAPDEO
.JA 6A> PA?D ?D=JCAO B=OP -AS PKKHO KLPEKJO LH=PBKNIO OEPAO
=J@ H=JCQ=CAO =NA >AEJC @ARAHKLA@ =J@ =O SA NA?AJPHU BKQJ@ SEPD
PDA ^OQJOAeEJC_ KB &KKCHA1A=@AN PA?D EO =HOK @EO=LLA=NEJC 2K PDEO
LKOP EO LNK>=>HU @=PA@ ARAJ =O ( PULA EP UAP ( SEHH PNU =J@ CERA =
OJ=LODKP KB SD=P ( OAA =O LKOOE>EHEPEAO /HA=OA =@@ UKQN KSJ EJ PDA
?KIIAJPO=J@EBOKIAPDEJCJAS?KIAO=>KQP(SEHH@KPDAO=IA
3SK !A OI=NP =>KQP =JUPDEJC UKQ LQP KJ PDA SA> gEO EO =dAN
=HH EO OQLLKOA@ PK >A = LNKBAOOEKJ=H NALNAOAJP=PEKJ KB UKQ =J@ UKQN
SKNG 1AOLA?P ?KLUNECDP >A ?DKE?A =J@ LNKQ@ KB PDA EI=CA UKQ
=NA NALNAOAJPEJC =J@ >A EJ?NA@E>HU @EHECAJP EJ @KQ>HA =J@ PNELHA
LNKKBNA=@EJC UKQN SKNG gEO CKAO BKN >KPD UKQN A/KNPBKHEK =J@
=JUPDEJC UKQ HEJG PK 6DEHA ( =I =@RK?=PEJC DANA OKIA LNAeU
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
>=OE? LH=PBKNIO EB UKQ >ACEJ PK NA=HHU IAOO =NKQJ@ SEPD UKQN OEPA
I=GA OQNA ?K@A =J@ HEJGO L=NPE?QH=NHU SKNG =?NKOO >NKSOANO =J@
LH=PBKNIO
.G@EO?H=EIANO@KJA(P]OPEIAPKCAP>QEH@EJCa
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/KHEOD QL UKQN NAOQIA CAP PK SNEPEJC PD=P LANOKJ=H OP=PAIAJP
=J@ LQHH PKCAPDAN PDA HEOP KB I=PANE=HO PD=P UKQ S=JP PK ODKS?=OA
( PDEJG -E?KHA]O NA?KIIAJ@=PEKJ PK HKKG =P FK> LKOPEJCO EO =J
AT?AHHAJP KJA BKN PDEO LNK?AOO ,U SA>OEPAA/KNPBKHEK EO BKN IU PR
LNK@Q?PEKJ SKNG OK ( QOA PR PANIO =J@ ODKS IU SKNG =O =J A@EPKN
SDEHA HEJGEJC PK OKIA KB IU ^KPDAN_ P=HAJPO  O ( jJEOD IU ,2(3 (
=I >QEH@EJC = JAS OEPA =J@ A/KNPBKHEK PK IKNA =HECJ SEPD PDA FK>O
( S=JP [ QOEJC PDA H=JCQ=CA =J@ PANIO PD=P =NA OP=J@=N@ EJ PDKOA
=NA=O
,U =@RE?A EO PK OP=NP SEPD OKIAPDEJC =O OEILHA =O CAeEJC UKQN
NAOQIA KJHEJA 8KQ ?=J ARAJ QOA &KKCHA#K?O KN #NKL>KT PK ?NA=PA
= HEJG PK = jHA PD=P EO A=OEHU QL@=PA@ 8KQ ?=J BKHHKS PD=P SEPD =J
^=>KQP IA_ QL =J@ PDAJ kQODEJC KQP SEPD IKNA AT=ILHAO LEA?AO
KB UKQN SKNG =J@ @AP=EHO QOEJC = OEPA >QEH@AN KN >HKCCEJC LH=PBKNI
(B UKQ ?DKOA PK >QEH@ = BQHH OEPA UKQ ODKQH@ OPEHH D=RA = /#% RANOEKJ
KB UKQN NAOQIA =J@ UKQN "5 EB PDAU =NA @EiANAJP	 =R=EH=>HA BKN
REASEJC =J@ @KSJHK=@EJC ?DA?G KQP !NE=JJ=]O =SAOKIA
AT=ILHA	
8KQ ODKQH@ =HOK @A?E@A EB UKQ =NA CKEJC PK HEJG PK UKQN R=NEKQO
OK?E=H IA@E= OPNA=IO 3SEeAN +EJGA@(J %=?A>KKG &KK@1A=@O
/EJPANAOP (JOP=CN=I %HE?GN LANOKJ=H >HKC LNKBAOOEKJ=H >HKC
8KQ3Q>A ?D=JJAH AP? ?KQH@ =HH D=RA PDAEN LH=?A @ALAJ@EJC KJ UKQN
OPUHA=J@@AOENA@QOAKBPDKOALH=PBKNIO
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6A IECDP OLAJ@ = HKP KB PEIA SKNNUEJC =>KQP PDA PA?DJKHKCU >QP
NA=HHU ?KJPAJP EO GEJC 2LAJ@ HAOO PEIA SKNNUEJC =>KQP PDA IAPDK@
=J@IKNAPEIADKJEJCUKQNIAOO=CA
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$RAJ EB UKQ ?DKKOA PK QOA KJA KB PDA OEILHA SA>LNAOAJ?A>QEH@EJC
LH=PBKNIO ( HEOP >AHKS ( PDEJG EP EO SKNPDSDEHA PK KSJ UKQN @KI=EJ
J=IA 8KQ ?=J QOA = @KI=EJ NACEOPN=N HEGA -=IA2A?QNA?KI PK
OAA EB UKQN @AOENA@ J=IA EO =R=EH=>HA =J@ PDAJ ?H=EI EP (P EO HEGAHU
CKEJC PK ?KOP UKQ  = UA=N =J@ UKQ ?=J OAP EP PK =QPKI=PE?=HHU
NAJAS ( PDEJG EP EO = OI=HH EJRAOPIAJP PK I=GA UKQ HKKG PD=P
IQ?D IKNA LNKBAOOEKJ=H JKP PK IAJPEKJ A=OEAN PK LKEJP KPDANO PK
^"DA?G KQP IU SKNG =P 5E@AK)K)QJA?KI_ EO = HKP A=OEAN PD=J ^CK
PKDeLEOL=?A?EBOQA@QWFFD_
 DQCA =@R=JP=CA PKK EO UKQ ?=J PDAJ LKEJP PDEO J=IA PK =JU
KPDAN OEPA UKQ SEOD 6DAJ KN EB UKQ ?DKOA = @EiANAJP LH=PBKNI
KN >QEH@ UKQN KSJ OEPA UKQ @KJ]P D=RA PK ?D=JCA >QOEJAOO ?=N@O
UKQN NAOQIA KN PDA HEJGO KN LAKLHA PD=P UKQN D=RA CERAJ UKQN
SA>=@@NAOO PK 8KQN @KI=EJ SEHH =HS=UO LKEJP PK UKQN IKOP NA?AJP
=J@ >AOP ?KJPAJP ,KOP KB PDA LH=PBKNI KLPEKJO ( HEOP >AHKS D=RA
PDA =>EHEPU PK I=GA EP HKKG HEGA UKQ =NA KJ UKQN @KI=EJ SDAJ UKQ
=NANA=HHUKJ=BNAALH=PBKNIHEGA3QI>HNKN6KN@/NAOO	
!;,7<03+0;
 O JKPA@ PDANA =NA PKJO KB KLPEKJO BKN PDEO OPAL UKQ ?=J &KKCHA
^BNAA SA> OEPAO_ BKN UAP IKNA	 gA IKOP EILKNP=JP B=?PKN EO PK
jJ@ =J KLPEKJ UKQ =NA ?KIBKNP=>HA SKNGEJC SEPD =J@ I=GEJC UKQN
KSJ (B UKQ =NA = SDEV =P '3,+ >U =HH IA=JO >QEH@ UKQN KSJ OEPA
BNKI O?N=P?D =J@ DKOP EP (B UKQ @E@J]P NA=HHU QJ@ANOP=J@ PD=P H=OP
OAJPAJ?ADANA=NAOKIAKPDANKLPEKJO
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
( PNEA@ PK jJ@ =O I=JU BNAA =J@ HKS?KOP KLPEKJO =O LKOOE>HA gAU
=NA EJ JK L=NPE?QH=N KN@AN =J@ BKN >NAREPU ( =I HEIEPEJC IUOAHB PK
FQOP = OAJPAJ?A KN PSK KJ A=?D [ UKQ ?=J BKHHKS PDA HEJGO =J@ LKGA
=NKQJ@=J@OAASD=PEONECDPBKNUKQ
` 6KN@/NAOO gAI=FKN>HKCCEJCLH=PBKNIKQPPDANA
QOANOEJ?HQ@APDEORANU>HKC%NAAB=ENHUA=OUPKQOA=J@
RANU?QOPKIEV=>HAUKQ@KJ]PD=RAPK^>HKC_PKAiA?PERAHU
QOAPDEOLH=PBKNIOEILHUQOEJC=OANEAOKB?KJJA?PA@
L=CAOSKQH@SKNGFQOPjJA
` /ANOKJ=HHUDKOPA@OEPAOZ(QOA !HQA'KOP BKNIULANOKJ=H
@KI=EJO>KPD6KN@/NAOO>=OA@>HKCO=J@'3,+OEPAO	
[>QPPDANA=NAI=JUI=JUKQPPDANA(=HOKD=RAQOA@
gAIA%KNAOP PKjJ@HKS?KOPPAILH=PAOBKN>KPD'3,+
=J@6/OEPAOUKQ?=JOA=N?DBKNBNAAKJAOLNAeUA=OEHU
=OSAHHPK?KOPAiA?PERAHU>KKOPPDAHKKGKBUKQNOEPA	
` 3QI>HN %NAA=J@MQEPA?QOPKIEV=>HASEPDBNAAKNHKS
?KOPPDAIAO(PEO=>HKCCEJCLH=PBKNI>QP?KQH@A=OEHU>A
OPNQ?PQNA@BKN=JA1AOQIA
` &KKCHA  LNAeU>=OE?OEPA>QEH@AN>QPEPEOBNAA=J@?=J
?KJJA?PPKUKQNATEOPEJCCI=EH=@@NAOO
` !HKCOLKP &KKCHA]O>HKCCEJCLH=PBKNIOEIEH=NPK3QI>HN
>QP=HEeHAIKNA>=OE?
` +EJGA@(J Z(BJKPDEJCAHOA>QEH@=+EJGA@(JLNKjHAOK
UKQNNAOQIA=J@?KJP=?PEJBKNI=PEKJ=NA=??AOOE>HARE=
PDASA>
` %=?A>KKGL=CAZ-KPUKQNLANOKJ=HLNKjHA>QP=L=CA
PD=PUKQ?NA=PA=J@LAKLHA?=JHEGA8KQ?=JO=RAjHAO
HEGAUKQNNAOQIA	LE?PQNAOHEJGO=J@ARAJHKJC
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OP=PQOAO=>KQPLNKFA?POEBUKQSANAOKEJ?HEJA@(PIECDP
JKP>APDAIKOPLNKBAOOEKJ=H>QPAOLA?E=HHUEBUKQSANA
=LLHUEJCBKNFK>OPD=P=OGUKQPKD=RAOK?E=HIA@E=
?DKLOEJ?HQ@EJCB=IEHE=NEPUSEPD%=?A>KKGEP?KQH@SKNG
=OLNKKBKBGJKSHA@CA
` 6ET (D=RAJ]PQOA@EP>QPEPEO=SAHHN=PA@DKOPA@BNAA
SA>OEPA>QEH@AN
` 6A>O Z%NAAPNE=HHKS?KOPBNKIPDANA=JKPDANSAHH
N=PA@OEPA>QEH@ANPD=P(D=RAJ]PLANOKJ=HHUQOA@	
` 2MQ=NA2L=?A +KS?KOPLNKBAOOEKJ=HHKKGEJCDKOPA@
OEPAO
` 3ULAL=@ Z%=ENHUHKS?KOPOEPA>QEH@AN=J@DKOP2APD
&K@EJ=IKJCI=JUKPDANOQOAEP	
` 2?DKKHDKOPA@OEPAZ%24D=OOANRANOL=?APD=PSA=NA
=>HAPKQOASDEHAEJO?DKKH=NAMQENAIAJPBKNOKIA
?H=OOAOARAJ	gA=@R=JP=CAEOPD=PEPEOBNAAPDA
@EO=@R=JP=CAEOPD=PEPIECDPJKP>A=R=EH=>HAKJ?AUKQ
CN=@Q=PA
gANA =NA I=JU I=JU KPDANO  C=EJ jJ@ OKIAPDEJC PD=P OQEPO
UKQN JAA@O =J@ PA?DJE?=H =>EHEPEAO [ >AeAN PD=P EP SKNG SAHH =J@
>A OEILHA PD=J OKIA >A=QPEBQHHU PDAIA@ EJPNE?=PA OEPA PD=P @KAOJ]P
?KJRAUUKQNEJBKNI=PEKJ
2LAJ@ PDA I=FKNEPU KB UKQN ?NA=PERA FQE?AO =J@ AiKNPO KJ UKQN
?KJPAJP ,=GA OQNA UKQ >=?G EP =HH QL HK?=HHU PK UKQN ?KILQPAN
=J@KN LQP EP AHOASDANA EJ PDA ?HKQ@ ,KOP KB =HH CAP OKIAPDEJC
KQP PDANA 8KQ JARAN GJKS SDAJ UKQ]HH IAAP OKIAKJA =J@ S=JP PK
LKEJPPDAIPKUKQNOEPA
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(B UKQ =NA JAS PK UKQN +(2 LNKCN=I UKQ]NA LNK>=>HU FQOP PNUEJC PK
CAP UKQN BAAP QJ@AN UKQ =O ( S=O = UA=N =CK	 .H@ D=J@O =NA NA
=??HEI=PEJC PK PDA B=IEHE=N JKPAJKQCD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(]I RANU EJPANAOPA@ EJ =?=@AIE? HE>N=NEAO 6D=P]O UKQN FK> PEPHA
'KS @K UKQ HEGA SKNGEJC PDANAHEREJC EJ /KNPH=J@_ 8KQ CAP PDA
CEOP
550, 6D=P EB UKQ @KJ]P D=RA = OI=NP LDKJA PK QPEHEVA OK?E=H
JAPSKNGEJC6EHHPDANA>ASEj(OEP.*PKD=RAH=LPKLO
 gANA SEHH >A BNAA SEj =P HA=OP EJ PDA ?KJRAJPEKJ ?AJPAN
( =OOQIA PDA DKPAHO BKN ?KJBANAJ?A LQNLKOAO SEHH =O SAHH	 (B UKQ
@KJ]P D=RA = OI=NPLDKJA EP EO LANBA?PHU =??ALP=>HA PK QOA =J E/=@
 *52#)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H=LPKL JAP>KKG E/K@ 3KQ?D AP? 'KSARAN OKIA OAOOEKJO SEHH >A
IKNA ?NKS@A@ PD=J KPDANO KN OEILHU HAOO OL=?EKQO OK QOEJC =
H=LPKL EJ = OAOOEKJ FQOP @ALAJ@O KJ PDA NKKI UKQ]NA EJ =J@ DKS
?KIBKNP=>HA UKQ SEHH >A  HOK PNU PK >A NAOLA?PBQH PK PDA OLA=GAN Z
( GJKS SA]NA OKNP KB ATLA?PA@ PK PSAAP >QP ( OPEHH HKKG QL =J@ I=GA
AUA?KJP=?PJK@AP?
550, 2DKQH@(OPE?GSEPDKPDANOPQ@AJPOKNATLHKNAKJIUKSJ
 8KQ]NA =J@ ( @ENA?P PDEO =P =HH PDA jNOPPEIANO JKP FQOP
 JJEA	 = jNOP PEIAN =P = '4&$ ?KJBANAJ?A OK KB ?KQNOA UKQ]NA
CKEJC PK S=JP PK OLAJ@ PEIA SEPD BAHHKS OPQ@AJPO 8KQ I=U ARAJ
>A PAILPA@ PK ?KLU UKQN BNEAJ@]O ?KJBANAJ?A O?DA@QHA PDA jNOP
@=U =J@ CK PK ARANU OAOOEKJHQJ?D PKCAPDAN >A?=QOA UKQ]NA OK
KRANSDAHIA@ 'KSARAN ( SKQH@ '(&'+8 AJ?KQN=CA UKQ PK OPAL
KQP KB UKQN ?KIBKNP VKJA EJ ARANU S=U LKOOE>HA =J@ PD=P IA=JO
=eAJ@EJC PDA OAOOEKJO UKQ]NA IKOP EJPANAOPA@ EJ CKEJC PK HQJ?DAO
SEPD ?KILHAPA OPN=JCANO Z UKQ J=IA EP 3NU PK ?KJBNKJP SD=P
UKQ]NA IKOP JANRKQO =>KQP >AEJC =HKJA Z EO EP >AEJC JANRKQO =>KQP
JAPSKNGEJC -KP GJKSEJC SDANA PK CK *AAL EJ IEJ@ PD=P UKQ]NA
CKEJC PK >A =P = ?KJBANAJ?A SEPD  KB PDA IKOP DAHLBQH LAKLHA
UKQ]NA ARAN CKEJC PK IAAP Z @K JKP >A =BN=E@ KB PDAI =J@ @KJ]P
>A =BN=E@ PK =OG MQAOPEKJO AOLA?E=HHU EB UKQ]NA HKOP Z PD=P]O = CNA=P
JAPSKNGEJCKLLKNPQJEPU 	
550,6D=P ODKQH@ ( >NEJC PK JAPSKNG =P PDA ?KJRAJPEKJ ?AJPAN
/DKJA"=N@O
 #AjJEPAHU >NEJC UKQN LDKJA =J@ =JU KPDAN C=@CAPO PD=P
UKQ ?=J QPEHEVA OK?E=H JAPSKNGEJC SEPD AILD=OEO KJ 3SEeAN =J@
%KQNOMQ=NA	 !NEJC UKQN C=@CAP ?D=NCANO OK PD=P UKQ ?=J NA?D=NCA
EB PDAU @EA  HOK @KJ]P BKNCAP UKQN >QOEJAOO ?=N@O =J@ EB UKQ]NA OK
EJ?HEJA@ >QU = DKH@AN BKN PDAI PK OPKNA >KPD UKQNO =J@ PDA KJAO
2@-<A>%2@C<>8&; 
UKQ SEHH ?KHHA?P BNKI KPDANO '=RA = LAJ KJ UKQ PK SNEPA KJ PDA
>=?G KB KPDANO] >QOEJAOO ?=N@O @AP=EHO PK NAIAI>AN PDAI >U	 8KQ
?=J=HOK>NEJCLNEJPNAOQIAOEBUKQ]NAFK>DQJPEJC
550, 'KSI=JUARAJPOOAOOEKJOODKQH@(=EIBKNEJ=@=U
 +EOPAJ PK UKQN >K@U (B UKQ OP=NP =P  =I PDAJ =eAJ@ =
OAOOEKJ ARANU DKQN QJPEH  UKQ]HH >A PKK ATD=QOPA@ PK D=JC KQP
=J@ @K BQJ OPQi =dAN EJ?HQ@EJC PSAAPO QL =J@ @=J?A L=NPEAO	
-KP PK IAJPEKJ Z PDA ^=dAN_ OPQi EO QOQ=HHU SDANA PDA IKOP
JAPSKNGEJC D=LLAJO (B UKQ ?=J =HPANJ=PA @=UO SDANA UKQ OHAAL
EJ 2GEL = OAOOEKJ KN PSK @QNEJC PDA @=U PK P=GA = J=L KN ATLHKNA
PDA ATDE>EPO !QP >=?G PK JAPSKNGEJC Z =HPANJ=PA >APSAAJ OAOOEKJO
PD=P =NA LQNAHU LNAOAJP=PEKJO =J@ L=NPHU KN LQNAHU OK?E=H 8KQ D=RA
PK ?NA=PA UKQN KSJ KLLKNPQJEPEAO PK JAPSKNG OEJ?A DULKPDAPE?=HHU
UKQ ?KQH@ CK PK  >=?GPK>=?G HA?PQNA PULA OAOOEKJO A=?D @=U CK
KQP PK @EJJAN SEPD UKQN BNEAJ@O =J@ CK >=?G PK PDA DKPAH JARAN
OLA=GEJCPK=OPN=JCAN)QOP@KARANUPDEJCEJIK@AN=PEKJ
550,  O = LKKN CN=@Q=PA OPQ@AJP =I ( PKP=HHU IEOOEJC KQP EB (
@KJ]PCKPK=JUKBPDAOAOOEKJOKNARAJPOPD=P?KOPATPN=IKJAU
 ( ?=J DKJAOPHU O=U ( @KJ]P GJKS OEJ?A (]RA =HS=UO >AAJ
= LKKN CN=@Q=PA OPQ@AJP =J@ D=RA JARAN L=E@ BKN = OEJCHA ATPN=
OAOOEKJ ( D=RA SKJ@ANA@ EB PDA JAPSKNGEJC KLLKNPQJEPEAO =NA
>AeAN =P PDAOA OAOOEKJO "=J =JUKJA SDK D=O =eAJ@A@ L=E@
OAOOEKJO=JOSANPDEOBKN JJEA
550, (J PDA OA= KB LAKLHA DKS ?=J ( I=GA OQNA OKIAKJA SEHH
NAIAI>AN PDAU IAP IA  HOK ( IAP = ?KKH HE>N=NE=J SD=P ODKQH@ (
@KPKBKHHKSQL
 6AHH UKQ ?=J]P CQ=N=JPAA =JUPDEJC QJHAOO UKQ]NA PDA
H=@U EJ PDA HK>OPAN D=P ( IAP =P 2+ Z UKQ ?=J =HS=UO PNU =
 *52#)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O?DPE?G	 >QP UKQ ?=J ?ANP=EJHU @K UKQN L=NP >U BKHHKSEJC QL
@QNEJC KN =dAN PDA ?KJBANAJ?A ( SKQH@ OQCCAOP C=PDANEJC =HH KB
UKQN ?KHHA?PA@ >QOEJAOO ?=N@O =J@ ?NA=PEJC = &KKCHA @K?
OLNA=@ODAAP SEPD =HH KB PDAEN EJBK PD=P S=U UKQ ?=J @EP?D PDA ?=N@O
EB JAA@A@ OEJ?A PDAU]NA D=N@AN PK GAAL QL SEPD	 gANA =NA R=NEKQO
HARAHO KB BKHHKSQL Z EB UKQ FQOP IAP OKIA ?KKH LAKLHA UKQ S=JP PK
GAAL QL SEPD BKHHKS PDAI KJ 3SEeAN =@@ KJ +EJGA@(J REOEP PDAEN
>HKC =J@ ?KIIAJP AP? (B UKQ S=JP PK @K DA=REAN JAPSKNGEJC HEGA
BKHHKSEJC QL KJ = LKOOE>HA FK> HA=@ KN =OGEJC OKIAKJA PK >A?KIA
UKQN IAJPKN UKQ IECDP OAJ@ = IKNA BKNI=H AI=EH HAeEJC PDAI
GJKS DKS IQ?D UKQ AJFKUA@ IAAPEJC PDAI =OGEJC PDAI = ?KQLHA
KB MQAOPEKJO =J@ PD=JGEJC PDAI BKN PDAEN PEIA 1A=HHU FQOP @K SD=P
BAAHO?KIBKNP=>HAPKUKQEJDKSUKQIAPPD=PLANOKJ
;/,95,;>69205.;07:
` 6A]RAIAJPEKJA@3SEeANMQEPA=>EP%KHHKSPDA
?KJBANAJ?AD=ODP=COPKNA=@SD=PKPDANO=NA@KEJC=J@
FKEJEJPDA?KJRANO=PEKJ8KQI=UARAJOAAOKIAKJA
=OGEJC^#KAO=JUKJAS=JPPKD=RAHQJ?DSEPDIA_
g=P>NEJCOIAPKIUOA?KJ@PEL
` 4OAIA=HPEIAOBKNJAPSKNGEJC8KQ]RACKPPKA=P2K
@KAOARANUKJAAHOA(BUKQ]NAEJPANAOPA@EJ=?ANP=EJ
NKQJ@P=>HAjJ@KQPEBPDAU]NADKOPEJC=JUOK?E=HO8KQ
?=JOA=N?D?KJBANAJ?ASA>OEPAO=J@%=?A>KKGBKNPDAOA
ARAJPO+=OPUA=N(=eAJ@A@PDA  -22OK?E=H =J@ !EPAO
SEPD+(13 J@EBUKQOAAOKIAKJAKJ3SEeAN=OGEJCBKN
=HQJ?D@=PACKBKNEP
5+K5(33@-69)<:05,::*(9+(+=0*,
2@-<A>%2@C<>8&; 
2AA $NEJ #KNJAU]O AT?AHHAJP >HKC LKOP 'ANA =NA LE?PQNAO KB IU
>QOEJAOO ?=N@ BNKI H=OP UA=N =J@  JJEA]O >QOEJAOO ?=N@ ( SAJP
PK 5EOP=LNEJP?KI PK KN@AN IEJA =J@  JJEA QOA@ ,KK?KI ( =HOK
D=RA BNEAJ@O SDK ?NA=PA@ PDAEN KSJ QOEJC PAILH=PAO EJ ,2 6KN@
=J@=LNEJPAN
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"81)!..!!12(!,,
gANA D=RA >AAJ OKIA PANNEj? LKOPO =>KQP ?KJBANAJ?AO KJ '=?G
+E>N=NU 2?DKKH EJ PDA L=OP "DNEO NA?AJPHU SNKPA =>KQP
QJ?KJBANAJ?AO =J@ )K=JJ= SNKPA = LKOP A=NHEAN PDEO UA=N
AJ?KQN=CEJC OPQ@AJPO PK =eAJ@ ?KJBANAJ?AO =O = HE>N=NU OPQ@AJP
3K@=U ( S=JP PK P=GA PDAOA LKOPO = OPAL BQNPDAN =J@ AJ?KQN=CA
KPDAN BQPQNA HE>N=NE=JO =J@ EJBKNI=PEKJ LNKBAOOEKJ=HO PK JKP KJHU
=eAJ@ >QP =HOK LNAOAJP =P ?KJBANAJ?AO SDEHA EJ HE>N=NU O?DKKH
( ?KJ?HQ@A@ IU OLNEJC OAIAOPAN SEPD = L=JAH LNAOAJP=PEKJ =P =
OP=PA ?KJBANAJ?A 2K?EAPU KB (J@E=J=  N?DEREOPO	 =J@ = LKOPAN
LNAOAJP=PEKJ =P = J=PEKJ=H ?KJBANAJ?A +.$7	 SDANA ( D=@ OQ?D
CNA=P ATLANEAJ?AO PD=P ( S=JP PK AJ?KQN=CA KPDAN HE>N=NU O?DKKH
OPQ@AJPOPKP=GAPDALHQJCA=J@@KPDAO=IA

3K NAEPAN=PA OKIA KB PDA NA=OKJO )K=JJ= IAJPEKJA@ EJ DAN LKOP
=eAJ@EJC ?KJBANAJ?AO EO = R=HQ=>HA L=NP KB UKQN HE>N=NU O?DKKH
UA=NO >A?=QOA KB PDA JAPSKNGEJC KLLKNPQJEPEAO A@Q?=PEKJ=H
P=GA=S=UO =J@ ?KJOE@AN=>HU HKSAN OPQ@AJP NACEOPN=PEKJ ?KOPO
6DAJ UKQ LNAOAJP =P = ?KJBANAJ?A UKQ CAP =HH KB PDA O=IA >AJAjPO
KB =eAJ@EJC SDEHA =HOK C=EJEJC R=HQ=>HA ATLANEAJ?A BKN UKQN
NAOQIA"5  dAN LNAOAJPEJC =P = ?KJBANAJ?A UKQ SEHH D=RA
@K?QIAJPA@ ARE@AJ?A KB ?KJPNE>QPEJC PK PDA LNKBAOOEKJ = CNA=P
S=U PK LNAL=NA BKN PDKOA FK> LKOPEJCO PD=P O=U ^@AIKJOPN=PA@
?KIIEPIAJP PK LNKBAOOEKJ=H @ARAHKLIAJP_ LNABANNA@NAMQENA@	 (P
=HOK ODKSO PD=P UKQ =NA ?KIBKNP=>HA SEPD LQ>HE? OLA=GEJC SDE?D (
CQ=N=JPAASEHHI=GAUKQOP=J@KQPKJPDAFK>DQJP
gANA =NA IQHPELHA PULAO KB LNAOAJP=PEKJO =P ?KJBANAJ?AO LKOPAN
L=JAH =J@ L=LAN	 =J@ ?KJBANAJ?A OEVAO HK?=H NACEKJ=H OP=PA =J@
J=PEKJ=H	 gAU A=?D D=RA PDAEN KSJ ?QHPQNA =J@ LNKRE@A @EiANAJP
KLLKNPQJEPEAO BKN OPQ@AJP LNAOAJPANO /KOPAN LNAOAJP=PEKJO =NA
QOQ=HHU PDA BKNI=P OPQ@AJPO =NA AJ?KQN=CA@ PK P=GA QL =P H=NCAN
?KJBANAJ?AO = LNAeU HKSLNAOOQNA EJPNK@Q?PEKJ PK ?KJBANAJ?A
L=NPE?EL=PEKJ	 SDANA=O OI=HHAN ?KJBANAJ?AO SEHH HEGAHU =??ALP
L=LANOAOOEKJOBNKIOPQ@AJPO=J@SKNGEJCLNKBAOOEKJ=HO
2K SDU @KJ]P =HH HE>N=NU O?DKKH OPQ@AJPO LNAOAJP =P ?KJBANAJ?AO
(]RA @APANIEJA@ = BAS I=EJ >=NNEANO PK ?KJBANAJ?A L=NPE?EL=PEKJ
=J@PDKQCDP(]@KiANQLIUPELOKJKRAN?KIEJCPDAI
9,:,5;(;065;670*
2KIAPEIAO EP BAAHO =O PDKQCD ?KIEJC QL SEPD = ?KILAHHEJC PKLE?
BKN = LNAOAJP=PEKJ EO =J EJOQNIKQJP=>HA CK=Ha >QP UKQ ?=J @K
EP (B UKQ]NA =>HA PK ?DKKOA PKLE?O PD=P =NA =HNA=@U L=NP KB UKQN
SKNGHK=@ LNAOAJPEJC EOJ]P PD=P IQ?D IKNA SKNG PD=J SD=P UKQ]NA
@KEJC =JUS=U 8KQ ?=J @KQ>HAQL >U LNAOAJPEJC KJ PKLE?O UKQ]RA
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NAOA=N?DA@ =O L=NP KB = ?H=OO KN EB NAHAR=JP =J@ KG=UA@ >U UKQN
>KOO =P SKNG #N=SEJC KJ =J EJPANJODEL ATLANEAJ?A EO =JKPDAN
?H=OOE? LNAOAJP=PEKJ PKLE? 3=GA =@R=JP=CA KB UKQN BAHHKS HE>N=NU
OPQ@AJPO =J@ LNKLKOA = LKOPAN KN L=JAH OAOOEKJ SEPD PDAIZEP SEHH
>A HAOO LNAOOQNA FQOP KJ UKQ >QP HEGA =JU CNKQL SKNG FQOP I=GA
OQNAUKQLE?GNAHE=>HALAANOPK?KHH=>KN=PASEPD	
65,@
 D BQJ@EJC ,KOP HE>N=NU OPQ@AJPO =NA JKP NKHHEJC EJ PDA @KQCD
OK IKJAU EO = OANEKQO ?KJOE@AN=PEKJ SDAJ EP ?KIAO PK =eAJ@EJC
LNAOAJPEJC =P = ?KJBANAJ?A 6DEHA OPQ@AJP NACEOPN=PEKJ EO
?KJOE@AN=>HU ?DA=LAN PD=J JKNI=H NACEOPN=PEKJ EP ?=J OPEHH >A
ATLAJOERA 2KIAPEIAO PDANA]O JK S=U =NKQJ@ PDEO =J@ EP >A?KIAO
= @El?QHP ?DKE?A PK I=GA >QP ( PDEJG SEPD = HEeHA OPN=PACU UKQ ?=J
jJ@S=UOPKHKSANUKQNKRAN=HH?KOPO
` 1ACEKJ=H=J@OP=PA?KJBANAJ?AOKdAJD=RA
RANU=iKN@=>HANACEOPN=PEKJBAAOEJPDAN=JCA	
=J@K??=OEKJ=HHUPDAOASEHH>AS=ERA@BKNLNAOAJPANO
gAOA?KJBANAJ?AOI=U>ASEPDEJ@NEREJC@EOP=J?AOKEB
UKQD=RA=RADE?HAUKQ?=JCKPDANABKNPDA@=USEPDKQP
JAA@EJCPKCAP=DKPAHNKKI
`   LLHUBKN=JU=J@=HHO?DKH=NODELOUKQ?=J
gEOOAAIOK>REKQO>QPOKIAPEIAOBQJ@EJCKLLKNPQJEPEAO
=NAJKP=@RANPEOA@=OSAHH=OPDAU?KQH@>AAOLA?E=HHUEJ
PDA?=OAKBOI=HH?KJBANAJ?AOZSDE?DEOENKJE?=HHUSDANA
UKQD=RAPDA>AOPK@@OKB>AEJCCN=JPA@PDAIKJAU
#KJ]P>A=BN=E@PK?KJP=?PPDA?KJBANAJ?A?KIIEeAA
=OGEJCEBPDANA=NA=JUO?DKH=NODELO=R=EH=>HAPKDAHL
'>2?2;@6;4.@<;32>2;02?,56926;#6/>.>E)05<<9 
OPQ@AJPO=eAJ@=J@LNAOAJP=PPDA?KJBANAJ?AEJ
MQAOPEKJ
`  ?PERAHUOAAGKQPKPDANOEJUKQN
LNKCN=ISDKS=JPPK?=NLKKH=J@KNOLHEP=DKPAHNKKI
-KPKJHUEOEPEJ?NA@E>HUJE?APKD=RA=OQLLKNPOUOPAI
SDAJUKQ]NAATLANEAJ?EJC EILKOPKNOUJ@NKIAPDEO?=J
NA=HHU>NA=GPDA?KOP@KSJEJPK=I=J=CA=>HAjCQNA
(*26-73(5505.
.dAJ ?=HHO BKN LNKLKO=HO =NA =@RANPEOA@ =JUSDANA >APSAAJ 
IKJPDO EJ =@R=J?A KB PDA ?KJBANAJ?A SEPD @A=@HEJAO SAHH >ABKNA
PDA ?KJBANAJ?A EPOAHB gEO NAMQENAO LNKOLA?PERA LNAOAJPANO PK JKP
KJHU GJKS =>KQP PDA ?KJBANAJ?A EJ MQAOPEKJ >QP =HOK ?KIA QL SEPD
=JE@A=BKNPDAENLNAOAJP=PEKJ
!A?=QOA PDA PEIAHEJAO R=NU BNKI ?KJBANAJ?A PK ?KJBANAJ?A PDANA
EO JK KPDAN S=U PK LNAL=NA PD=J CK BKNPD =J@ @K UKQN NAOA=N?D
BQPQNA HE>N=NE=JO ( NA?KIIAJ@ QPEHEVEJC =J AHA?PNKJE? HEOP OANRE?A
=J@ I=EJP=EJEJC = HEOP OLA?Ej?=HHU BKN QL?KIEJC ?KJBANAJ?AO PD=P
UKQ =NA EJPANAOPA@ EJ LNAOAJPEJC =P %KN EJOP=J?A ( ?QNNAJPHU D=RA
IKOP KB PDA  H=NCA =J@ IE@OEVA ?KJBANAJ?AO (]I O?KLEJC KQP
KJ IU KSJ HEOP !A?=QOA ( =I KdAJ =@@EJC JAS ?KJBANAJ?AO =J@
@AHAPEJC KJAO (]RA NA?KJOE@ANA@ PDA HEOP OP=UO BNAOD EJ IU IEJ@ (]HH
GJKS PK OP=NP HKKGEJC BKN ?=HHO BKN LNKLKO=HO BKN PDA  CNKQL
OP=NPEJC PDEO B=HH  HH EP NA=HHU P=GAO PK OP=U KJ PKL KB ?KJBANAJ?AO EO
@EHECAJ?A=J@OKIA&KKCHAOA=N?DOGEHHO
!*/,+<305.
(B UKQ ?=J =iKN@ PDA NACEOPN=PEKJ O=S PDA ?=HH BKN LNKLKO=HO =J@
D=@ = LNAOAJP=PEKJ PKLE? =??ALPA@ jNOP KB =HH ?KJCN=PO gANA]O
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OPEHH I=J=CEJC UKQN O?DA@QHA PK ?KJPAJ@ SEPD PDKQCD 6A]NA =HH
FQCCHEJC ?H=OOAO FK>O =J@ EJPANJODELO OK OKIAPEIAO PDA PDKQCDP
KB =@@EJC = ?KJBANAJ?A PK PDA IET ?=J >A EB UKQ]NA =P =HH HEGA IA	
=HIKOP DULANRAJPEH=PEKJEJ@Q?EJC 'KSARAN PDA JE?A PDEJC =>KQP
?KJBANAJ?AO EO PD=P UKQ SEHH jJ@ KQP SDAPDAN UKQN LNKLKO=H D=O
>AAJ =??ALPA@ IKJPDO EJ =@R=J?A OK UKQ ODKQH@ >A =>HA PK I=GA
=JU JA?AOO=NU =NN=JCAIAJPO >U PDAJ (P ?=J >A PNE?GU >QP ( jNIHU
>AHEARA ?KJBANAJ?AO =NA SKNPD LNEKNEPEVEJC =J@ OMQAAVEJC EJPK =J
=HNA=@UPECDPO?DA@QHA
 J =@@EPEKJ=H JKPA IANAHU LNKLKOEJC = LNAOAJP=PEKJ PKLE? =J@
D=REJC EP =??ALPA@ @KAOJ]P IA=J UKQ =NA EJOP=JPHU ?KIIEeA@ PK
LNAOAJPEJC (B OKIAPDEJC D=O ?KIA QL >APSAAJ PDA PEIA UKQ
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4JEPA@ -=PEKJO EJ 5EAJJ= ( S=O =>HA PK PDEJG KB OARAN=H
L=NPE?QH=NHU OD=NL =J@ GJKSHA@CA=>HA ?H=OOI=PAO SDK SKQH@ D=RA
I=@A AT?AHHAJP ?=J@E@=PAO BKN EP =J@ PDA KLLKNPQJEPU ?KQH@ JK
@KQ>P D=RA H=QJ?DA@ = OPAHH=N ?=NAAN BKN A=?D KB PDAI !QP =O
PDA EJPANJODEL LNKCN=I @KAO JKP NAEI>QNOA OPQ@AJPO BKN PN=RAH
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ATLAJOAO HEREJC =NN=JCAIAJPO KN REO= ?KOPO JKJA KB QO ?KQH@
=iKN@ PK @K EP !U JKP LNKRE@EJC =JU jJ=J?E=H NA?KILAJOA BKN
EPO EJPANJO PDA 4- EO AT?HQ@EJC I=JU KB PDA >NECDPAOP =J@ >AOP
EJ PDA jAH@ EJ B=RKN KB =LLHE?=JPO SDK ?KIA BNKI LNEREHACA@
OK?EKA?KJKIE? >=?GCNKQJ@O  @IEeA@HU PDEO EO =J ATPNAIA
AT=ILHA >QP ( @K jJ@ EP ENKJE? PD=P =J KNC=JEV=PEKJ PD=P
OLA=NDA=@O EJPANJ=PEKJ=H =E@ @KAO JKP B=?EHEP=PA PDA EJ@Q?PEKJ KB =
IKNA@ERANOAN=JCAKBLAKLHAEJPKEPON=JGO
 O = >HKCCAN J=IA@ +=J?A =P -AS  N?DEREOP OP=PAO EJ PDEO LKOP
^( PDEJG IKOP LAKLHA SEHH =CNAA PD=P @ERANOEPU EJ?HQ@AO JKP KJHU
LAKLHA KB @EiANAJP N=?E=H =J@ APDE? >=?GCNKQJ@O >QP LAKLHA KB
@EiANAJP A?KJKIE? >=?GCNKQJ@O =J@ ATLANEAJ?AO 'KSARAN =P PDA
O=IA PEIA SA =NA CEREJC = HKP KB HEL OANRE?A PK @ERANOEPU SA =NA =HOK
?KJOPNQ?PEJC NK=@>HK?GO PK =?DEAREJC PDKOA CK=HO_ /AKLHA BNKI =HH
S=HGO KB HEBA D=RA = CNA=P @A=H PK ?KJPNE>QPA PK PDA HE>N=NU =J@
=N?DER=H?KIIQJEPEAO=J@ODKQH@D=RAPDAKLLKNPQJEPEAOPK@KOK
!QP JKP KJHU I=U SA >A @NEREJC =S=U PDKOA KB HKSAN
OK?EKA?KJKIE? >=?GCNKQJ@O PDA SEHHEJCJAOO KB RKHQJPAANO PK @K
PDA SKNG PD=P NAMQENAO LNKBAOOEKJ=H ATLANPEOA QJ@ANR=HQAO KQN
LNKBAOOEKJ gEO EO PDA AT=?P KLLKOEPA KB SD=P SA ODKQH@ >A @KEJC
2=@HU PDEO EO =J =CA SDANA IKOP LAKLHA @KJ]P OAA PDA NAHAR=J?A KB
HE>N=NE=JO =J@ =N?DEREOPO =JUIKNA EJ?HQ@EJC PDA "=J=@E=J BA@AN=H
CKRANJIAJP SDE?D NA?AJPHU I=@A AJKNIKQO ?QPO PK +E>N=NU =J@
 N?DERAO "=J=@=	 gA P=OG B=HHO PK QO PK >A PENAHAOO EJ KQN AiKNPO
PKATLH=EJSDUKQNOANRE?AO=NAIKNAJA?AOO=NUPD=JARAN
gA OQIIAN LN=?PE?QI EO JKP =J KLPEKJ BKN IA  P PDENPU UA=NO
KB =CA ( =I PKK KH@ BKN L=NAJP=H =OOEOP=J?A =J@ >A?=QOA ( S=O
AILHKUA@ BQHH PEIA >ABKNA OP=NPEJC HE>N=NU O?DKKH ( =I JKP AHECE>HA
BKN OPQ@AJP HK=JO ( =I BQJ@EJC IU OPQ@EAO PDNKQCD = ?KI>EJ=PEKJ
KB LANOKJ=H O=REJCO =J@ L=NPPEIA SKNG @QNEJC PDA O?DKKH UA=N
2@.!</<>*52@560?<3#6/>.>E ;@2>;?56=? 
%QHHPEIA OQIIAN AILHKUIAJP EO IU KJHU ?D=J?A PK ?KQJPAN PDA
=H=NIEJC @ALHAPEKJ KB IU >=JG =??KQJP .B ?KQNOA >A?=QOA PDA
HE>N=NU jAH@ NAHEAO OK IQ?D KJ OPQ@AJP LN=?PE?QIO OQIIAN HE>N=NU
LKOEPEKJO BKN OPQ@AJPO =NA BAS =J@ B=N >APSAAJ ( OLAJP IQ?D KB
 LNEHCNEJ@EJCIUPAAPDSKJ@ANEJCDKSEPSKQH@=HHL=JKQP
 LKPAJPE=H OKHQPEKJ KJA PD=P gA  PH=JPE? @KAOJ]P IAJPEKJ EO
CKRANJIAJP LNKCN=IO ( S=O DQCAHU BKNPQJ=PA PK jJ@ BQHHPEIA
OQIIAN AILHKUIAJP EJ PDA HE>N=NU jAH@ PDNKQCD = CKRANJIAJP
OQ>OE@EVA@ LNKCN=I ?=HHA@ 8KQJC "=J=@=6KNGO (P LNKRE@AO CN=JPO
PK LQ>HE? EJOPEPQPEKJO OQ?D =O HE>N=NEAO IQOAQIO =J@ -&.O PK
DENA OQIIAN OPQ@AJPO gA LNKCN=I EO DQCAHU >AJAj?E=H PK >KPD
L=NPEAO gA OPQ@AJP EO L=E@ = B=EN S=CA =J@ C=EJO ATLANEAJ?A EJ DEO
KN DAN jAH@ =J@ PDA DENEJC EJOPEPQPEKJ CAPO = DAHLEJC D=J@ =P JK
?KOP PK PDAI  P IU FK> ( CAP PK @K = >EP KB ARANUPDEJC ?EN?QH=PEKJ
?=P=HKCEJC DKIA @AHERANU OAHA?PEKJ SAA@EJC =J@ ARAJP LH=JJEJC
(P SEHH CK B=N PKS=N@ DAHLEJC IA jJ@ = LNKBAOOEKJ=H LKOEPEKJ =dAN
CN=@Q=PEKJ ( PD=JG IU HQ?GU OP=NO PD=P PDA "=J=@E=J CKRANJIAJP
BQJ@O PDEO LNKCN=I  O EP PQNJO KQP IU AILHKUAN D=O =HOK DENA@
LN=?PE?QI OPQ@AJPO PDNKQCD ,?&EHH]O LNKCN=I =J@ KQN FK>
@AO?NELPEKJO =NA >=OE?=HHU E@AJPE?=H !QP >A?=QOA KB 8KQJC "=J=@=
6KNGO(CAPL=E@-KPBKN=OA?KJ@@K(P=GAPDEOBKNCN=JPA@
2K BKN IA EP SKNGA@ KQP ATPNAIAHU SAHH 'KSARAN CERAJ PDA
?QPO PDA "=J=@E=J CKRANJIAJP D=O NA?AJPHU I=@A PK >KPD HE>N=NEAO
=J@ UKQPD OANRE?AO ( ?=JJKP ATLA?P PD=P PDEO OKHQPEKJ SEHH >AJAjP
= SE@A N=JCA KB HE>N=NU OPQ@AJPO (B =JUPDEJC PDA JQI>AN KB
>AJAj?E=NEAO EO KJHU HEGAHU PK @A?HEJA KRAN PDA JATP BAS UA=NO (
QJ@ANOP=J@ SDU I=JU BAAH PD=P QJL=E@ EJPANJODELO =NA PDAEN KJHU
KLPEKJ
gA PDEJC EO ( ODKQH@ JKP >A PKK OSEd PK ?KJ@AIJ LN=?PE?QIO
=O PDAU ?=J >A DQCAHU >AJAj?E=H $OLA?E=HHU OEJ?A ( @K OPEHH DKLA
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PK @K KJA !QP PDA ?EN?QIOP=J?AO EJ SDE?D OPQ@AJPO QJ@ANP=GA
PDAI I=GAO =J AJKNIKQO @EiANAJ?A (J IU ?=OA ,?&EHH KiANO
= SEJPAN LN=?PE?QI =O SAHH SDAJ OPQ@AJPO @K PDAEN PAJ DKQNO =
SAAG EJ HEAQ KB = BKQNPD HE>N=NU O?DKKH ?KQNOA 3K IA PDEO EO GAU (
SEHH OPEHH L=U PDA O=IA =IKQJP KB PQEPEKJ gA PEIA ( OLAJ@ @KEJC
LN=?PE?QI SKNG SEHH >A PDA O=IA =IKQJP KB PEIA ( SKQH@ OLAJ@
KJ ?KQNOASKNG BKN = BKQNPD ?H=OO (P SEHH JKP ?QP EJPK IU OQIIAN
A=NJEJC PEIA JKN ARAJ PDA L=NPPEIA FK> ( DKH@ @QNEJC PDA O?DKKH
UA=N (J OEPQ=PEKJO SDANA EJPANJODELO @K JKP JAC=PERAHU EIL=?P =
OPQ@AJP]OjJ=J?E=HLKOEPEKJ(=I=HHBKNPDAI
2@.!</<>*52@560?<3#6/>.>E ;@2>;?56=? 
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 BAS SAAGO =CK ( OECJA@ QL PK =eAJ@ ,?&EHH]O 2?DKKH KB
(JBKNI=PEKJ 2PQ@EAO] =JJQ=H ?=NAAN B=EN SDE?D S=O DAH@ H=OP SAAG
.RAN PDENPU AILHKUANO SANA CKEJC PK >A LNAOAJP BNKI =HH KRAN
fA>A? =J@ .JP=NEK  O PDA B=EN =LLNK=?DA@ PDA KNC=JEVANO >AC=J
PK OAJ@ AI=EHO =>KQP DKS PDA =eAJ@AAO ?KQH@ LNAL=NA .JA AI=EH
EJ?HQ@A@PDABKHHKSEJC
;!23 8%!1 6% $)$ '%3 #/-0,!).32 &1/- %-0,/8%12 !"/43 2/-%
234$%.32 6(/ 6%1% ./3 $1%22%$ !001/01)!3%,8 % (/0% 3(!3 3()2 6),,
./3 "% 3(% #!2% 3()2 8%!1 ,%!2% ./ 1)00%$ *%!.2 '1!0()# 32()132
(//$)%2%3#<
/AND=LO IU ODK?GA@ NA=?PEKJ PK NA=@EJC PDEO @AIKJOPN=PAO IU
?KJOANR=PERA OE@A ( =I OPEHH CAeEJC =??QOPKIA@ PK >AEJC >=?G EJ
"=J=@= =C=EJ =dAN BKQN UA=NO KB HEREJC EJ 2KQPD *KNA= = B=N IKNA
BKNI=H ?QHPQNA SDANA NELLA@ FA=JO =NA OPEHH KJHU >=NAHU ?KJOE@ANA@
=??ALP=>HA OPNAAP SA=N JARAN IEJ@ ?=NAAN B=EN =eENA -KJAPDAHAOO
=P PDA NEOG KB OKQJ@EJC HEGA = ?QNIQ@CAKJHU KH@ CN=J@IKPDAN ( BAAH

OPNKJCHU PD=P PDKOA SDK SKNA OPNAAP ?HKPDEJC PK PDA B=EN IEOOA@ =
?NQ?E=H KLLKNPQJEPU PK I=GA = OPNKJC jNOP EILNAOOEKJ KJ LKPAJPE=H
AILHKUANO
 O IU LNAREKQO >KOO QOA@ PK O=U ^#NAOO BKN PDA FK> UKQ S=JP JKP
PDAFK>UKQD=RA_
 dAN I=JU UA=NO KB = OPQ@AJP HEBA =J@ = OPQ@AJP >Q@CAP PDA E@A=
KB @NAOOEJC QL BKN LKPAJPE=H AILHKUANO EO = >EP @=QJPEJC !QOEJAOO
OQEPO =NA ATLAJOERA =J@ EB UKQ @KJ]P SA=N PDAI NACQH=NHU PDAU ?=J
I=GA UKQ BAAH =SGS=N@ =J@ B=GA HEGA UKQ]NA PNUEJC PK >A OKIAKJA
UKQ]NA JKP !QP UKQ]RA FQOP OLAJP KJA KN PSK UA=NO EJ HE>N=NU O?DKKH
>QEH@EJC QL UKQN LNKBAOOEKJ=H ATLANEAJ?A =J@ ?NA@AJPE=HO #KJ]P
QJ@ANIEJA =HH UKQN D=N@ SKNG >U SA=NEJC EJ=LLNKLNE=PA ?HKPDEJC
PK=JEJPANREAS
4JBKNPQJ=PAHU ( @E@ AT=?PHU PD=P  BAS UA=NO =CK SDAJ ( S=O
=>KQP PK CN=@Q=PA BNKI IU QJ@ANCN=@Q=PA @ACNAA ( =LLHEA@ BKN
=J =@IEJEOPN=PERA =OOEOP=JP LKOEPEKJ =J@ S=O CN=JPA@ =J EJPANREAS
%ECQNEJC PD=P >A?=QOA ( S=O OPEHH = OPQ@AJP ( SKQH@ JKP >A ATLA?PA@
PK @NAOO QL ( SAJP @NAOOA@ EJ = ?=OQ=H OQIIAN OGENP =J@ O=J@=HO
6DAJ ( CKP PDANA ( S=O DKNNEjA@ PK @EO?KRAN PD=P ARANU OEJCHA
KPDAN ?=J@E@=PA PDANA S=O @NAOOA@ EJ = >QOEJAOO OQEP  O UKQ IECDP
ATLA?P ( @E@ JKP CAP PDA FK> ( HA=NJA@ IU HAOOKJ gA JATP PEIA
( D=@ =J EJPANREAS ( SKNA = P=EHKNA@ OQEP =J@ JAS ODKAO (P S=O
=J QJ?KIBKNP=>HA @N=EJ KJ IU >Q@CAP >QP EP CKP IA IU jNOP
LNKBAOOEKJ=H FK> /NKLAN =eENA EO =J EILKNP=JP EJRAOPIAJP EJ UKQN
AILHKUIAJP BQPQNA $RAJ PDKQCD ( D=RA VANK EJPANAOP EJ SKNGEJC
EJ = ?KNLKN=PA AJRENKJIAJP ( DKLA PK >A?KIA = O?DKKH HE>N=NE=J	
( BKQJ@ PD=P SA=NEJC OQEPO DAHLA@ IA PK @ARAHKL IU LNKBAOOEKJ=H
E@AJPEPU =J@ C=RA IA = OAJOA KB ?KJj@AJ?A SDAJ ( S=O = jNOP UA=N
PA=?DAN
*52)A6@ 
#NAOOEJC SAHH EJ =JU OEPQ=PEKJ SDANA UKQ IECDP AJ?KQJPAN
LKPAJPE=H AILHKUANO JKP KJHU ?KJRAUO PD=P UKQ NAOLA?P PDAI >QP
=HOK PD=P UKQ P=GA UKQNOAHB OANEKQOHU =O = LNKBAOOEKJ=H
 @@EPEKJ=HHU EP EO = RANU A=OU S=U PK CERA UKQNOAHB =J A@CA KRAN
KPDANO ?KILAPEJC BKN PDA O=IA FK> FQOP HEGA SNEPEJC PD=JG UKQ
JKPAO =dAN = FK> EJPANREAS = LNKBAOOEKJ=H ?KQNPAOU PD=P ODKSO UKQ
PK>ALKHEPA=J@?KJOE@AN=PA	
2K SDAPDAN UKQ]NA HKKGEJC BKN UKQN jNOP LNKBAOOEKJ=H FK> KN =
OQIIAN CEC @NAOO =O LNKBAOOEKJ=HHU =O UKQ ?=J 'ANA =NA OKIA PELO
 (JRAOP EJ = MQ=HEPU OQEP EJ = ?KJOANR=PERA ?KHKQN PD=P jPO UKQ
LNKLANHU &AP EP @NU?HA=JA@ OARAN=H @=UO >ABKNA UKQN EJPANREAS (B
UKQ ?DKKOA PK SA=N = OGENP HKKG =P UKQNOAHB EJ PDA IENNKN SDEHA
OEeEJC @KSJ PK I=GA OQNA JK>K@U CAPO =J =??E@AJP=H CHEILOA KB
OKIAPDEJCPDAUODKQH@J]P
 6A=N ?HA=J LKHEODA@ ODKAO +=@EAO CK SEPD k=PO KN HKS DAAHO
=J@ I=GA OQNA PD=P UKQ ?=J S=HG ?KIBKNP=>HU EJ PDAI  HOK
L=JPUDKOA(D=PAPDAIPKK>QPPDAU]NA=JQJBKNPQJ=PAJA?AOOEPU
 6DAJ UKQ ?DKKOA = ODENP PK SA=N QJ@AN UKQN OQEP OAHA?P = OKHE@
?KHKNJKL=eANJO	=J@I=GAOQNAPD=PEPEOLNAOOA@
 &K SEPD = ?KJOANR=PERA D=ENOPUHA FASAHNU =J@ I=GAQL $JOQNA
PD=P UKQN D=EN EO KQP KB UKQN B=?A gANA EO OKIA @A>=PA =>KQP
REOE>HA P=eKKO =J@ B=?E=H LEAN?EJCO LANOKJ=HHU ( PDEJG PD=P @ALAJ@O
KJ PDA KNC=JEV=PEKJ=H ?QHPQNA KB PDA SKNGLH=?A PD=P]O EJPANREASEJC
UKQ (B UKQ]NA JKP OQNA ?=HH =DA=@ =J@ =OG PDA =@IEJEOPN=PERA
=OOEOP=JPSD=PDAKNODASKQH@OQCCAOP	
 (B UKQ JAA@ = >NEAB?=OA P=GA KJA (B UKQ @KJ]P HA=RA EP  HOK HA=RA
=JU >QHGU >=CO KN LQNOAO =P DKIA 8KQ S=JP PK ?KJRAU =J =QN= KB
KNC=JEV=PEKJ=J@Al?EAJ?U
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 (B UKQ]@ SA=N UKQN KQPjP PK = JECDP?HQ> KN = LQ> EP]O JKP FK>
EJPANREAS=eENA
 !A ?KIBKNP=>HA 6DAJ ( SAJP PK PDA ?=NAAN B=EN H=OP SAAG ( O=S
PD=P IU ?H=OOI=PAO D=@ =HH BKHHKSA@ PDA =@RE?A KB PDA AI=EH =J@
SANA LNKBAOOEKJ=HHU @NAOOA@ 'KSARAN EP S=O ?HA=N PD=P OKIA KB
PDAI SANA ATPNAIAHU EHH =P A=OA EJ PDAEN BKNI=H =eENA $ILHKUANO
SEHH >A =>HA PK LE?G QL KJ UKQN @EO?KIBKNP 2K EB UKQ]NA JKP QOA@
PK >QOEJAOO OQEPO SA=N KJA PK ?H=OO KN PDA HE>N=NU KN PDA ?KiAA
ODKL QJPEH UKQ OP=NP PK BAAH IKNA ?KIBKNP=>HA ( HEGA PK SA=N IU
OQEPO SDEHA ( SNEPA ?KRAN HAeANO	 2ECJ QL BKN = IK?G EJPANREAS =P
UKQN QJERANOEPU]O ?=NAAN ?AJPNA =J@ SA=N EP PK PDA EJPANREAS 2KKJ
EPSKJ]P>AOKQJ?KIBKNP=>HA
.J?A UKQ =?PQ=HHU OP=NP SKNGEJC KB ?KQNOA P=GA PDA KNC=JEV=PEKJ=H
?QHPQNA KB UKQN JAS SKNGLH=?A EJPK =??KQJP  dAN ( SKNA = BQHH
>QOEJAOO OQEP PK = FK> EJPANREAS BKN = L=NP PEIA OPQ@AJP FK> =P =
HK?=H LQ>HE? HE>N=NU IU JAS AILHKUANO H=QCDEJCHU PKH@ IA PD=P
OQEPO SKQH@J]P >A JA?AOO=NU KJ PDA FK> gAOA @=UO ( SA=N >QOEJAOO
?=OQ=H ?HKPDEJC PK SKNG >QP (]I OPEHH ATPNAIAHU CH=@ PD=P ( SKNA =
OQEPKJPDA@=UKBPDAEJPANREAS
*52)A6@ 
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6DEHA CN=@Q=PA OPQ@AJPO EJ =JU jAH@ =NA LNEIA ?=J@E@=PAO BKN
>QNJKQP EP EO IU >AHEAB PD=P HE>N=NU OPQ@AJPO B=?A OLA?E=H ?D=HHAJCAO
SDANA SKNGHEBA >=H=J?A EO ?KJ?ANJA@ 6A IQOP L=U PQEPEKJ >QP
SA =NA N=NAHU KiANA@ PDA PA=?DEJC =OOEOP=JPODELO KN KPDAN BKNIO KB
jJ=J?E=H =E@ PD=P KQN ?KQJPANL=NPO EJ KPDAN jAH@O SKQH@ NA?AERA
(J =@@EPEKJ PK KQN O?DKKHSKNG SA IQOP K>P=EJ =O IQ?D HE>N=NU
ATLANEAJ?A =O LKOOE>HA LNEKN PK CN=@Q=PEKJ OK PD=P SA ?=J
I=TEIEVA KQN FK> LNKOLA?PO $RAJ PDKOA KB QO SDK =NA BKNPQJ=PA
AJKQCD PK H=J@ L=UEJC L=NPPEIA HE>N=NU SKNG jJ@ EP JA?AOO=NU
PK >NK=@AJ KQN "5O PDNKQCD RKHQJPAAN LKOEPEKJO KN QJL=E@
EJPANJODELO Z KdAJ IKNA PD=J KJA (J KN@AN PK OAHH KQNOAHRAO PK
LKPAJPE=H AILHKUANO SA L=NPE?EL=PA EJ ?KJBANAJ?AO >HKC PSAAP
JAPSKNG I=EJP=EJ @ECEP=H LKNPBKHEKO =J@ PNU PK jJ@ PEIA BKN = >AAN
KJ?A EJ = SDEHA 2Q?D KRANATPAJOEKJ ?=J MQE?GHU HA=@ PK ATD=QOPEKJ
=J@ >QNJKQPa>QP EJ PDEO A?KJKIE? ?HEI=PA SDANA FK>O =NA O?=N?A
SA]NA =HH =JTEKQO PK OAP KQNOAHRAO =L=NP BNKI PDA DQJ@NA@O KB KPDAN

?=J@E@=PAO KQP PDANA 2K DKS ?=J SA >A OQ??AOOBQH HE>N=NE=JO =J@
HA=@>=H=J?A@HERAO
gEO EO = MQAOPEKJ (]RA >AAJ CN=LLHEJC SEPD PDNKQCDKQP IU jNOP
OAIAOPAN ( ?=IA PK HE>N=NU O?DKKH =dAN OARAN=H UA=NO EJ PDA
SKNGBKN?A EJ = LKOEPEKJ PD=P ( =@KNA@ >QP PD=P =HOK @AI=J@A@ IU
ARANU S=GEJC IKIAJP  dAN PDNAA UA=NO KB OARAJPU DKQN SKNG
SAAGO =J@ = LANOKJ=H HEBA PD=P S=O EJ ?KILHAPA HEI>K ( jJ=HHU
=@IEeA@ PD=P IU HEBAOPUHA S=O JKP OQOP=EJ=>HA 6DAJ ( OP=NPA@
HE>N=NU O?DKKH EJ PDA B=HH ( SKJ@ANA@ SD=P ?D=JCAO ( ?KQH@ I=GA
PD=P SKQH@ =HHKS IA PK @KSJODEd ( OPEHH S=JPA@ PK SKNG D=N@ >QP
(=HOKS=JPA@PKAJFKUIUHEBA
2K ( @A?E@A@ PK >A OUOPAI=PE? =>KQP DKS ( OLAJP IU PEIA EJ HE>N=NU
O?DKKH ( =OGA@ IUOAHB SD=P =?DEARAIAJPO =J@ OGEHHO LKPAJPE=H
AILHKUANO SKQH@ OAAG EJ IA =dAN CN=@Q=PEKJ ( GJAS PD=P R=NEA@
SKNG ATLANEAJ?AO =J@ %NAJ?D H=JCQ=CA =>EHEPEAO SKQH@ >A DECD
KJ PDA HEOP OK ( PKKG = L=NPPEIA FK> =P = LQ>HE? HE>N=NU =O OKKJ
=O ( ?KQH@ ( AJNKHHA@ EJ = %NAJ?D ?H=OO ( DKLA PK jJ@ SKNG EJ
,KJPNA=H OK >EHEJCQ=HEOI EO EILKNP=JP	 ( =HOK OECJA@ QL BKN PSK
OPQ@AJP ?KIIEeAAO PKKG RKHQJPAAN KLLKNPQJEPEAO SDAJ LKOOE>HA
=J@?KIIEeA@PKLNAOAJPEJC=PKJA?KJBANAJ?A=PHA=OPPDEOUA=N
 HPDKQCD PDAOA =?PEREPEAO D=RA OLNA=@ IA LNAeU PDEJ LNK>=>HU PKK
PDEJ PK @KSJODEd OQ??AOOBQHHU ( BAAH (]RA I=@A = CKK@ @A?EOEKJ
=>KQP DKS PK =HHKP IU PEIA '=LLEHU ( =HOK jJ@ PD=P ( =I @ARKPEJC
= CNA=P @A=H IKNA PEIA PK IU NAH=PEKJODEL B=IEHU =J@ BNEAJ@O
HA=@EJC PK = IQ?D CNA=PAN OAJOA KB SAHH>AEJC EJ IU LANOKJ=H HEBA
(@KD=RAIKNA>=H=J?APD=J(@E@>ABKNA
$RAJ OK ( OPEHH OPNQCCHA +AeEJC CK KB IU KSJ LANBA?PEKJEOI D=O
>AAJ = I=FKN DQN@HA BKN IA PDEO OAIAOPAN 2KIAPEIAO ( jJ@ IUOAHB
PDEJGEJC PDKQCDPO HEGA &  $)$.:3 (!5% 2/ -4#( 3/ $/  6/4,$ (!5% !
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 gAJ ( >AN=PA IUOAHB BKN JKP >AEJC CKK@ AJKQCD PK @K
EP =HH !.$ D=RA = LANBA?P &/  ( ?KJPEJQ=HHU D=RA PK NAIEJ@ IUOAHB
PD=P>AEJCSAHHNKQJ@A@EOJKPKJHUEILKNP=JP>QPDA=HPDU
gA  "1+KC D=O =J EJPANAOPEJC LKOP KJ PDEO OQ>FA?P  ??KN@EJC PK
PDAI I=JU HE>N=NEAO =NA ATLANEAJ?EJC @El?QHPEAO =eN=?PEJC OKHE@
?=J@E@=PAO EJ PDA &AJ 7 =J@ &AJ 8 =CA >N=?GAPO PK @ENA?PKNODEL
LKOEPEKJO =O PDA UKQJCAN HE>N=NE=JO LNABAN PK @ARKPA IKNA AJANCU
PK PDAEN B=IEHEAO =J@ BNEAJ@O PD=J PK = OPNAOOBQH @AI=J@EJC
LKOEPEKJ PD=P EO JKP LAN?AERA@ =O NAS=N@EJC 6DEHA ( =I JKP OQNA
PD=P &AJ 7 =J@ &AJ 8 =NA NA=HHU PD=P A=OU PK LECAKJDKHA BKN IA PDA
I=EJ LKEJP KB PDA =NPE?HA S=O PD=P PDA UKQJCAN HE>N=NE=JO =NA JKP
LQNOQEJC =@R=J?AIAJP OEILHU BKN PDA O=GA KB =@R=J?AIAJP gAU
S=JPPDAENHERAOPK>ABQHjHHA@EJARANU?KJPATP
 O HE>N=NE=JOEJPN=EJEJC SEPD I=JU @AI=J@O KJ KQN PEIA DKS
?=J SA =RKE@ ATD=QOPEKJ =J@ >QNJKQP gA SA>OEPA +(2?=NAAN D=O
= HEOP KB =NPE?HAO PD=P @A=H SEPD PDAOA EOOQAO EJ = HE>N=NU OAeEJC ( ?=J
=HOK OD=NA SEPD UKQ OKIA PEIA I=J=CAIAJP PA?DJEMQAO PD=P D=RA
GALPIAO=JAPDEOOAIAOPAN
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( D=@ = LNKBAOOKN SDK =HS=UO O=E@ ^6KNG ATL=J@O PK jHH =HH
=R=EH=>HA PEIA_ ( @E@J]P QJ@ANOP=J@ SD=P ODA IA=JP >=?G PDAJ >QP
JKS ( NA=HEVA DKS PNQA PDEO OP=PAIAJP EO 2EJ?A ( @KJ]P S=JP IU
SKNG PK @KIEJ=PA IU HEBA ( PNU PK HEIEP IU =R=EH=>HA PEIA %KN
AT=ILHA FQOP >A?=QOA ( D=RA =HH 2=PQN@=U PK ?KILHAPA = DKIASKNG
=OOECJIAJP @KAOJ]P IA=J ( D=RA PK P=GA =HH 2=PQN@=U PK @K EP ( =OG
IUOAHB ?KQH@ ( jJEOD EP EJ jRA DKQNO (B PDA =JOSAN EO UAO ( SKNG =O
Al?EAJPHU =O ( ?=J PK CAP EP @KJA EJ PD=P jRA DKQN >HK?G (NKJE?=HHU
(]RA BKQJ@ PD=P PDA SKNG ( LNK@Q?A EJ PDAOA HEIEPA@ ?DQJGO KB PEIA
EOQOQ=HHU>AeANPD=JEPSKQH@>AEB(@N=CCA@EPKQPBKN@=UO
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(J PDA O=IA S=U EP]O A=OU PK HKOA PN=?G KB DKS IQ?D IKJAU UKQ
OLAJ@ EB UKQ @KJ]P NA?KN@ ARANU LQN?D=OA EP]O A=OU PK HKOA PN=?G
KB DKS UKQ =?PQ=HHU OLAJ@ UKQN PEIA ( IECDP PAHH IUOAHB PD=P (
SKNGA@ KJ IU AOO=U QJPEH  , >QP EB ( S=O ?DA?GEJC %=?A>KKG
ARANU BAS IEJQPAO PDAJ PD=P]O JKP NA=HHU PNQA ( S=JP PK ATAN?EOA
>QP GAAL PAHHEJC IUOAHB ( @KJ]P D=RA PDA PEIA SDAJ ( ?KQH@ A=OEHU
O?N=L PDA 35 ( S=P?D >ABKNA >A@ PK CAP QL A=NHU BKN = OSEI !AEJC
=S=NA KB SDANA UKQN PEIA NA=HHU CKAO ?=J I=GA = DQCA @EiANAJ?A
EJUKQNAl?EAJ?U
0=,@6<9>692(33@6<D=,.6;B;/,53,(=,
(P QOA@ PK >A PD=P PDA >KQJ@=NEAO >APSAAJ SKNG HEBA =J@ DKIA
HEBA SANA = HKP IKNA @EOPEJ?P 8KQ FQOP HAd PDA Kl?A =J@ PD=P S=O
EP gAOA @=UO PDA KJQO EO KJ UKQ PK OAP PDKOA >KQJ@=NEAO gEO
NAMQENAO OKIA LH=JJEJC =J@ ?KIIQJE?=PEKJ >QP = BAS OEILHA
?D=JCAO ?=J DAHL = HKP #K O?DKKHSKNG KJ ?=ILQO KN EJ = ?KiAA
ODKL JKP =P DKIA 3AHH UKQN ?KSKNGANO PD=P UKQ @KJ]P ?DA?G UKQN
SKNG AI=EH KJ SAAGAJ@O 3NU PK D=RA =J AOP=>HEODA@ NKQPEJA
ARAJ KJ @=UO SDAJ UKQ @KJ]P D=RA ?H=OOAO OK PD=P UKQ @KJ]P
QJEJPAJPEKJ=HHU AJ@ QL S=OPEJC PDA SDKHA @=U  >KRA =HH SKNG =O
D=N@ =O UKQ ?=J SDEHA UKQ]NA SKNGEJC Z PDAJ CAP KQP KB PDANA =J@
OPKLPDEJGEJC=>KQPEP
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( GJKS EP OAAIO NA=HHU SDEJU >QP EP OAAIO PD=P PDAOA @=UO ( FQOP
@KJ]P D=RA =JU PEIA ( BAAH ?KJOP=JPHU KRANSDAHIA@ =J@ JK I=eAN
DKS IQ?D ( @K ( D=RA = D=N@ PEIA GAALEJC =HH IU >=HHO EJ PDA =EN (
GJKS PD=P (]I JKP =HKJA EJ BAAHEJC PDEO (J B=?P EP OAAIO HEGA I=JU
KB IU BNEAJ@O EJ PDAEN H=OP UA=N =J@ AOLA?E=HHU PDKOA EJ PDAEN H=OP
PANID=RANQJEJPKOEIEH=NEOOQAO
( PDEJG PDANA =NA OARAN=H B=?PKNO PD=P ?KJPNE>QPA PK EP .QN @ACNAA
LNKCN=IO =NA BKN LNKBAOOEKJ=H @ACNAAO =J@ I=JU D=RA = LN=?PE?QI
NAMQENAIAJP !U KQN H=OP PANIO I=JU KB QO =NA AEPDAN RKHQJPAANEJC
NACQH=NHU EJPANJEJC KN SKNGEJC EJ = HE>N=NU AJRENKJIAJP SDE?D
IA=JO PD=P IQ?D KB KQN @=U EO OLAJP SKNGEJC .J PKL KB PD=P
(]RA JKPE?A@ PD=P >U PDA PEIA HE>N=NUO?DKKHANO CAP EJPK PDAEN H=OP
PANI PDAU =NA H=NCAHU P=GEJC ATPNAIAHU OLA?E=HEVA@ ?H=OOAO 4JHEGA
I=JU ?QNOKNU EJPNK@Q?PEKJ ?H=OOAO PDAOA PAJ@ PK D=RA = IKNA
?KILHE?=PA@ =J@ KdAJ = H=NCAN SKNGHK=@ (B UKQ]NA @KEJC PDEJCO
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NECDP EJ IU DQI>HA KLEJEKJ	 UKQ ODKQH@ =HOK >A EJRKHRA@ EJ OKIA
OKNP KB KNC=JEV=PEKJ SDAPDAN EPO PDA HK?=H 2+ ?D=LPAN KN UKQN
OPQ@AJPCNKQL(JODKNPUKQFQOP@KJ]PD=RA=JUPEIA
2KDKS@KUKQCAP>U
( PDEJG PDA jNOP PDEJC PK @K EO NA=HEVA PD=P EP]O .* PK JKP D=RA =
HEBA BKN  IKJPDO	 !A DKJAOP SEPD PDA LAKLHA SDK I=eAN PK UKQ
,=TEIEVA PDA MQ=HEPU KB PEIA UKQ]NA OLAJ@EJC SEPD LAKLHA ARAJ
EB UKQ D=RA PK ?QP >=?G KJ PDA MQ=JPEPU 1A=HEVEJC PD=P PDEO EO =
OPNAOOBQH PEIA =J@ =??ALPEJC EP EO PDA jNOP OPAL PK CAeEJC PDNKQCD
.J?A UKQ GJKS UKQN OEPQ=PEKJ UKQ ?=J P=GA OPALO PK I=TEIEVA
UKQNMQ=HEPUKBHEBA
.JA OPAL PK P=GA EO I=TEIEVEJC UKQN PEIA I=J=CAIAJP +A=NJEJC
PDAOA OGEHHO JKS SEHH >A = CNA=P ?=NNUKRAN EJPK UKQN LNKBAOOEKJ=H
HEBA #=RE@  HHAJ =J@ 3EI %ANNEO =NA PSK =QPDKNO SDK ?KIA PK
IEJ@ SDK D=RA SNEeAJ =>KQP S=UO PK EJ?NA=OA UKQN Al?EAJ?U =J@
I=J=CA UKQN PEIA SAHH gANA]O =HOK PDA CNA=P >HKC +EBA'=?GAN
SDE?D D=O HKPO KB PELO BKN I=GEJC UKQN HEBA IKNA OPNA=IHEJA@ SDEHA
EJ?NA=OEJCUKQNMQ=HEPUKBHEBA
(J PANIO KB KPDAN PA?DJEMQAO ( NA?KIIAJ@ GAALEJC =J QLPK@=PA
P=OG HEOP -A=NHU =HH KB PDA IKOP AiA?PERA HE>N=NE=JO ( GJKS QOA = PK
@K HEOP (B UKQ D=RA = OI=NP @ARE?A PDANA EO = DKOP KB =LLO UKQ ?=J
QOA 3SK PD=P (]RA QOA@ PK CNA=P AiA?P EJ IU KSJ HEBA =NA ^#K EP
3KIKNNKS_ =J@ ^ OPNE@_ #K (P 3KIKNNKS EO = JKPA>KKG EJPANB=?A
PD=P CERAO UKQ = PSK@=U BN=IASKNG BKN P=OGO  OPNE@ EO = ?HKQ@
=J@ OK?E=H JAPSKNGEJC PK @K HEOP ( HEGA EP >A?=QOA EP OUJ?O >APSAAJ
OARAN=H KB IU KPDAN OANRE?AO =J@ EO = >EP =JJKUEJC SDE?D I=GAO
IA L=U =eAJPEKJ PK EP /AKLHA =HOK HEGA $RANJKPA =O =J KNC=JEVAN
>QP EP]O OK IQHPEB=?APA@ ( PAJ@ PK HKOA IU PK @K HEOPO EJ SEPD PDA
KPDANJKPAO
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+A=NJEJC PK O=U ^JK_ EO =HOK EILKNP=JP +E>N=NE=JO =NA =J
AJPDQOE=OPE? DAHLBQH =J@ =CNAA=>HA HKP SDE?D JKNI=HHU IA=JO SA
CAP S=HGA@ =HH KRAN +A=NJEJC PK O=U ^JK_ EO PKQCD >QP JKS EO PDA
PEIA PK HA=NJ 3KK KdAJ HE>N=NE=JO =NA PKH@ PK I=GA IKNA SEPD HAOO
1ECDP JKS UKQ D=RA HAOO PEIA >QP LAKLHA S=JP UKQ PK @K IKNA
SEPD EP (P]O KG PK PAHH OKIAKJA PD=P SDEHA UKQ PDEJG PDAEN E@A= EO
CNA=P UKQ @KJ]P D=RA PDA PEIA PK DAHL PDAI KQP gEO EOJ]P = ?=HH KN
=J AT?QOA BKN H=VEJAOO (PO = ?=HH BKN NAOLKJOE>EHEPU (PO = HKP A=OEAN
PK ATLH=EJ PK OKIAKJA PD=P UKQ]NA PKK >QOU =J@ ?=J]P ?KIIEP PK
@KEJCOKIAPDEJCPD=JPKATLH=EJSDUUKQ@NKLLA@PDA>=HH
%EJ=HHU ( PDEJG EP]O EILKNP=JP PK NAIAI>AN PK I=GA PEIA BKN
UKQNOAHB '=REJC = LANOKJ=H OL=?A PD=P UKQ ?=J >A OAHjOD =>KQP ?=J
>A = IQ?D JAA@A@ EOHA KB O=JEPU EJ PDA >=NAHU I=J=CA@ ?D=KO (]I
PNUEJC PK I=GA OQNA PD=P ( CAP PEIA PK CK PK PDA CUI ,U BNEAJ@ D=O
OAP =OE@A = UKC= ?H=OO KN PSK =J@ D=O ,KJ@=UO =O = LANOKJ=H @=U
6DAPDAN EP]O = @=U Ki = ?KiAA >NA=G KN S=HGEJC UKQN @KC I=GEJC
^IA_ OL=?A EO = CKK@ S=U PK CERA UKQNOAHB PEIA PK NAH=T =J@ NAkA?P
(B UKQ]NA =O >QOU =O (]RA >A?KIA UKQ]NA LNK>=>HU =HNA=@U PDEJGEJC
=>KQP PDA =>KRA &KK@ HQ?G =J@ NAIAI>AN SA]NA =HIKOP PK PDA
jJEODHEJA
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2K UKQ]RA OQ>O?NE>A@ PK UKQN HE>N=NU >HKCO >KQCDP UKQN
PATP>KKGO OPK?GA@ QL KJ DECDHECDPANO =J@ =NA NA=@U BKN UKQN
JAS HEBA =O = HE>N=NU O?DKKH OPQ@AJPBQPQNA OQLANOP=N HE>N=NE=J
$RANU ?DEH@ SEHH HKRA NA=@EJC >A?=QOA KB UKQ 2PQ@AJPO SEHH D=RA
QJLNA?A@AJPA@ EJBKNI=PEKJ HEPAN=?U OGEHHO PD=JGO PK UKQN
PN=EH>H=VEJCEJOPNQ?PEKJ
8A=D >QP jNOP UKQ D=RA PK CAP KRAN =HH KB PDEO OAHB@KQ>PEJC
OA?KJ@CQAOOEJC =J@ CAJAN=HEVA@ HK=PDEJC KB HE>N=NU O?DKKH =J@
HE>N=NE=JODEL
gANA EO JK NQHA O=UEJC PD=P ARANU HE>N=NU OPQ@AJP D=O PK
BQJ@=IAJP=HHU @KQ>P PDAIOAHRAO !QP JA=NHU ARANU OPQ@AJP[ARAJ
PDA KJA SDK ?=J]P OPKL BK=IEJC =P PDA IKQPD KRAN >A?KIEJC
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= IAI>AN KB PDA  IANE?=J +E>N=NU  OOK?E=PEKJ =J@ OLA=GO EJ
=?NKJUIO[SEHH =P OKIA LKEJP MQAOPEKJ PDAEN ?KIIEPIAJP PK
O?DKKH =J@ PDA LNKBAOOEKJ gA CKK@ JASO 8KQ]NA DQI=J gA >=@
JASO 2ANEKQOHU @KQ>PEJC OKIAPDEJC PD=P UKQ]NA L=UEJCHK=JEJC
PDKQO=J@OKB@KHH=NOBKN=J@@ARKPEJCPKJOKBPEIAPKOQ?GO
( OAHBE@AJPEBU =O = ?DNKJE? @KQ>PAN ( =OOQIA PD=P PDA >AOP @A?EOEKJ
PK I=GA EO PDA KJA ( @E@J]P I=GA =J@ PDA @A?EOEKJ PK CK PK HE>N=NU
O?DKKH S=OJ]P ATAILP BNKI PD=P ( D=@ PSK ?DKE?AO CK PK /=NOKJ]O
-AS 2?DKKH BKN #AOECJ =J@ CAP IU , EJ %=ODEKJ 2PQ@EAO KN AJNKHH
EJ $ILKNE= 2P=PA 4JERANOEPU =J@ K>P=EJ IU ,+2 %NKI PDA IKIAJP
( ?DKOA PDA HEBA KB PDA HE>N=NE=J ( D=RA D=@ IKNA @KQ>PO PD=J ( ?=J
?KQJP !QP JKJA OPNKJCAN PD=J PDA @KQ>PO ( BAHP @QNEJC PDA OA?KJ@
D=HBKBIUjNOPUA=N=PO?DKKH
#QNEJC IU jNOP OAIAOPAN ( D=@ J=CCEJC IKIAJPO KB OAHB@KQ>P
>QP LQNA =@NAJ=HEJA CQE@A@ IA PDNKQCD  HKJC SEPD OP=NPEJC
O?DKKH ( D=@ FQOP IKRA@ =?NKOO PDA ?KQJPU =J@ EJ SEPD IU
>KUBNEAJ@ >ACQJ = JAS FK> =J@ RKHQJPAANA@ =P = ?KQLHA KB
@EiANAJP KNC=JEV=PEKJO !QP =O PDA UA=N SAJP KJ =J@ ( EJAREP=>HU
OAeHA@ EJPK IU JAS DKIA =J@ JAS NKHAO ( OP=NPA@ BAAHEJCaSAEN@
 P jNOP ( ?KQH@J]P LQP IU jJCAN KJ EP >QP =HH KB PDA OQ@@AJ (
S=O OPAANEJC ?HA=N KB =HH PDEJCO HE>N
 ( D=PA@ PDAKNU NAOA=N?D =J@
PDA +E>N=NU KB "KJCNAOO ARAJ PDKQCD PDAU]RA JARAN LANOKJ=HHU
SNKJCA@ IA	 !U PDA OA?KJ@ IKJPD KB PDAOA BAAHEJCO ( BAHP HEGA
= ODAHH KB IUOAHB =O ( SAJP PDNKQCD PDA IKPEKJO KB @KEJC IU
DKIASKNG =J@ L=NPE?EL=PEJC EJ KJHEJA?H=OO @EO?QOOEKJO  P PD=P
LKEJP ( OANEKQOHU ?KJOE@ANA@ @NKLLEJC KQP KB IU O?DKKH ( BAHP
=HKJA O?=NA@ =J@ OPQLE@ BKN OLAJ@EJC OK IQ?D IKJAU KJ =
LNKCN=I=J@=HEBAPD=PS=OJ]PI=GEJCIAD=LLU
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6D=P SA D=RA DANA EO = PATP>KKG ?=OA KB ^HE>N=NU O?DKKHL=?=HULOA_
g=JGBQHHU PDANA =NA = ?KQLHA KB OQNRER=H PA?DJEMQAO PD=P UKQ ?=J
AILHKUPKS=@AUKQNS=UPDNKQCDPDEOIAJP=HS=NVKJA
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(B UKQ jJ@ UKQNOAHB OLEN=HEJC @KSJS=N@ EJPK = JARANAJ@EJC OP=PA
KB @KQ>P >U =HH IA=JO O=U OKIAPDEJC ,=U>A @KJ]P ?=HH UKQN
?=P=HKCEJC LNKBAOOKN =P IE@JECDP PK ATLNAOO UKQN @AALAOP @=NGAOP
BA=NO >QP P=HG PK = ?H=OOI=PA #KJ]P HEGA UKQN ?H=OOI=PAO 3=HG
PK PDA (JPANJAP "=OA EJ LKEJP ( AJFKU IU ?H=OOI=PAO >QP S=OJ]P
BAAHEJC ?KIBKNP=>HA @ERQHCEJC PDA PNQA ATPAJP KB IU EJOA?QNEPEAO
PK LAKLHA SEPD B=IEHE=N B=?AO OK ( KNECEJ=HHU >HKCCA@ =>KQP IU
EJOA?QNEPEAO KJ IU LANOKJ=H 3QI>HN  O = NAOQHP N=J@KI HE>N=NU
BKHG NAOLKJ@A@ SEPD DKJAOP =J@ AJ?KQN=CEJC SKN@O gKOA
?H=OOI=PAO ( S=O =BN=E@ PK P=HG PK ATLNAOOA@ OAJPEIAJPO =GEJ PK ^(]I
OK CH=@ UKQ SNKPA PD=P ( S=O BAAHEJC HEGA PD=P BKN EJOANP JQI>AN
KB @=UOSAAGOIKJPDO	 =J@ ( PDKQCDP ( S=O PKP=HHU =HKJA_ &QAOO
SD=P 8KQ]NA JKP =HKJA EJ SD=P UKQ]NA BAAHEJC =J@ PD=P]O KJA KB
PDA IKOP ?KIBKNPEJC PDEJCO PK NAIAI>AN SDAJ UKQ]NA J=REC=PEJC
UKQNS=UPDNKQCDO?DKKH=J@HEBANA=HHU	
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.JHU UKQ ?=J GJKS SDAPDAN KN JKP PDEO @KQ>P EO OPAIIEJC BNKI
= NA=H @EOO=PEOB=?PEKJ SEPD UKQN LNKCN=I =J@ PDA E@A= KB >AEJC =J
EJBKNI=PEKJ LNKBAOOEKJ=H KN EB EP]O OKIAPDEJC PD=P A>>O =J@ kKSO
 HKP KB PEIAO PDKQCD EP]O D=N@ PK @EOPEJCQEOD BAAHEJCO KB PNQA
@EO?KJPAJP BNKI LANEK@O KB EJOA?QNEPU =J@ @KQ>P (P]O EILKNP=JP PK
IAJP=HHU OEP @KSJ SEPD UKQNOAHB =O I=JU PEIAO =O UKQ JAA@ PK =J@
@A?ELDANSD=PUKQ]NABAAHEJC
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` (OEPOPNAOOKRAN=I=FKN=OOECJIAJPUKQ]NAJKP?KJj@AJP
=>KQP?KILHAPEJC
` (OEP=?H=OOPD=PUKQD=PAPD=PUKQD=@PDKQCDPUKQ
SKQH@HKRA
` #KAOUKQNOPKI=?DPQNJSDAJUKQPDEJG=>KQP@A=HEJC
SEPDLAKLHA=J@EJBKNI=PEKJARANU@=U
( ATLANEAJ?A =HH KB PDAOA BAAHEJCO =J@ IKNA !QP PDA BAAHEJC PD=P
JARAN OPE?GO =NKQJ@ BKN HKJC EO PDA H=OP KJA 2QNA ( D=RA >=@
@=UO SDANA ( @KJ]P BAAH HEGA @A=HEJC SEPD LAKLHA =P =HHZIQ?D HAOO
LAKLHA SEPD ?KILHAT EJBKNI=PEKJ JAA@OZ>QP PDKOA L=OO /=N@KJ
IU OEILHE?EPU >QP OKIAPEIAO O?DKKH EO JKP BQJ 8KQ ?=J CAP =
>=@ LNKBAOOKN =J =OOECJIAJP PD=P OAAIO LKEJPHAOO KN LAANO PD=P
=JJKU UKQ PK JK AJ@ (B UKQ]NA HQ?GU =HH PDNAA SEHH D=LLAJ =P
KJ?A !QP UKQ]NA JKP PDANA BKNARAN =J@ OKIA@=U UKQ]HH >A DAHLEJC
LAKLHA ?KJJA?P PK EJBKNI=PEKJ PD=P IECDP EILNKRA PDAEN HERAOa=J@
OKIAPEIAOSKNNUEJC=>KQPUKQN=>EHEPUPKOQ??AA@=PPD=P
+AP]O B=OP BKNS=N@ PK LNAOAJP PEIA (]I >=?G KJ 3A=I +(2 PD=JGO PK
PDKQCDPBQH @EO?QOOEKJO SEPD LAANO =J =eEPQ@A ?DA?G =J@ = JAS
BKQJ@ ?KIIQJEPU ,U =eEPQ@A ?DA?G S=O KJA KB PDA IKOP DAHLBQH
=@FQOPIAJPO PD=P ( ?KQH@ D=RA I=@A 2QNA @KQ>PO =NA J=PQN=H >QP
PDNKSEJC =  LEPU L=NPU EOJ]P ( BKN?A@ IUOAHB PK HKKG =P PDA
LKOEPERAO KB IU LNKCN=I =J@ BKQJ@ LHAJPU PD=P ( D=@ >AAJ BKNIANHU
ECJKNEJC  HOK ( ?D=HHAJCA@ IUOAHB PK =?PERAHU HKKG KQPOE@A IU
LNKCN=I BKN LNKBAOOEKJ=H BQHjHHIAJP ,U JASBKQJ@ ?KIIQJEPU
S=O BKQJ@ PD=JGO PK = @AOLAN=PA &KKCHA OA=N?D KB ^B=ODEKJ
HE>N=NE=JODEL_ (P PQNJO KQP PD=P PDANA]O = PDNEREJC ?KIIQJEPU KB
B=ODEKJ?KOPQIA HE>N=NE=JO = ?=NAAN PD=P KJHU = BAS IKJPDO =CK
( D=@ >AAJ =BN=E@ PK S=JP >A?=QOA EP IECDP >A EILN=?PE?=H -KS
( NAHECEKQOHU BKHHKS PDA  1+(2- %=ODEKJ 3ATPEHA =J@ "KOPQIA
+E>N=NE=JO >HKC =J@ D=RA = JAS NA=OKJ PK IKRA PKS=N@O = ?=NAAN
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PD=P QJEPAO IU EJPANAOPO KB KNC=JEV=PEKJ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 @ECEPEV=PEKJ KB
LDUOE?=HK>FA?PO=J@B=ODEKJ
/QeEJC = D=HP PK PDA @KQ>PEJC ?U?HA P=GAO SKNG  J@ DANA]O PDA
GE?GAN @KQ>PEJC EO =J EJAO?=L=>HA L=NP KB HEBA OK EP]O >AOP PK CAP
QOA@ PK PDA SKNG JKS gA >AOP =J@ IKOP IA=JEJCBQH @A?EOEKJO
SA I=GA D=RA PDA IKOP AIKPEKJ=H >=CC=CA =e=?DA@ PK PDAI #KAO
PD=P IA=J EP]O PDA SNKJC @A?EOEKJ -KLA (]I SNEPEJC PDEO LKOP
SDEHA (]I BAAHEJC L=NPE?QH=NHU ?KJj@AJP =>KQP O?DKKH >QP ( GJKS
PD=P @KQ>PO SEHH ?KIA =C=EJ  J@ (]HH @K IU >AOP JKP PK BA=N PDAI
>A?=QOA PDAU ?=J OANRA =O = S=U PK IAJP=HHU ?DA?G EJ SEPD IUOAHB
=J@ I=GA OQNA PD=P (]I CAeEJC PDA IKOP KQP KB PDEO ATLANEAJ?A PD=P
(?=J(DKLAUKQ]HH>A=>HAPKREASUKQN@KQ>POEJ=OEIEH=NHECDP
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gA AJ@ KB IU jNOP UA=N KB HE>N=NU O?DKKH D=O >AAJ = SAH?KIA
NAIEJ@AN PK NAkA?P PK NAIAI>AN PD=P JKP OK HKJC =CK , 1"
=J@ %1!1 SANA IA=JEJCHAOO =?NKJUIO ( D=@ JARAN =JOSANA@ =
NABANAJ?A MQAOPEKJ =J@ ( @E@J]P ARAJ GJKS SD=P D=HB KB IU ?KQNOA
PEPHAO IA=JP (]RA >AAJ OKNPEJC PDNKQCD JKPAO BNKI ?H=OOAO L=JAH
@EO?QOOEKJO =J@ SKNGODKLO EJ =J =eAILP PK IAJP=HHU EJ@AT PDA
UA=N =J@ PK ?DA?G EJ SEPD IUOAHB (J @KEJC OK ( D=RA NAIAI>ANA@
OKIA KB PDA IKIAJPO EJ SDE?D ( BAHP AOLA?E=HHU AT?EPA@ =>KQP
SD=P ( S=O @KEJC =J@ HA=NJEJC[AC D=J@?K@EJC IU jNOP SA>OEPA
LH=JJEJC EJOPNQ?PEKJ OAOOEKJO =J@ P=HGEJC PK HE>N=NE=JO =>KQP PDA
SKNG 3(%8 HKRA 'KJAOPHU ( D=@ BKNCKeAJ =>KQP MQEPA = BAS KB IU
B=RKNEPA IKIAJPO HKOEJC PN=?G KB EJOLEN=PEKJ EO MQEPA A=OU =IE@OP
PDA =JTEAPU =J@ OAHB@KQ>P PD=P ?=J OPNEGA PDNKQCDKQP PDA >QOUJAOO
=J@ QJGJKSJO KB CN=@Q=PA O?DKKH (J PDA B=?A KB PDAOA SKNNEAO =J@
@KQ>PO NAIEJ@EJC KQNOAHRAO KB SD=P ?KJPEJQAO PK @N=S QO BKNS=N@
KJKQN?DKOAJL=PDO?=J>AEJ?NA@E>HULKSANBQH
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=O IKPER=PEKJ =O = CQE@A SDAJ LE?GEJC ?H=OOAO =J@ @ARAHKLEJC
LNKFA?PO =J@ ARAJ =O ?KJPAJP BKN NAOQIAO ?KRAN HAeANO =J@
EJPANREASO ( PDEJG SA HA=NJ =J@ SKNG >AOP SDAJ SA]NA AT?EPA@
=>KQP SD=P SA]NA @KEJC *AALEJC = jJCAN KJ PDA LQHOA KB SD=P
LKAP 6EHHE=I !QPHAN 8A=PO @AO?NE>AO =O PDA ^N=C =J@ >KJA ODKL KB
PDA DA=NP_[PDA KdAJ @EOKN@ANHU UAP BKQJ@=PEKJ=H @AAL OPNQ?PQNA KB
KQNOAHRAO[AJ?KQN=CAOPD=PAT?EPAIAJP
( ?D=HHAJCA UKQ PK FKEJ IA EJ NA?KN@EJC PDA PDEJCO PD=P EJOLENA =J@
AT?EPA UKQ ( LH=J PK NA?KN@ KJA PDEJC ARANU @=U QOEJC $RANJKPA
IU B=RKNEPA JKPAP=GEJC =LL	 >QP PDEO GEJ@ KB LNKFA?P ?KQH@ SKNG
EJ = R=NEAPU KB S=UO ( ?KQH@ EI=CEJA CKEJC KH@ O?DKKH =J@ GAALEJC
= LDUOE?=H FKQNJ=H KB E@A=O KN >QEH@EJC = HEOP KB CNA=P HE>N=NU
=J@ EJBKNI=PEKJ IKIAJPO EJ OKIA BKNI KB SKN@ LNK?AOOKN gKOA
EJ?HEJA@ PK OD=NA ?KQH@ PSAAP >HKC KN ARAJ LEJ  J@ =HH KB PDKOA
NA?KN@GAALEJC KLPEKJO ?KQH@ K??QN =P NACQH=N KN PKP=HHU ENNACQH=N
EJPANR=HO gA LKEJP EO PK NAkA?P =J@ PK PN=?G LNKBAOOEKJ=HHU
NAHAR=JP AT?EPAIAJP =J@ HA=NJEJC OK PD=P UKQ ?=J D=RA OKIAPDEJC
PK HKKG >=?G KJ SDAJ UKQ JAA@ NAEJOLEN=PEKJ =J@ NAKNEAJP=PEKJ
-K JAA@ PK >A PKK OPNE?P =>KQP SD=P ?KQJPO =O ^LNKBAOOEKJ=HHU
NAHAR=JP_ PDA PDEJCO SA jJ@ EJOLENEJC EJ KQN LANOKJ=H HERAO ?=J
=J@ODKQH@?ANP=EJHUEJBKNILNKBAOOEKJ=H=J@=?=@AIE?LQNOQEPO
( DKLA UKQ]HH ?KJOE@AN FKEJEJC IA EJ LQNOQEP KB BQNPDAN OAHB
=S=NAJAOO=J@EJBKNI=PEKJAT?EPAIAJP
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#K UKQ BAAH PD=P >QVV EJ PDA =EN .N I=U>A UKQ ?=J =?PQ=HHU BAAH
PDA RE>N=PEKJO QJ@AN UKQN OGEJ =J@ @NQIIEJC EJ UKQN A=NO 8KQ
IECDP ARAJ >A PDEJGEJC ^( @KJ]P D=RA PEIA PK NA=@ '=?G +E>N=NU
2?DKKH NECDP JKS_ (P EOJ]P FQOP PDA ?=iAEJA UKQ]RA >AAJ HEREJC KJ
(B UKQ]NA HEGA = JQI>AN KB KQN BAHHKS +(2 OPQ@AJPO LNKBAOOEKJ=HO
=J@D=?GANOSD=PUKQ]NAOQNAHUBAAHEJCNECDPJKSEO 

$RAJ EB UKQ =NA @KJA SEPD UKQN KSJ jJ=HO EB UKQ]NA SKNGEJC EJ
= HE>N=NU KN =NKQJ@ =JU PULA KB OPQ@AJP LKLQH=PEKJ >U KOIKOEO
UKQ =NA LE?GEJC QL KJ PDA OPNAOO DKNIKJAO KB PDKOA =NKQJ@ UKQ
/=PEAJ?A EO D=N@ PK ?KIA >U #A=@HEJAO BAAH HEGA @KKN@EA 8KQN
>N=EJ BAAHO HEGA EP EO ?=NAAJEJC =NKQJ@ PDA >H=?GJAOO KJ PDA >=?G KB
=31.->EGA
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!NA=PDA BNEAJ@ =J@ HAP]O P=HG OPNAOO I=J=CAIAJP 'KS ?=J SA
I=GA EP PK PDA AJ@ KB PDA OAIAOPAN SEPDKQP OQiANEJC = JANRKQO
>NA=G@KSJ'ANA=NAOKIAD=?GO=J@PELO
9,(;/,
2ANEKQOHU PDEO EO PDA >AOP PEL ( ?=J KiAN (J B=?P OP=J@ QL BNKI UKQN
?KILQPAN KN LQP @KSJ UKQN LKNP=>HA @ARE?A NECDP JKS =J@ P=GA 
@AAL >NA=PDO "HKOA UKQN AUAO =J@ A=OA UKQN ODKQH@ANO @KSJ 2P=NA
=P PDA >=?G KB UKQN AUAHE@O !NA=PDA EJ PDNKQCD UKQN JKOA =J@ KQP
PDNKQCDUKQNIKQPDPEIAO1ALA=PKJ?A=JDKQNKN=OJAA@A@
(2,(30:;
gA >EC O?=NU QJ@AjJA@ EO = &KHE=PD KJ OPANKE@O (B UKQ >NA=G
UKQN P=OGO @KSJ PDAU >A?KIA HEeHAN CNAIHEJO gA HEOP =HOK DAHLO
UKQ LNEKNEPEVA =J@ OAA EB PDANA =NA @AI=J@O KJ UKQN PEIA PD=P UKQ
IECDP >A =>HA PK NAHA=OA KN OHE@A ( @E@ PDEO SEPD PDEO RANU LKOP =O (
S=O O?DA@QHA@ BKN H=OP SAAG =J@ GJAS ( FQOP ?KQH@J]P CAP EP @KJA
6D=P = @EiANAJ?A = BAS @=UO ?=J I=GA gA HEOP =HOK HAPO UKQ OAA
PDANAEOOKIAAJ@EJOECDP
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2KIAPEIAO ( PDEJG LNKBAOOKNO CAP PKCAPDAN =J@ =CNAA KJ KJA KN
PSK @=UO PK >A PDA @QA @=PAO BKN =HH jJ=H =OOECJIAJPO 1AC=N@HAOO
SA =HH GJKS PD=P PDA H=OP BAS SAAGO KB PDA OAIAOPAN =NA CKEJC
PK >A = SDENHSEJ@ KB L=LANO LNKFA?PO LKOPAN LNAOAJP=PEKJO =J@
KPDAN jJ=HO !ABKNA UKQ]NA EJ PDA IE@OP KB PDEO SDENHSEJ@ >HK?G
KQP OLA?Ej? ?DQJGO KB PEIA PK SKNG KJ A=?D =OOECJIAJP =J@ OPE?G
PK PDA O?DA@QHA gEO EO DAHLBQH >KPD EJ >Q@CAPEJC UKQN PEIA PK CAP
ARANUPDEJC @KJA =J@ BKN?EJC UKQ PK OPKL P=GA = >NA=G KN SKNG KJ
OKIAPDEJC AHOA >ABKNA UKQ CAP PK PDA LKEJP KB LQHHEJC KQP UKQN D=EN
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gANA =NA HKPO KB CNA=P PDEJCO CKEJC KJ >QP UKQ @KJ]P D=RA PK
CK PK ARANU OEJCHA ?HQ> IAAPEJC =?=@AIE? P=HG KN OK?E=H ARAJP
"DKKOA PDA ARAJPO PD=P UKQ BAAH =NA IKOP NAHAR=JP KN EILKNP=JP PK
UKQ =J@ L=OO KJ PDA KPDANO gANA SEHH >A KPDAN KLLKNPQJEPEAO BKN
HA=NJEJC =J@ CNKSEJC =O = LNKBAOOEKJ=H =J@ OK?E=HEVEJC SEPD UKQN
?H=OOI=PAO OK UKQ @KJ]P D=RA PK jP ARANUPDEJC EJPK PDEO KJA EJO=JA
PSKSAAGLANEK@
3=HG PK UKQN BNEAJ@O =J@ B=IEHU PK HAP PDAI GJKS SD=P UKQ =NA
B=?EJC EJ =@R=J?A +AP PDAI GJKS PD=P UKQ]NA FQOP JKP CKEJC PK
D=RA = SDKHA HKP KB PEIA PK AJFKU PDAEN ?KIL=JU KN KPDAN
ATPN=?QNNE?QH=NO gEO A=OAO OKIA KB PDA OK?E=H LNAOOQNAO =J@ HAPO
UKQBK?QOKJSD=PUKQJAA@PKCAP@KJAOKUKQ?=JAJFKUH=PAN
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(B PD=P I=FKN LNKFA?P KN PANI L=LAN EO FQOP JKP ?KIEJC PKCAPDAN =J@
?KILHAPAHU KRANSDAHIEJC UKQ OAJ@ =J AI=EH PK UKQN LNKBAOOKN
=J@ HAP PDAI GJKS .iAN PK ODKS LNKKB KB SKNG =J@ =OG LKHEPAHU	
BKN =J ATPAJOEKJ .N KiAN PK PQNJ EJ PDA =OOECJIAJP =O EP EO =P PDA
@A=@HEJA >QP =OG EB UKQ ?=J SKNG KJ EP BKN =J ATPN= BAS @=UO KN
@EO?QOO EP]O B=EHEJCO PK I=GA ?KNNA?PEKJO EJ PDA DKLAO KB EILNKREJC
UKQN CN=@A gA LKEJP KB PDEO O?DKKHEJC =dAN =HH EO PK PA=?D QO PK >A
LNKBAOOEKJ=HO )QOP =O UKQ ?KQH@ =J@ ODKQH@ >A QLBNKJP SEPD = >KOO
=>KQP = JAA@ BKN =J ATPAJOEKJ PK I=GA = SKNG LNK@Q?P >AeAN OK
PKK?KQH@UKQ@KPDAO=IASEPD?KQNOASKNG(PJARANDQNPOPK=OG
6=,
$TAN?EOA EO EJ?NA@E>HU CKK@ BKN PDA >N=EJ 3=GA = S=HG CK PK GE?G
>KTEJC KN 9QI>= NQJ >EGA KN OEILHU OP=J@ QL =J@ @K  FQILEJC
F=?GO [ OPQ@EAO =HOK ODKS PD=P FQOP P=GEJC MQE?G >NA=GO BNKI OEeEJC
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BKN HKJC LANEK@O DAHLO SEPD KRAN=HH DA=HPD &AP UKQN >HKK@ kKSEJC
=J@NAHA=OAOKIAKBPD=PPAJOEKJ
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( PDEJG PDEO EO L=NPE?QH=NHU EILKNP=JP BKN PDKOA KB QO SDK =NA
EJPNKRANPO ,=JU AJ@KBOAIAOPAN =?PEREPEAO EJRKHRA >AEJC =NKQJ@
= HKP KB LAKLHA =J@ PDEO ?=J >A @N=EJEJC (P]O EILKNP=JP ARAJ SDAJ
UKQ D=RA = HKP KB EPAIO PK ?DA?G Ki UKQN PK@K HEOP PK P=GA OKIA
PEIA PK NAH=T #K UKC= NA=@ = >KKG BKN BQJ S=P?D =J ALEOK@A KN
PSK KB UKQN B=RKNEPA PR ODKSSD=PARAN DAHLO UKQ PK I=EJP=EJ UKQN
O=JEPU
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( GJKS PKK SAHH PDA HK?G UKQNOAHB EJ UKQN >A@NKKI DQJ?D KRAN
UKQN H=LPKL >KKGO =J@ JKPAO =J@ CNEJ@ EP KQP IAJP=HEPU (P PQNJO
KQP PD=P LN=?PE?A EO LNK>=>HU JKP CKK@ OPQ@U LN=?PE?A &KEJC PK OEP
OKIASDANA AHOA SKNGEJC EJ = ?KiAA ODKL KN PDA HE>N=NU P=GEJC
UKQN H=LPKL KJPK PDA LKN?D BKN = SDEHA ?D=JCEJC LKOEPEKJO KN
KPDANSEOA ?D=JCEJC UKQN AJRENKJIAJP DAHLO UKQN >N=EJ
@EOPEJCQEOD SD=P UKQ =NA HA=NJEJC =J@ I=GA JAS ?KJJA?PEKJO
$RAJ EB UKQN NAPAJPEKJ @KAOJ]P OP=PEOPE?=HHU EILNKRA EP ?=J >A IQ?D
>AeAN BKN UKQN CAJAN=H KQPHKKG KJ HEBA SDEHA SKNGEJC =NKQJ@
KPDANO SKNGEJC ?=J DAHL UKQ BK?QO =J@ I=GA UKQ IKNA LNK@Q?PERA
(;+9052:3,,7
,=GA OQNA UKQ =NA CAeEJC LNKLAN OQOPAJ=J?A =J@ OHAAL 1A=@ =
@EAP KB LKSAN >=NO =J@ ?KiAA SEPD PSK DKQNO KB OHAAL EO CNKOOHU
DQNPEJC UKQN LNK@Q?PEREPU 3=GA PDA PEIA PK A=P =J@ OHAAL SAHH =J@
UKQ]HH >A IQ?D IKNA AiA?PERA PD=J EB UKQ LQHHA@ =J =HHJECDPAN
KJ 1A@ !QHH PK PNU PK ?N=I EJ UKQN JKPAO 6A]NA =HH D=LLEAN IKNA
LNK@Q?PERALAKLHASDAJSACAPAJKQCDOHAAL
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8KQ I=U JKP NA=HEVA EP SDAJ UKQ]NA NECDP EJ PDA PDE?G KB jJ=HO
?D=KO >QP UKQ]NA HA=NJEJC ?NA=PEJC =J@ @KEJC CNA=P PDEJCO =J@
UKQ ODKQH@ >A LNKQ@ KB PDAI #KJ]P BKNCAP PK EJ?HQ@A PDAI EJ UKQN
LKNPBKHEK OD=NA UKQN JASBKQJ@ GJKSHA@CA SEPD KPDANO =J@ CERA
UKQNOAHB = L=P KJ PDA >=?G BKN I=GEJC EP PDNKQCD =JKPDAN OAIAOPAN
%EJ=HHU 56> @6<9:,3- 6D=P SKNGO BKN ^ARANUKJA_ IECDP JKP
SKNG BKN UKQ 3=GA = IKIAJP PK PDEJG =>KQP SD=P D=O DAHLA@ UKQ
EJ PDA L=OP =J@ PNU PK NALHE?=PA EP gA AJ@ KB PDA OAIAOPAN ?=J
>A DA?PE? =J@ @N=EJEJC =J@ ?=J OAJ@ ARAJ PDA IKOP AJPDQOE=OPE?
HE>N=NU O?DKKH OPQ@AJPO EJPK = OHQIL !QP SEPD = HEeHA DAHL SA
?=J I=GA EP PDNKQCD PDA AJ@KBOAIAOPAN OHQIL =J@ HERA PK OAA
=JKPDANOAIAOPAN
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"KJCN=PQH=PEKJO PK ARANUKJA SDK]O FQOP jJEODA@ PDA jNOP UA=N KB
=J +(2 @ACNAA (B UKQ]NA =JUPDEJC HEGA IA UKQ]NA OPEHH K??=OEKJ=HHU
D=REJC LD=JPKIDKIASKNG CQEHP =O EP]O OQ?D = JKRAH BAAHEJC PK
D=RA = >EP KB OL=NA PEIA g=P OL=NA PEIA ?=J >A LQP PK CKK@ QOA
PDKQCD
(J PDA OLENEP KB 9=?G]O +E>N=NU2?DKKH 2P=NPAN *EP BKN PDA jNOP
OAIAOPANDANA]O=BASS=UOPKOLAJ@UKQNOQIIAN
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6DAPDAN UKQN LNKCN=I NAMQENAO KJA KN JKP EJPANJODELO =NA CNA=P
S=UO PK CAP ATLANEAJ?A >QEH@ QL UKQN NAOQIA =J@ I=GA OKIA
?KJP=?PO KQP EJ HE>N=NUH=J@ SDK ?=J DAHL UKQ =dAN UKQ CN=@Q=PA
gANA =NA PKJO KB NAOKQN?AO KJ EJPANJODELO =J@ UKQN O?DKKH I=U
D=RA = ?=NAAN OANRE?AO Kl?A PD=P ?=J DAHL UKQ jJ@ KJA >QP
LAND=LO PDA >AOP PDEJC PK @K EO jJ@ = HE>N=NU SDANA UKQ]@ HEGA PK
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SKNG =J@ FQOP =OG EB PDAU D=RA =J ATPN= LNKFA?P BKN UKQ '=REJC
= OLA?Ej? LNKFA?P EJ IEJ@ ?=J DAHL =HHARE=PA PDA NEOG PD=P =J
EJPANJODEL SEHH D=RA UKQ LDKPK?KLUEJC =J@ CAeEJC ?KiAAZSDEHA
PDKOAFK>O=NAR=HE@PDAU@KJ]PNA=HHU>KKOPUKQNOGEHHO
8KQ ?=J =HOK QOA =J EJPANJODEL PK PAOP KQP = L=NP KB PDA jAH@ UKQ]NA
JKP OQNA =>KQPZSDAPDAN PD=P]O = HE>N=NU PULA -ARAN SKNGA@ EJ =J
=?=@AIE? HE>N=NU 6D=P =>KQP = LQ>HE? HE>N=NU 1QN=H RO EJJAN
?EPU	 KN =J =NA= KB EJPANAOP NABANAJ?A ?=P=HKCQEJC @ECEPEV=PEKJ
AP?	 %EJ@EJC =J EJPANJODEL EJ PD=P =NA= CERAO UKQ PDA ?D=J?A PK BAAH
KQP = ?ANP=EJ =OLA?P KB HE>N=NE=JODEL PD=P UKQ IECDP JKP KPDANSEOA
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